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THISgreat work, even as it has been projected, would have
paid a large direct interest, besides far greater benefits to
the landowners and public generally, had it been carried out
t o completion,' and it will do so still if completed. It has
already saved tens of thousands of lives, and an amount of
property probably exceeding its cost, during the late famine.
w
There are, however, the greatestfundamentaImistakes in its
projection, which have made a prodigious difference in the
22 results. They are as follow :+
1st. The head of the canal is placed too high up, above
3
,a tract which has a very great and inconvenient fall, and in
2
which there is a very heavy drainage from the Sub-Hima.sl
'\layas,
across which the canal has to be carried.
3
2nd.
The whole canal has been cut so as to carry the
7 4
water below the level of the surface, entailing a vast un$ 9 necessary excavation, and keeping the water below the level
2 (P a t which it is required fbr irrigation.
3rd. The whole of the masonry works are of brick, while
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the most suitable stone for hydraillic works is procurable in
tlie sub-Himalayas ;-this is a most inexplicable mistake.
4th. The wBole of the water is admitted a t the head, so
that some of i t is conveyecl three R7indred and jf/y miles t o
the land it irrigates, while it might have been obtained a t
a sufficient level a t a distance of say 50 or 100 miles.
5th. There is nopermanent dam across the river a t the
head of the canal, so as to secure the supply of water, but
femporary morlts are thrown up after every monsoon, which
are liable to be swept away, and have been swept away, a t
the very time when they are most wanted.
The first fbur of these filndamental mistakes have caused
the cost of tlie works to be probably three times what they
need to have been, consequently have increased the time of
execution threefold; so that they might have been yielding
20 or 30 per cent., or much more, for the last ten years, instead of being to this day an unpaying project, with interest
accumulating for ten years.
But besides these fundarnenfal mistakes in the projection,
there are the following minor, but still most important,
ones :1st. All the weirs are made of a length corresponding
with the full breadth of the canal, while they need not, and
ought not, to have been more than one-third of that length,
entailing a more than double expense in their construction,
besides other destructive evils, wliich will be more fully erplained.
2nd. These weirs are placed in t l e direct line of the
canal, while the navigation line and the locks are placed
out of t l e direct line, thus compelling the wBole of t i e tra$ic
to go round, instead of the irrigation water.
3rd. The whole canal has too great a,fall in its 6edJ from

15 ins. to lil ins. per mile, whicb, with a depth of 10 feet,
which it was intended to have, gives a current of 2& or 29
miles an hour, which is too milch both for the bed and
banks of the canal, and also for effective navigation.
4th. The canal has been terminated a t Cawnpoor instead of being carried on 120 miles to Allahabad, where the
Jurnna and Ganges unite, and the river navigation begins to
be effective throughout the year.
5th. The slope of the canal is continued to the end a t
Cawnpoor, so that to keep the navigation open there m u ~ t
be a large body of water constantly flowing to waste into
the river.
6th. The bridges are so low as to prevent a fully-loaded
boat passing under them.
7th. The towing-paths are not carried through the arches
of the bridges, so that the line has to be thrown off a t every
bridge, that is, a t every 3 miles.
8th. The lock channels have such sharp curves that boats
of the length of the locks cannot pass through them.
9th. No arrangement has been made for the disposal of
the silt.
10th. There are no connecting navigation lines between
the different main branches, so that boats can only get
across the tract by going all the way up to the point where
the branch and the main line divide.
11th. The Solani Aqueduct is made of the full breadth of
the cafzal above, and of the f u l l length of the breadth of the
river below, whereas it might have been made of one-third of
the breadth of the canal, and its length of about one-hay of
the breadth of the river, reducing its cost to perhaps onequarter or one-fifth of what it has been.
12th. Tho breadth of the canal a t the lower end is much

too small for a large traffic, such as there would be if the
navigation were in an effective state.
13th. The slopes of the sides of the canal are much too
steep.
14th. There is no communication between thecanal and the
river a t Cawnpoor; for though there are doublelocks the gates
of the lower one mere not in repair. I am credibly ixiformed
that, when they were in repair, boats were not allowed to pass
backward and forward, but if they entered the canal were
compelled to remain in it, becaose, as I mas infbrmed, they
often injured the plastering on the lock walls.
I iurpose now to enter more fully into the subjects of the
different mistakes I have adverted to.
1st. A s to the position of the head of tAe canal. I n the
reports I have seen there is no discussion a t all on this
point. I n a paper of Colonel Baird Smith, on the late
famine, he merely remarks that, the chaniiel of the river
below the steep country near Hurdmar is too deep for headworks for a canal.
I n the first place, as the head of the canal from Hurdwar
to Roorkee, 20 miles, which has so great a fall, and crosses
all the heavy drainage of the Sub-Himalayas, has cost
about 2 of a million sterling, i t is impossible that it could
have been more expensive than that to have thrown a weir
across the Ganges below the confluence of the Solani, and cut
t i e head of the canalJi.om there. But further, I n a&iuformed
by an officer of the canal department, that he had taken the
levcl from the Futtyghur branch of the canal to the neighbouring bed of the Ganges in two places, and found it 40
feet in each, while the fall of the country there is about 3
feet n mile; hence, if the water of the river \\ere raised 1U
feet LJ a \vcir, and the head of the canal cut from it uith a

fall of half a foot a mile, g i n i n g 24 feet a mile upon the
slope of the country, it would only require a cut of 12 miles
in length to lead the water out upon the present level of the
canal, which could not possibly be an expensive work; it could
not certainly cost more than 1-10th of that of the present
head of the canal above that point, while including also the
permanent weir, which the present head of the channel has
not.
The objections to this position for the weir (probably a
little below the confluence of the Solani) would be-1st.
That, it would be further from the quarries. But as no stone
has been used in the present works, this does not affect the
question EO far as these works are concerned. The stone
\\.auld certainly have had to be brought some considerable
distance, but this, though it would have increased the
expense, would not by any means have done so to the
extent of the least making it a question whether the weir
could be built there or not. But now, as the stone could be
brought from Hurdwar by the present canal, with 3 or 4
miles of addition, to the very spot, the cost of carriage
would be of very small account.--2nd.
The country above
the poigtt where the new head would ~neetthe present canal
would be above the level of the water, and consequently
could not bt: irrigated from this work. This is not of the
least consequence; there are many millions of acres h e l m
the level of that point which are not irrigated, nor intended
to be irrigated by the present ~vorlis,and it cannot therefore
Le a matter of the least consequence that a few hundred
acres above that level are not irrigated. There is no reason
whatever for irrigating that particular little patch of country
about Ruorkee, rather than the vast area of the Boa6 lower
ctowt+and further, of course, now, that tract niay continue
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to be watered by the present canal. The fall between
Hurdwar and Roorkee is about 60 feet, and is of no use
whatever, so that going up t o that point was only bringing
into the canal a height of 60 feet, which had to be counteracted by weirs and locks a t a great expense, without any
object whatever, besides entailing, the enormous cost of
passing the Solani and the other violent jungle streams
which bring down enormous floods for a few hours a t a time.
It must be observed that the weira on this part of the
canal a6ove Roorkee are i n yreat danger. Last year one of
them was repaired, but was again injured, and i t was
necessary in consequence t o close the head of the canal, and
put a stop to all i~.riyationfor Jbur months i n the main
irrigating season, entirely losing the whole revenue for the
Rubbee or winter crop. The receipts for the previous year
had'been 6 lacs, and in consequence of the exteuded distribution those for 1862-3would have been, I believe, almost
10 lacs, whereas they will be, I suppose, less than those of
last year. But the loss of property, in the crop, would have
been enormous, perhaps 30 rupees an acre on 500,000 acres,
or 150 lacs, besides the loss of seed and labour, had there
not occurred most providentially a very unusual fall of rain,
which gave even above an average crop. This mischief was
solely owing to the weirs being built of brick, which can
never be trusted for hydraulic works with falls of water or
high velocities. Had they been properly-constructed works
covered with stone, there would have been no such danger. I t
must be known also Lhat this danger has occurred with only
seven j+et of water in the canal, whereas the works were calculated to hear Cen feet of water, which has not yet been admitted. The quantity of water calculated upon was about
8,000 cubic feet per second, one million cubic yards per
hour, while the quantity actually admitted is only about

5,000 cubic feet per second, or 620,000 cubic .yards per
hour. And of this, i n consequence of the want of distribution
works, only one-fourth h m ever been used, even during the
famine, the remainder returning unused into the river.
This great mistake of beginning the canals needlessly
high up the river was very nearly made in the case of the
god aver^. It was a t first thought that they should commence a t the point where the river escapes from the hills,
but upon levelling the country it was found that nothing
would be gained by this but the having to convey 1&
millions of cubic yards of water 25 miles for nothing-the
gain of level by going 25 miles higher up giving no advantage worth mentioning ; while if it was wished to water
the small additional tract so commanded, i t might be done
by a separate worl;, without incurring the enormous expense
of carrying 1 4 millions of cubic yards all that additional
distance. This change in the position of the head of the
channel would have saved 70 lacs, and of course several
years, besides all the loss and danger now experienced in
the actual state of their head-works a t this moment, which
is such that,unless decisive measures are immediatelyadopted,
the canal will continue useless, and the prejudice against
irrigation works be prodigiously increased.
It is certain that something must 6e done about these works;
first, those now in danger must be secured, and, secondly,
the supply of water to the canal must be secured by a
permanent we;?. I n the year of the famine, the temporary
dam across the river had been constructed after the monsoon,
as usual; when the river began to rise in the following
monsoon, this dam mas as usual carried away ; but in consequence of the failure of the rains, the river did not continue
t o rise as it ought, and, consequently, a t the very time when
the canal water was most urgently called for, the proper

upp ply could not be thrown into it, as there was not enough
water in the river to keep that in the canal a t the required
level, but a t the same time there mas too much to allow of
the temporary dam being restored. Thus a work which has
cost 23 millions is liable to be leftwithout a sufficient supply
of water, a t the time of a failure of a monsoon, n~lienthe
gencral need for the canal water occurs to prevent a famine,
for want of a permanent weir that zoould cost 90.0001. or
40,0001. The canal, even with this insufficient supply of
water, is of course still of incalculable value, thougli of nothing like what i t ougklt to be. I n the late famine it
watered about 300,000 acres, and produced fbod for 18
millions of people for a year, according to Coloi~elBaird
Smith, besides being the means of conveying vast quantities
of food from distant districts, neither of which would have
been otherrrise obtained ; and, as many thousands died of
starvation as it was, probably hundreds of thousands would
liave perished but for the canal, thus imperfectly supplied
with water from the head, and only about one-fourth of
that water being actually used for want of the distributing
channels to convey it to the lands. I t s use also for bringing food from a distance was only a small part of what it
ought to have been had the defects of tile navigation not
existed, and had it extended to the confluence of the Jumna,
a t Allahabad, instead of stopping short a t Cawnpoor.
But to return to the question of the head-works, which
is, What should now be done there ? I have stated that the
present weirs cannot siand the force of water to which they
are exposed, even with only 7 feet in the canal instead of 10
feet, the full supply; also tliat a permanent weir must be
bz~ill. If Ihe present head were still used. for t,he admission
of the wdole supply of water, it seems to me that the only
thing that can be doile to meet the emergency is to build

new weirs on side cuts out of the line of the canal opposite
to the present weirs, so that they may be completed without
shutting the water out of the canal; and when complete?
the banks a t the heads and outlets of the new cuts may be
cut through, and earthern banks thrown across the main
canal, so as to shut off the water from the present weirs.
The new weirs, of course, to be constructed of stone.
But if t i e new permanent weir across the river is constructed>not a t the present lead, hut below t l co?$hence
~
of
the Solani, so as to a#mit the main supply frmfi the river at
that point, only a small quantity might be admitted a t the
present head, so as to allow of only 2 or 3 feet flowing down
that part, and so relieve the present insecure weirs; and
this they would probably be able to bear, with the help of
some trifling alterations. The object of admitting any
water a t all a t the old head would be merely to keep up the
navigation there, and to supply the small tract now watered
above the level of the proposed new head. The traffic a t
this extreme part of the canal will, of course, not be very
great so far as general t r a 5 c is concerned, but as affording
the means of conveying the excellent stone of Hurdwar, and
the timber of the Himalayan forests, both t o the works all
along the canal, and for the use of the public all the way to
Alhhabad, thii part of the navigation will be of great
importance.
I f the depth of water is reduced from 7 to 3 feet, the
current will be di:ninished from 24 to 19, which the bed
and banks will bear, and the force of the water over the
weirs will be greatly diminished.
It is necessary here, however, to point out another fact
Gith respect to these weirs across the canal. I have stated
that the length of them is the same as the full breadth of
the canal, and consequently the depth of water passing over

their crest is less than that of the canal. a t a distance above
the weirs. It is obvious that the velocity of the water over
{he weirs will be much greater than t.hat in the canal, and
.consequently a depth, for instance, of 7 feet in the canal
would not keep up a depth of, suppose, 3 feet over the weirs.
Now, the bed of the canal is made with a slope of 14 feet a
mile from the foot of one weir to the top .of the next, so
that the surface of the water will have an additional fall of
4 feet in the candl ubove, more than the bed ; thus :h
6
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that, while the canal has nominally a slope of only l a
feet a mile, giving a current of 24 miles, the last mile or
two above a weir has a slope, of the stirface of the water, of
perhaps 3 feet a mile, giving a current of 4 or 5 miles
an hour-far aLove what was intended, and above what the
bed and the banks can bear. The fact is, the weirs ought to
have been made, so much shorter than the breadth of the
canal, as to have kept the depth over their crest the same aa
that in the canal, so that the slope of the surface of the
water would be the same as that of the bed of the canal,
and the current would then have been kept a t 23 miles an
hour, as intended. The current above the weir has thus
been so excessive that the sides of the canal were cut away
to a dangerous extent, and to remedy it, the desperate
measure, has been resorted to, of raising, by timber work,
the height of the weirs, and thus erposing /hose weak
SO

structures of brick to a force of water now m u d beyond what
they zoere intended to bear.
It seems, therefore, almost certain that, by making a new
head to the canal below the coxjiuence ~fthe Solani, far less
expense will be incurred thau by correcting the works on
the canal above Roorkee. If these works, with the help of
slight alteratiogs, will bear a depth of water in the canal
of 3 feet, iustead of 7, as a t present, the cost of cutting
1 2 or 15 miles to form a new head will be less than the
substitution of stone weirs for the present brick ones. The
weirs across the Ganges will, of course, be nearly the sume,
whether built a t Hurdmar or below the Solani.
With rcspect to the second fundamental mistake, viz., the
cutting the canal so as to carry the whole body of t i e water
below the surface of the ground.-This was entirely owing
to the medical officer appointed to investigate the sul~jectof
fever-which, 7~ndercertain circumstances, had appeared in
irrigated tracts-going out of his depth in attempting to
instruct the Engineers how they were to execute the worlts.
H e had concluded that the fever was caused by the presence
of the stagnant water, and he supposed that if the water
was carried above the level of the ground it would percolate
through the embankments, and lieep the gronnd outside
saturated. Not being an Engineer, he did not know that,
the water would not find its way through the embankments in any quantity, nor that in that part of the
country the upper 3 or 4 feet is generally of watertight soil, helow which i s the moat open sand, through
which the water passes quite freely. Hence, in insisting
upon the water being carried below the surface, he took
effectual means to produce the very evil he wished io prevent.
Had he merely insisted up011 it that there should be no

land saturated with stagnant water, the Engineer8 would
have known how to accomplish that. But further, the
very object of the canal was, to irrigate the land without
the necessity of raising the water by artificial means ; to
do this, and yet have the surface of the water below the
level of the ground, was evidently an absolute contradiction.
And hence the rrater is, of course, now let out of the mail1
canal by the branch channels, so cut as to bring the water
out above the ground, and thus the water is only telow the
surface i n the main canals, while it is above it i n the branches.
The real remedy against stagnant water is simply a system of
drains leading it off to lower levels ; and this is essential to
any effective system of irrigation. I n consequence of the
main canal having been cut so deep, the water is let through
into the sand below, and the whole country is permeated by
it, so fhat tAe water everywhere stands some feet higher i n the
wells than it used to do, and fhepeople are tempted to raise it
6y 6ulZocksfrom tllem instead of purchasing it f+om the canal.
I n thus following these instructions instead of determinately protesting against them, the Engineers have been led
into a monstrous expense and loss of time. TAe excavation i s
certainly three times what it need to have 6een, being about
4 yards by 50, whereas an excavation of one yard or a little
more, just sufficient to form the embankments, was all that
was required; and as the embankments could have been
placed a t any distance apart, without increasing the
quantity of earth required to form them, a body of water
much greater than is a t present conveyed might have been
provided for a t one-third of the present cost. Thus, supposing the embankments required a section of 60 square
yards each, to allow of a depth of water of 3 yards above
the ground, and they had been placed 200 yards apart, the

excavation would have been 120 square ~ a r d s and
,
it would
have provided for a stream 200 x 3 4 yards, or 700 square
yards, while the present excavation is about 4 x 50, or 200
square yards, and the stream of water 50 x 3h, or 170
square yards in the former, and the stream would have had
a section of six times that of the excavation; while, as it
is, the section of e~cuvationexceeds that of the water. However, a far greater use may Ile made of the present excavation than ha4 been made hitherto, by simp@ allowing the
water to stand i n it above the level of the ground. I have
said that it was intended to allow 10 feet to flow down the
canal, but hitherto only 7 feet has been admitted, in consequence of the works not being able to bear i t with the present great slope of the bed, and the weak brick weirs. But
the water rnight be allowed to stand a t least 2 yards over
the surface, or 6 yards deep, giving a section of water of
about 60 yards by 6, or 360 square yards, instead of 50 by
26, or 117, as a t present; and if the current, by diminisliing the slope of the bed, is lowered from 29 miles, as a t
present, to 12, just double the present quantity of water
would be conveyed. The alterations that would be necessary
for this, viz., the addition of some weirs, jn order to diminish
the slope, are absolutely necessary to make the navigation
effective. I n t h i ~way alone, without any additional excavation, the canal may be made to irrigate twice what it id
calczllated to do, while only 7 feet of water are admitted.
Other means will hereafter be mentioned by whieh a far
greater extent of irrigation may be obtained without any
additional excavation of the main canals.
With respect to the third fundamental mistake-that of
constructing t i e works entirely o f brick.-There is nothing
more inexplicable than this in the whole matter. I cannot
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find a word of discussio~ion this point in the published
reports on the project. I had always s u ~ o s e dthat the
only great objection to it was the walzt of sto?te;and I was
astonished beyond measure to find the most unexceptional
stone lying in the streets of Hurqwar, which I was informed
- had been brought only 6 miles, and many of the houses built
of stone. What could have been the reason of rejecting
this invaluable material, the very thing that was wanted for
the works, I a m still totally a t a loss to conceive. I n
Madras we never think of trusting to brick for hydraulic
works, however hard and expensive to cut the stone obtainal~lemay be, nor however far we may have to bring i t ; and,
i n my opinion, nothing but the absolute impossibility of
obtaining it within a practicable expense would justify an
Engineer in building weirs and sluices without it. The present case is the strongest confirmation of this opinion. Nearly
three times the qclantity of masonry has been used in these
weirs that would have been required had they been covered
with stone, and yet they are now in a dangerous state, quite
unequal to the force of water they are exposed to. The
form of section is of this kind :-

Had they been covered with stone the section should
have been thus :-
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I n the Locks also, all the passages are of brick only; they
ought all to be lined with stone most carefully fitted. The
side walls also being of brick, the most peremptory ordere
are given that they are not to be scratched by the boats,
and monstrous fines are inflicted for any injury to the
plastering. Of course this is wholly incompatible with
free navigation. The works ought to be so constructed as
to bear the kind of usage to which such works are exposed.
I found sandstone of various degrees of hardness : the soft
would probably do for the parts of the works not exposed
to the rwh of water, or to the chafing of boats and vessels ;
and the,harder for the latter parts. I saw some of just the
requisite degree of hardness; quite sufficiently hard to resist
water, and at the same time not needlessly hard so as to involve an unnecessary expense in cutting. I n Madras we
have been often obliged to use excessive& hard granite, at a
very great cost, where much softer stone would have
answered the purpose. Besides the stone to be obtained
from the hills, the bed of the river is entirely filled with
good-sized pebbles, which might be extensively used for
rubble masonry, and for protecting the sides and bed of the
canal, where wanted. Among these pebbles are also plenty
which are of hydraulic limestone, so that I should report of
this spot that scarcely any place could be found where
hydraulic works could be constructed so securely and so
economically. I may mention that the brick masonry in
these works is of the very best quality; both materials and
workmanship are as fine as any I ever saw, and from the
published accounts of cost, it is evident that they have been
most economically executed. The miLtakes are in the projection, and the w e of brick where stone was on the very
spot, and of the precise quality required.

,
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If quarries are now ope9hed i n tire Sub-Himalayas, there
would dOubtleS~be i n a s h r t time n prodigww trafic in stone
along the whole line o f the canal.
Many of these minor mistakes have further greatly
increased the cost of the works; some of them are the
causes of thepre~entdangerous state o f some of the weirs and
bridges, and some of them almost destroy the canal as a line
of navigation, so that the traffic on i t in goods is now only
1-50th of what i t ought to be, and it is hardly used for
passengers at all, whereas if the navigation were effective,
steamers of all speeds wonld be carrying passengers to the
extent of several thousanda a day; probably starting from
either end of the canal every two or three hours, and plying
night and day.
From the mere mention of these defects of projection, it
cannot but be understood how it is that this work, in a
tract of country with such prodigious natural advantages,
has been so unproductive for seventeen years from its
commencement, independently of the question of the distributive channels not having been yet completed.
The m o n q t h t has been expended i s probabZy three orfour
times what would have been m f i i e n t both for the irrigation
of two millions o f acres, and to hvefomned the most gective
line o f navigation i n the world, with a prodigiaus trafic both
in goods and passengers a t any required speed, and at a
d a w ro low as fully to a m e r tAe demands o f the country./
With respect to the fourth mistake, viz., that the water
rr** .: is all admitted at the head o f the canal, 80 that some of i t is
- . 'tj - conveyed three hundred a n d p i t y miles to the lands it waters at
a manstrous cost.-Supposing the land in the centre of the
Delta -_is 50 feet above the bed of the river nearest to it,
and that the fall of the country is 14 feet a mile in a
certain part (the actual fall is about 3 feet a mile near

F-
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Roorkee, diminishing to about a foot at Allahabad), it is
evident that, if the water is first raised 15 feet by a weir
across the river, and then carried by a canal with a fall of
foot a mile, gaining If feet per mile upon the river, such
a canal would only be carried 28 miles before it would have
attained to the level of the land in the centre of the Doab,
where it would command the whole tract, and night afterwards be carried along the water-shed ; thus :-

+

Total difference of level between river and land
Height gained by weir . .
. .
.

.

. .

Feet.
50
. 15

. .

.

-

3'5
Height gained by canal having a less dope than the
land by 1) feet per mile, 28 miles at 1) . . .
35
I n this case, therefore, instead of bringing the water, sup.
pose 250 miles from Hurdwar to 100 miles above Cawnpoor,
it would only have been conveyed 28 miles, and there mould
have been a saving of 225 miles of canal against the construction of a weir. The cost of the latter might be b lacs,
and that of an excavation of, suppose, 50 square yards of
section, say at 14 annas per cobic yard, or 9000 rupees a
mile, would be, for 225 miles, 20 lacs. But the difference of
cost would only be a part of the advantage; it would provide for a large additional supply of water beyond what
could be obtained from the present head, for i t would secure
the water draining out of the sands of the river in those
225 miles, besides any flowing into it from the small
affluenttrthat enter the river in that space. The same might
be done with the Jumna, and thus at a small cost three
or four times the land might be irrigated that is at present
provided for. Probably one or two such additional he&
from each of the rivem Ganges and Jumna might be cut
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with advantage. It is t o be observed that, the whole area
of the Doab, all available for irrigation, is about, 1 0 million
acres, of which, say, about half a million acres have yet
been supplied, and the present arrangements would only
provide for 14 million acres, even if the full supply of 10
feet depth were admitted into the canal, while the two
rivers would probably supply 4 or 6 million acres, even
when a t their lowest and of course the car~alsshould be
cut so as to allow of a much greater quantity than the
lowest supply being conveyed by them.
There remains also the storing of water to be considered.
The information I obtained as to sites for large tanks a t the
foot of the Himalayas was not very favourable; but still
I have no doubt that large quantities o'f water could be
stored there a t a practicable cost, though not so cheaply ss
in most parts of India.
I have already spoken of the necessity for a permanent
weir at the head of the canal, and of the unaccountable
mistake of leaving a work that Was cost 2 ) millions impefectly
and uncertainly supplied with water for want of an eqenditure of 30,000l. or 40,0001. There seems to be now something like a real impression that such a work must now be
executed, hut it is still put OR,apparently under the strnngest
fancy that such a work is one of most serious difEcuIty,
though i t is nothing to the works of the kind that Wave
6een executed in Madras in many places, both by natives
and Europeans. The quantity of water to be discharged
over i t in extreme floods is about twenty;five million cubic
yards per hour, while the quantity which has to be provided for in the Godavery is two hundred millions, andin the
Kistnah about one hundred and aixty millions, and both these
works have been executed without any serious difficulty. The

officers a t the head of the Public Works Department of India
seem to be afraid of the work themselves, and unwilling to
send for a n experienced Madras officer to do it for them.
I n the meantime, what with the uncertainty o f the supply,
and t h dangerous state o f some of t i e weirs and otRer works,
this most important work is in the most imminent danger
of becoming a failure, and a terrible obstacle to similar
works. One season has been already entirely lost from the
necessity of shutting the water out of the canal, and it can
only be kept open this year with very great anxiety lest
some of the weirs should fail entirely. Not a moment should
he lost i n takillg the works in hand with decision t h t are
9Lecessary to put the project i n a safe and efective state.
With respect to the minor mistakes I have mentioned :1st. The weirs ucross the canal Ireing made of a length
corresponding to the 6readth of the canal; I have already
shown the evils arising from this ; besides that they
have cost more than double what they mould have done
had they been made bf the proper length.
2nd. The placing the weirs i n the direct line of the canal,
and cutting channels with locks i n them on one side of the
main canal for the navigation; There is no reason for this;
the navigation was the thing to be cared for; it was s
matter of no consequence that the water should be led
round by a circuitous course. The boats now have to get
out of the current which leads direct to the weirs, and to turn
h t o the side channel, and of course not without danger.
Some boats have thus been carried over the falls, and
several lives have been lo&. This should now be corrected,
a t least below Roorkee, by making new weirs out of the
line of the canal. The present dangerous state of the weirs
a t any rate makes this imperalive, and i t is only by building

them out of the main line that the canal csn be kept in use
while they are under construction.
3rd. Thegreat fall in the bed of the caual, I t to 1foot
per mile, wiich, with a d q t h of lofeet, would give a current
of 23 or 3 miles an how, which i8 too much both for the bed
and side8 of the canal, and for the navigation.-The sides of
the canal have in several places been cut by the current, and
the bed, especially a t the bride-,
dangerously deepened.
It is absolutely necessary t o diminish the slope by building
additional weirs ; and as there is nothing to prevent a much
greater depth than 10 feet being admitted into the canal,
and i t is clear waste to admit into it, less than it can carry,
the slope should be reduced to a very moderate rate. I f 18
feet of water is admitted, which I believe the banks will
abundantly allow of in a great part of the length, the slope
should not exceed 3 inches per mile, which would give a
current of about 1f miles, or 3000 yards per hour, and I
think more than this cannot be allowed with safety to the
sides, and without serious inconvenience to the t,raffic. I n
fact, I am of opinion that that current is the outside of
what can be allowed, so as to make the navigation perfectly
effective.
There remains the question of entirely correcting the level
of the bed by czctting and Jilling in from weir to weir. This
is not, perhaps, absolutely necessary, but it would not be
very expensive. For instance, suppose in the lower part,
where the slope of the country and of the bed is about 1
foot, and it would have to be reduced by 9 inches, it would
require that weirs 12 feet high should be placed a t every
16 miles; or if, as there would be less depth of water in this
part, a slope of 6 inches were allowed, they would be
required a t every 24 miles.

It seems certain that the greater traffic will be down
stream, and in such a case there is a decided advantage in
having a certain current. I n the upper part, at all events,
the main traffic will be down; it will consist there chiefly
of timber, firewood, and stone ; the grain and other produce
mill of course increase from the upper to the lower end, and
at the latter it will certainly be enormous. The up-tra5c
will indeed be very great at the lower end, in salt, coal, and
rice, and this will diminish towards the upper end. The
other trafEc will of co.urse be small compared with these
items. The passenger traffic will be equal up and down,
but of course regularly increasing towards the lower end.
I t must, however, be remembered, that when this navigation is connected with lateral lines, as in Oude, &., many
more and unexpected items of transit will be brought upon
tbe line which cannot now be estimated. As the passenger
tra5c will probably be chiefly by steam, with speeds of 6
miles and upwards, the current will not so much affect that.
I am inclined to think that it will be well to give one side
of these canals a very long slope, 3 or 4 to 1, which will
allow of the up-traffic getting almost entirely out of the
current. Thus, a boat drawing 4 feet would be in a current
of only half of that of the centre of the stream, or about
three-quarters of a mile per hour. The additional expense
of this would not be very great, and I think it would be a
great benefit to the navigation.
Of course, ifagreat depth ofwater allozaed in td,e cagtal,
must 6e a proyortiolcateEng reduced slo;ae of the 6ed, tlie
depth of water and the fall per mile equally afecting the
current ;that is, a depth of 18 feet, with a fall per mile of
foot, and a depth of 9 feet with a fall of 4 foot, would
each give a current of about 3000 yards, or 13 miles in the
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middle. The object in proposing so great a depth aa the
former is, merely to take advantage of the enormous excavation which has been made; it would certainly entail a
greater number of weirs in reducing the slope to ) foot,
the cost of which (and the more frequent interruptions from
locks) must be set against the gain of additional water.
Had the original mistake not been committed, of course
the proper plan would have been, to make the embankments further apart, and then to have a less depth of
water. Probably 6 feet would be an ample depth for navigation, and with that a slope of 3 foot might have been
allowed, which would have made a difference, compared
with $ foot, of 240 feet between Hurdwar and Allahabad
(480 miles at i) foot), or of 94 locks, with 10 feet lift, one
in every 20 miles.
4th. The termination of the canal at Cawnpoor, instead o j
its heing carried on 120 miles to Allahahad.-This is a most
serious mistake as respects the navigation, even if the irrigation were not carried below the first place. There is not
one single obstacle of the smallest kind along this whole
line; the rails are laid throughout almost on the surface of
the ground, and very nearly in a straight line ; the excavation, therefore, for a canal would be of the most insignificant kind. If it were made on a dead level, the fall being
about a foot a mile, there would be 10 locks of 1 2 feet lift
each, or one every twelve miles; the least excavation for a
canal 40 yards broad and 9 feet deep would be about 60
square yards, to make two embankments 24 yards high,
the excavation being 1 4 feet deep, and the greatest excavation would be just below a lock 40 x 5, or 200 square yards,
and the average about 140 square yards, which at I+ annas
per cubic yard would give 24,000 rupees per mile, besides
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locks and bridges; the former would cost about 30,000
rupees each, or 2500 rupees a mile. But the coet might
be greatly reduced, by making the locks more frequent,
with a smaller lii, as the excavation would then be greatly
reduced, and it must be remembered that the interruption
fromlocks is very insignificant if they are made with ample
water passages so as to fill or empty in one minute. If the
locks had a lift of only 6 feet instead of 12, the greatest
excavation would be only 160 square yards, and the average
about 110, or the cost 18,000 rupees a mile. This provides
for a very large canal, 40 yards broad, and also supposes
that no irrigation is provided for. But it would, no doubt,
be better to irrigate from this part of the canal, as the
giving the water a current would not increase the cost.
Small weirs would be required, but fewer locks.
With this continuation of the canal, thus conveying the
traffic into the Ganges at the confluence of the Jumna, the
value of the upper canal for navigation would be prodigiously increased, and the returns from tolls accordingly.
If the extension cost 25,000 rupees a mile in all, a net toll
of 4 pice per ton, and per head, would require a trafEc of
half a million tons, and half a million passengers, to give a
return of 10 per cent. on navigation alone, and I feel confident that the traffic would soon equal that. If the Soane
or the Oude projects are carried out, of course this line
would be connected with them by aqueducts across the
Ganges and Jumna, and a vast impulse would thus be given
to the tr&c on the Ganges canal.
5th. The continuativn of the slope of the cam2 quite to the
em?at Campoor.-The consequence of this has been a continual cry that water could not be spared for navigation.
No water is required for navigation, excepting for lockage,
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which is insignzjkaat, and for evaporation, which on a canal
40 yards b r o d is sbout an average of 20s cubic yards per
hour per d e , a matter of no consequence. The on& thing
that M repiired in combining mvigation with irrigatwn M to
reduce the line Of the canal, below where the irrigation ceases,
to levels liy Zocka. If the last 30 or 40 miles above Cawnpoor had been thus reduced to levels by three or four locks,
n~JEowing water would have lieen r e p b e d .
6th. The low bridges.-Only 7 or 8 feet of headway has
been allowed, a most serious obstacle to navigation, especially to steamers. The remedy for'this is to cut ~ i d e
channels at all the present bridges with higher arches, or
rather, perhaps, with girders. About 10,000 rupees each
would probably provide for girder bridges with a span of
45 feet, allowing of two boats passing each other under
them, with the excavation. The channels should lead off
from the present canal a t extremely easy slopes, so aa to
o&r no inconvenience to the navigation. Supposing there
are 120 bridges on the wnal, this correction would cost
about 12 laas It would not interrupt the use of the canal,
and with girders the whole could be done in a few months.
This is absolwteb necessary. Thepreffentstale of the bridges
is a h s t destwtive of navigation, eqecially of steamer-passenger tmfic.
7th. The towing-path not being c a k e d uv&r the bridges.This will be currected by the side bridges above proposed.
8th. The s b q cvntes
~
ia the lock channels.-This must be
s lengthening them,
corrected in the present lock c h a ~ e l by
which can be done at no great expense. When additional
weirs are constructed, as they will be placed out of the line
of the main canal, the new locks should be placed close to
By eome mistake in the original Report this was stated to be 2 cubic
yards instead of 20.

the side of the latter, PO that they may be built without
closing the canal, but with a very s l y h t deviation from the
straight line of the canal.
9th. The disposal of the eilt.-I
think this should be
express& provided for in all mch worke in future. I f water
flowing at 5 or 6 miles an how be admitted inti, a canal,
and its current reduced to 2 or 3, the greater part of the
suspended silt is of course rapidly deposited, and most of
this is simply barren sand, which is very injurious to the land.
10th. The want of cross l i w of navigation to conuect the
dzferent hunches fl tAe cana2.-This is a great defect, and
it can be remedied at a small cost. The whole breadth of
the Doab is small, and level lines could he selected to lead
from one branch to another without any difficulty. It is
evident that if to get from one side of the Doab to another
--suppose 40 miles-they have to go 250 miles up one
branch, and 200 down another, it is a most unnecessary
evil. A few cross lines can be cut for a W e so as completely to remedy this.
11th. The Solani Aqueduct.-This
cannot now be corrected, as the money has been spent, but the consideration
of the subject is of great importance in its bearing on the
cost of irrigation works. The dimensions of the earthen
canal were decided upon the basis of the current that earth
could bear; it was allowed in this case to be 3 miles an
hour. The dimensions of the w o n r y aqueduct were then
made exactZy the same. Why ? I n passing water through
masonry we we not restricted to 3 miles an hour. The
water passes through the lock passages at, perhaps, 1 0 or
15 miles an hour, or more. It is evident that the water
might have been sent through the aqueduct at three or four
times the rate that it passes along the earthen canal ; and
hence that a work of one-third or one-fourth the width of

the a n a l would have been sufficient. I n T a n j m we never
think of making msonry apuduete of the ssme dimensions
aa the JnrrneZs that z e d to them. The Solani Aqueduct is 250
yards loug, so that a fall through it of 19 feet, equal to 12
feet a mile, would have given a velocity of 8 miles an hour,
or three times that of the canal; and have consequently
reduced the breadth of the work to one-third, and consequently the cost to little more than one-third : a saving of,
I believe, 9 lacs. The navigation, of course, is small at this
extreme point of the canal, but it might have been provided
for, either by heaving the boats through by means of crabs
worked by men or cattle, as is done in the rapids of the Wye,
and other rivers in England, or by making a separate
chamber of the breadth of the locks, 16 feet, with gates to
it. Even with this latter arrangement, the breadth of the
aqueduct need not have been above 26 yards instead of 66 ;
but. probably the first plan would have answered the purpose, making it 6 yards narrower. I n this way about
100,0001. might have been saved in this work. Again, in
the same way, the water of the stream which i t crosses,
passes through it at a moderate velocity. But it would
have been much cheaper to have strengthened it by an
apron, h., so as to have allowed of the water passing
through i t at, perhaps, double that velocity. In the Gunnarum Aqueduct in the Godavery Delta, the water of the
river rises 5 feet over the crowns of the arches, and is discharged through it at a great velocity, the bed of the river
being secured by rubble masonry and loose stone. I n this
way the Solani Aqueduct might have been made, perhaps,
half the length i t is, which, combined with one-third of the
breadth, would have reduced the cost to about one-fifth of
what it was, or 3 lacs, instead of 15, and have proportionately reduced the time of construction. Now, whether a96

iwigation work i s executed fw 1 5 lacs w 3, and w k t h it
takes 1 year w 5 years to c ~ ~ t ~ t r nmake
c t , t h Afkreuce of
whether i t yields %5 per cent. from the f i s t year, or 5 pcr
cent. after 5 years. I t & is&nt that y o n m h things as
these depends whether qwh works are an immense mccess
w apartial or a completefaikre.
I n building a bridge, an aqueduct, or a weir, the simple
question is, how can a certain quantity of water be paased
through or over at the least cost, viz., whether by a work
of suppose a certain lengtb, or a stronger one of suppose half that length. This is the point. Now in the
case of the Kistnah Annicut, we have proof that we can diecharge an enormous quantity of water over a sRwt weir,
about 200 million cubic yards per hour over one of 1100
yards, or 180,000 aubic yards per yard of length, and in the
Gunnarum aqueduct we have a proof a t how high a velocity
water may be discharged through a bridge or aqueduct with
safety.
12th. The lcarrowness of the canal near Campoor.-This
is out of all proportion to the traffic that there would be if
the navigation were in an effective state. I am inclined to
think that none of the main canals situated like this, in the
heart of the valley of the Ganges, ought to be less than 30
yards in breadth, to allow of the free passage of fast
steamers, and very numerous cargo-boats. They might, of
course, be narrower as the distance from Calcutta increased.
It would, perhaps, not be necessary to increase the breadth
of this part of the canal by excavation, but merely by raising
the locks and weirs so as to fill the present excavation to
a greater depth, as the water a t present stands many feet
below the top of the embankments.
13th. The steepness ofthe ahyes of the &s of the canal.This can be easily corrected. I f the canal is filled much

above its present level, the earth might be merely thrown
down into the channel, but evenif it had to be carried over to
the back of the embankments, i t would not be very expensive.
At present there is a continual cry against a ripple on the
banks, and a senseless denunciation of steamers on a a n a l ;
fi a canal is not made to hear this kind of thing, i t ia utter&
i n e f i e n t . An effective navigation, whether for goods or
passengers, ought of course to be quite able to bear a ripple
on the banks. For this the banks should have a good
slope, and, if necessary, for a yard above and a yard below
the surface of the water, the slope should be covered with
loose stones, which can be done at a trifling cost. Suppose,
for instance, 2 yardsJ breadth on each side, with s thicknesa
of 1foot, this would require 2400 cubic yards, or 3000 tons
per mile, which might cost on the Ganges canal, if carried
on an average 200 miles, 3000 rupees a mile; but I do not
think this would be necessary unless the banks were of
mere sand. I n a canal of 30 yards broad and upwards,
it is evident that it would be a matter of very little consequence if the slope of the sides near the water's edge were
reduced to a slope of 5 or 6 b 1 by the ripple. It ia only
i n the m a l l canals ila &gland, zohere t h e is not afoot to
epare, a d which were not neade to bem the slightest ripple,
that this i8 a serioola mutter.
14th. Incredible as it may appear, after constructing
pairs of locks to connect the canal with the river a t Cawnpoor, as if to provide for a vast traffic, the actual passage of
boats from one to the other has been systematically obstructed, first by forbidding it, then by heavy fines for
slight injury to the plastering, and lately by allowing the
lock gates to get out of repair, so that the boats could not
pass through. From first t o last there seems to have been
the atrangest mbapprehension of the importance of the

line of navigation, notwithstanding that a great expense
has been incurred in locks. Lord Ellenborough indeed
wrote a minute dwelling upon the importance of the navigation, but I have never been able to obtain a sight of i t ;
Of coulvte every possible
i t waa written about
facility should be given for boats going from the canal into
the river, or the contrary. Their not being allowed to do
so probably at once stops five-sixths of the tr&c.
How so
great an absurdity as the allowing the slightest obstacle
to this to remain could have been permitted, is inexplicable.+
What I consider, therefore, is required to bring this
most important work to completion, and to make it
thoroughly effective, both for irrigation and navigation, as

.

* I have spoken of the flowing of ntreams to the sea,as s partial image of
the action of wealth. The popular economist thinks himaelf wiae in having
discovered that wealth, or the forms of property in general, must go where they
are required ; that where demand is, wpply muat follow. He further declares
that this coarae of demand and wpply esnnot be forbidden by human lawn.
Precisely in the same aense, and with the same certainty, the waters of the
world go where they are required-where the land falls the water flows. The
eouraa neither of clouds nor rivers aaa be forbidden by human d
l
. But the
dispoaitiou and administration of them can be altered by human forethought.
Whether the stream shall be a curae or s blesaing dependa upon man's labour
and administering intelligence. For centuries after centuries, great distrida
of the world, rich in soil, and favoured in climate, have lain desert under the
rage of their own rive-not
only deaert but plague-struck. The stream which,
rightly directed, wonld have flowed in soft irrigation from field to field, would
have purified the air, given food to man and beast, and csrried their burdene
for them on its bosom, now overwhelms the plain, and poiaona the wind-its
breath pestilence, and ita work famine. I n like manner, the wealth goes
'where it is required;' no human laws can withstand ib flow. They arn
only guide it; but this the leading trench and guiding mound can do so
thoroughly that it shall become water of life, the riches of the land of wisdom
or, on the contrary, by leaving it to its own lawless flow, they may make it
what it has too often been, the last and deadliest of national plague%, water
of W,the water which feeds the roots of all evil.' "-RUBKIN.
t. Length of days in her right hand, in her left richw and honour.-

;+
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well as to obtain from it ample direct returns in money, is
as follows :1st.-To fom a new head with a p m a n e n t weir below the
confluence of the SoZuni, through which the main supply of
the canal would be received, leaving only a small quantity
to be admitted by the present head, just enough to keep
up the navigation to Hurdwar, and no more than the
present works in that part of its course will bear.
2nd.-To make mi amall alterations to the weirs, gc.
there, &.s may be necessary to make them quite secure under the
ncoderateforce to which they will then be exposed. Perhaps
about 3 feet of water will be sufficient to allow to flow down
that part of the canal, giving a current of about 19 miles.
3rd.-To construct new weirs, &elowthe new head, of atone,
and out of the main line of the canal, instead of the present
brick ones.
4th.-To
add such additional weirs with locks as sAall
reduce the bed to a slope of from one quarter to one-hay foot
per mile, so as to keep the current within 19 miles, and a t
the same time allow of the canal being fUed as high as the
banlie w i l l admit, so as to make full use of the present excavation.
6th.-To increase the slopes of the banks so that they shall
not be liable to injury from ripple, and at the same time
allow of boats, when ascending, to keep in shallow water,
and avoid the strength of the current.
6th.-To form a large basin near the heade of tAe canal,
through which the water mill flow at not more than 1mile
an hour, for e mile or two, and thus deposit all its heavy
silt, which may be removed by dredges constantly at work
there without interrupting either irrigation or navigation.
7th.-To construct new bridges of one span of about 40
feet, as a continuation of each of the present bridges, just

out of the line of the present canal, of sufficient height t o
admit of free navigation, with a headway of 12 or 15 feet.
8th.-To
correct the present sharp curves in the lock
cirannels.
9th.-to put the connection with the river a t &wpoor in
perfect order.
10th.-To eztend t h canal to Allalabad, hoth for irrigation and navigation, both locking down into the river there
also, and carrying it over the Jumna and Ganges by aqueducts to connect it with canals if constructed beyond those
rivers.
11th.-To fm additional leads, with permanent weir#,
hoth in the Jumna and Ganges, 200 or 300 miles below the
Solani, so as to admit additional water into the lower parts
of the canal. The weir near the Solani will afford a larger
supply than one in Hurdwar would in the lowest season,
because additional water drains out of the sands in the intermediate bed of the river, and again a great additional
supply will be obtained by weirs 200 or 300 miles lower
down. But I would by no means restrict the'supply in the
canal to the lowest quantity in the river; there is plenty of
time to secure a crop between the conclusion of the monsoon
and the time of the lowest supply, which is in March, so
that a much larger area may be watered than the lowest
supply would provide for. The quantity as yet admitted
has been only about 700,000 cubic yards per hour; the
quantity in the river at the lowest below the Solani is more
than a million, and probably half a million more may be
admitted with advantage when tbere is so much in the
river, and about a million more may be probably obtained
from each of the lower weirs, making in all 44 millions, or
six times as much as has yet been admitted, and about
C

twenty-five times as much as haa yet been used; and a s
300,000 acres have been already irrigated, this would
provide for 74 millions of acres, the total area of the Doab
being 10 million acrks, of which about 150,000 acres are
already watered by the Eastern Jumna Canal.
12th.-The country at the foot of the Himalayas slould he
mamined for sites for tanks, to provide a further additional
supply of water in t i e cold season. From such information
as I could obtain, I conclude that that, tract is not very
favourahle for this purpose, but still I think i t will be found
that water can be stored there a t a practicable expense I f
gn acre can be watered for one crop by 1,500 cubic yards of
water, and the water rate for a single crop is 1 rupee, it is
evident that water stored a t a cost of 1 rupee for 300 cubic
yards will yield a return of 20 per cent., as no other
expenses will be incurred in making use of it, excepting
a very little for the small branch channels of distribution,
all the other channels being supposed to be made of a
capacity to convey a larger body of water than the river
supplies when a t its lowest. The above cost would be
3,300 rnpees per million cubic yards, whereas we estimate
that in favourable sites water may be stored a t 500
rupees per million, and lower, so that there is abundance
of margin in the above cost, and thus arrangement may
be made for a, vast extension of irrigatiou, and the canals
ought to be made of great capacity to provide for the time
when abundance of water may be stored.
13th.-To cut cross liqres of canal connecting the dzyerent
branJ e s at several points; and especially to cut lines which
shall bring tbe traffic from the various parts of the Doab as
direct as possible to all the great cities, Agra, Delhi, &c. Tie
~ v i g a t i o nof this tract will be very imperfect without these.

14th.-To cut hng canal basina, ekirting the citiea of Caacnpoor, Adlahabad, kc., so as to allow of goods and passengers being landed opposite to all points of them, instead
of having only one square basin which will oblige the
goods, kc., t o be carried a long way through the streets.
15th.-To cut the distributing and drainage channels for
the extended irrigation.
The following would then be n rough estimate of thus
completing the project :New head and weirs near the Solani .................. S100,OOO
Correcting the present works above that point ......
20,000
New stone weirs on the canal blow, instead of the
present ones ..........................................
6,000
Additional weirs and locks to diminish the slope of
the canal to Cawnpoor .............................. 100,000
Sloping the banks of the whole canal, 700 miles at 3001. 210,000
5,000
Silt basins near the head; of the canal ..................
New bridges with more headway; 150 at 8000
nipees each ............................................. 120,000
Correcting the present lock channels ..................
5,000
Alterations at Cawnpoor ................................. 10,000
Exteneion to Allahabad ; 120 mileaat 2,5001. a mile 300,000
Additional heads, with weirs on the Ganges and
Jumna, 200 or 300 miles below the Solani ...... 200,000
Storing water for 2 million acres, a t 1,000 cubic yards
per acre ; 2,000 million cubic yards a t 2001.
400,000
200 miles of cross canals at 1,0001. ..................... 200,000
Dietributing and draining channels for 7 million acres
at 14 rupees an acre ................................. 1,050,000

...

Additional capital required ..............................S2,725,000
Add already expended .................................... 2,300,000
Total coat .......................B,025,000
Or for 64 millions of acres, 15s. per acre.
This would probably include, at least, ZOO0 miles of first.
class navigation.

An EXTRACT
containing so much of a Lecture delivered
by MAJOR-GEN.
SIRA. COTTON,at the Calcutta
Chamber of Commerce, on the 7th, May, 1863, a8
related to the Ganges Canal-referred
to i n the
Reply of COLONEI, SIRP. T. CAUTLEY,
K.C.B.
prznted herewith.
But when I proposed this subject (the extension of Irrigation Works in India) to Mr. Laing, he objected to the
m a l l returfzsfrom the Ganges Canal. As this is continually
said, I must show the state of this case :-The expenditure
up to this time has been about 2,250,0001., including interest, the receipts of last year about 60,0001., or 2$ per cent.
groes. The first plain and simple answer to Mr. Laing's
objection is, that the project has not yet been carried to
completion. The Canal is made of a capacity to carry
water for about a million cubic yards per hour, sufficient
for about one and a half million acres ; it has as yet only
watered 300,000. The distribution channels have not been
completed. During the last year, indeed, great progress
has been made with them, several hundred miles having
been cut, and a great deal more water may be distributed
this year. But even during the famine not one-fourth of
the water entering the channel could be applied to the
land; and when I was a t Cawilpoor about 100,000 cubic
yards per hour, sufficient for, perhaps, 150,000 acres, after
being brought a t a great expense 350 miles, was returning
unused into the river a t the end of only one of the branches
of the canal. Thus, after spending 18 millions on the main

works, many years have been lost in cutting the dist,ributing channels. This is the main point in the question of
the returns from this great work. It must never, however, for a moment be forgotten, that, in fact, this work had
repaid its cost over and over.again by the incaZcuZa6le 6ene$k
i t conferred in the famine, both by the food it produced and
by that which it conveyed. It seems certain that, but for
it, hundreds of thousands must have perished. Colonel
Baird Smith reckons that it provided food for nearly one
and a half millions of people for a year. It must also be
remembered that it must even now be yielding a very large
percentage in all, though only a small portion of it is
realized directly by the government, the principal part
going to the landowners. Nothing can be more evident
than that any amount of money may be wasted upon the
best planned projects, by only executing the heavy works
and then making no use of them. There m w t be something
in a eystem producing such results, that ought to be, and can
be, corrected.
But I think I may hike this opportunity of giving some
further account of this work, the Ganges Canal, as it turns
directly upon my main point,-the urging irrigation and
navigation in the valley of the Ganges. There has been
undoubtedly a far greater expenditure upon it than there
needed to have been. One grand mistake was the excavating the whole section of the water-way, so as to carry
all the water below the surface. This was entirely owing
to the medical men, who went a little beyond their last in
insisting upon this mode of preventing percolation, which
they thought would produce fever. All this enormous
additional expense was incurred not only for nothing, but
i t had exactby the efecb the doctors intended it to prevent.

.

They cut through the water-tight stratum, and gave the water
access to the eand d e b , by which i t is conveyed under the
embankments and all through the country. .Had only so
much earth been excavated as would bave made the embankments, and the principal part of the water been carried
above 6he level of the ground, about two-thirds of the cost
of excavation would have been saved, consequently it would
have been done in one-third of the time, and the returns
have been received so many years sooner. If this and some
other mistakes had not been made, the work would have
been returning a t least 20 per cent. for the last eight or ten
years. I must, however, mention another fundamental
mistake,-the delay in building the permanent weir a t the
head of the canal, the works being to this moment dependent upon the temporary dam, which has to be renewed
after every monsoon, and is liable to fail a t any moment
when it is most wanted. I n fact, it may properly be said,
that this great work has neither head nor tail to it, no
relialde work to secure the water being thrown into it;; and
in respect of the irrigation, the distribution works incomplete,
and in respect of the navigation, no communication between
it and the river. Yet there is nothing whatever to prevent
the whole work being made in every way most complete
both for irrigation and navigation, nor even to prevent i b
being made t o irrigate a far greater extent of land than i t
was intended for. The excavation, owing to what I have
mentioned, is so enormous, that an immense body of water
may be conveyed by it. If money is allowed for its completion, I am satisfied that a t a moderate further expenditure it may be made to return 20 per cent. upon the whole
capital. The mischief of thus beginning and not completing
o work, extends far beyond the mere waste of money ex-

pended on i t ; its effect in furnishing those who are seeking
for them with objections to sr~chexpenditure, extends to
almost the whole of India. I must also refer to the work on
this canal that was injured last year. I t i8 m a t urgent that,
at whatever cost, s u d evih sAouZd immediate& be corrected.
The mischief of having to close the canal in the midst of ;r
crop is most fatal, shaking the confidence of all landowneis
in the works. The reel cause of the injury to that work was
its being built entirely of brick, instead of the brick masonry
being covered with large stoue; good stone is procurable a t
Hurdwar, and this mistake may,therefore, be easilycorrected.
There is another reason why this work has not been so
productive as it ought. It is, that the navigation has never
been put into an effective state. The following are its defects
as a navigation : - l ~ t . ~ B o a t scannot at present pass from it
into the river. 2nd.-The bridges are most inconveniently
low. 3rd.-The towing paths are not carried through the
arches. 4th.-The current is too strong. 5th.-The lockchannels have such sharp curves that boats of the length of
the locks cannot go through them. 6th.-The entrances to
the lock-channels are made a t too great an angle with the
canal. 7th.-The fall of the canal is continued quite to
Cawnpoor, so t.hat a large stream must always be kept flowing t o waste in order to make the canal navigable near its
end. The last twenty or fifty miles ought to be reduced to
dead levels by locks, so that the canal would be kept navigable
without any expenditure of water below where it was wanted
for irrigation, excepting the trifling quantity required for
lockage. From these defects, this, certainly without exception, the finest highway in the world, is not used t o onefiftieth part of the extent i t would be were it free from them.
The loee of this to the irrigated tracta is incalculable. Could

they ship their wheat, gour, &c., direct for Calcutta, even
with the disadvantages of the river, much of it might be
brought to this market, which is quite out of the question if
there is even fifty miles of land carriage. Happily all these
objections can be perfectly removed, when not only would
several lacs (a lac is $10,000) of additional revenue be
obtained from the canal, but a new value would be given
to all the products of that tract, and consequently to t,he
irrigating water.
Thus all the works necessary for the completion of this
incomparable project can be effected a t no excessive outlay
and in a short time. And not only so, but it is capable of
vast expansion, far beyond its original intention. It has
been stated in the newspapers that a gentleman is now trying
to form a Company for the purchase and completion of this
project. I only hope that, either in that way or by the
Government, a work of such prodigious value and importance will not be allowed any longer to remain in an
incomplete state, when there is really no shadow of a
reason for it. It would not be so, were i t in the hands of
Commissioners who &ere responsible to the public for the
effective management of the funds entrusted to them.
This work, therefore, is no exception to the rule that
hydraulic works in India do not require to be supported by
oppressive and debilitating taxes. Works that will yield
from 20 to 50 per cent. can stand on their own legs.

Memorandum written by MAJOR-GENERAL
SIR A.
COTTOY, t o accompany the printed '' Reply" of SIR P.
CAUTLEY,K.C.B.-Document
No. 4.
The two points which SIR ARTHUR
COTTONwished t o
urge were, 1st) a n apology for t h e free style of his R q o r t
(No. 1)) on the ground that it was o conjdential paper; and
2nd) t h a t t h e matter dealt with is not a mere personal
question, but one of vital importance t o India, and to
t h e whole British Empire.

MEMORANDUM.

I MUST beg the readers of my paper on the Ganges Canal,
printed in this pamphlet, to remember that it was entirely a
cm&dential paper, written solely for the information of the East
India Irrigation Company, without the least intention that it
should be published-nor would i t under any circumstances have
been, excepting a t the request of Sir Proby Cautley, to accompany his reply. I trust this will be considered a sufficient
apology for the freedom with which I have written about these
most important works.
The circumstances under which the Report was written
were these. I was employed by the East India Irrigation Company to examine two extensive projects of Irrigation and
Navigation in Behar and Oude, which had been proposed to
them by the Government of India This took me into the
immediate neighbourhood of the Ganges Canal, and I could not
but see that it was of the first importance that I should try to
benefit by the resulta of the experience of others in those work.

I also found that thls objection wan everywhere encounteredvie, that those works, though they had been of unspeakable
value in saving life in the famine, had not r e t d a f&r percentage in money. The main reason of this was, of course,
obvious enough-viz., thd the works had not been cclrPied out;
that while an enormous expense had been incurred in head
works, so ay to provide for the irrigation of 1&millions of acres,
the petty distributing channels had only been cut to an extent
to lead the water to 300,000 acres ; so that even in the famine
not a fourtll of the water was applied to the land. So also
with the navigatiou ; for want of a very small expenditure i t
was left in a most imperfect state; so that this, the finest highway in the world, 350 miles in length in one line, besides as
much m6re in branches, was comparatively little used. But i t
was, of cotme, incumbent upon me to satisfy myself fully by
inspection and inquiry on the spot, of the whole state of the
case, so as to furnih my employers with tlie necessary materials
for answers to objections t o the new projects, on the ground of
the small money returns to this. As I thus examined into the
matter, I became more impressed with the vast capabilities of
this tract, and that not ouly would the work make abundant
returns if completed to the original design, but that there was
nothing whatever to prevent its being extended so as to embrace the whole Doab ; and that no tract in the theworld muld
o$BT a mure favowrabk $& fm the mpbywnd of caphd. I
therefore wrote a full report to the Irrigation Company, pointing out, what I considered, the original mistakes in the projeot,
how I would correct them, and how I would extend the works;
for our long experience in works of the first magnitude, in
Madras, had naturally given me great advantages ; and our
mistaken and ~uccesaesthere, in more difficult localities than
the basin of the Gangeu, had taught us many things that bore
directly upon the case of these works. I n doing this i t waa of
course essential that I should give my employers my opinion
on the subject in the most unconstrained manner.
Ny great d i 5 c d t y hitherto, in fighting the battle of the improvement of India by pliblic works, hae always been the

determination of my opponent9 to prevent an open diecumion of
the subject. Inoredible as it will appear to all, in the caso of
the Toombuddra works, every paper was published by the
Madras Governnlent (including what was written against the
project), w e p t my reply to the attacks that had been made
upon it. And the same in Cuttack; all the papers on the
subject of the Mahanuddy were included in a Governmentprinted pamphlet, excepting the report which I had made in
obedience to the orders of the Government.* It will he understood that, after this, i t is with extreme sabisfaction I acknowledge the honourable and coul.teous proceeding of Sir P. Cautley
in printing my letter on the Ganges Canal, with his own
reply. I hail i t as a new era in the course of Indian Public
Works; and trust that from this time there will be a.fair and
opeu discutision of this question.
There can be now no poasible question about the importance
of this subject. It appears from Colonel Baird Smith's Report,
that in the late famine the Ganges Canal provided food for 14
millions of people for a year, and was, besides, the meam of
conveyance of vast quantities brought from other places; and
that yet 80,000 persons died;? so that we cannot but conclude
that but for these works several hundred thousands would have
perished Again, the old irrigated District of Tanjore now
yields a revenue of 2600,000 a year, just double what it did
formerly ; and the two newly-irrigated districts of Godavery
and Kiatnah yield each upwards of £400,000 a year, though
the works are yet only half finished ; while the other districts
of India yield only £200,000 on an average. Of the Godavery
District the M a h Government, in their Administration
Report for 1860-1, say : 'I The increased prosperity of the dkt&
ia most marked i n every way;" and again, in par. 220, " The
p e n t state of the district, compared with ik slate bsfoe the im
provement, may be safely summed up as follows:-the
revenue
him been doubled, the goods trafio increased t h i r t ~ d d the
, pa+
I should rather have said that my report ie not included in the printed
Government records respecting Cuttack, which I have.
1-In one portion of the tract only.

anger tra&

sevenfold, and the aporta twelvefold;" and again,

" The imporlation of b u U h in 1860-1 wm A1 91,000.
Again, the effect of the irrigation of Tltnjore has been n o t
only entirely to preserve that district from famine for forty
years, while almost every other part of India has been visited
with that terrible scourge repeatedly, hut i t has also two o r
three times thrown immense quantities of food into the surrounding districts, while suffering in an awful manner from
drought.
Again, as one instance only on the other hand, Ganjam alone
lost 250,000 persons from famine, solely from the absence of
Irrigation and Navigation in that and the neighbouring districts.
These results leave no possible room for doubt, as to the
dependence of the prosperity of India upon the regulation of
its water for Irrigation and Navigation, and, consequently, of
the inc~lculablein~portanceof the public having placed before
them all that can be said on the subject by different men, who
have liad experience in the matter, and that the continued s u p
pression of what is written on one side of the question cannot
but lead to incalculable mischief. The suppression of what is
written by a man of experience on the subject, of course a n
only imply that what is published will not bear " adverse discussion," and must he bolstered up by keeping from the public
important points of the question.
There can be no more proper project on which to discnss
this subject than the Ganges Canal, both on account of ita
magnitude, incomparably the noblest hydraulic work in the
world, and also on account of the continual demand of the
public for the reasons why it has not yet yielded larger returns
in money. I t s unspeakably important results in saving hundreds of thousands of lives during the late &mine, on the other
hand, equally call for an answer to the question, what is wanted
to secure from it the most extended results which it is capable
of producing.
It is, indeed, a small matter which of two individuals is on
the right side in such a question, but there is the most urgent

demand for the thorough examination of a question on which
even the lives of the population, t o say nothing of the duty and
of the character of our Government, so greatly depend.
I cannot but, a t the same time, express my extreme regret
that, though without the slightest intention on my part, the
course of events should have thus brought me into collision
with a brother engineer, who has taken the lead in the great
work of irrigating and navigating India.

IV.
A Reply by COLONEL
S I R P. CAUTLEY,K.C.B., to
the Foregoing Memorandunz-No. 1, nnd Extract
N o . 2.
I HAVE before me a pamphlet On Irrigation a n d Navigation i n
Con'onnesion with the Finances of India,* and also a Report on the
Ganges Canal,? both of them written by Major-General Sir
Arthur Cotton, late Chief Engineer of Madras.
The former consists of an address to the Calcutta Chamber of
Commerce, May 7, 1863.
The latter is in manuscript, very kindly lent to me by Mr.
J. Westwood, the secretary of the East India Irrigation Company, with permission to print it as an appendix to this paper.
It would appear that General Cotton was deputed by the Company to visit the district of Behar, and to plan a scheme of
work, to be executed there. Whilst on this duty, he appeam
to have proceeded to the Ganges Canal and its works, and subsequently to have drawn up the above Report, showing value in
cash, expenditure required to place it in perfect order, LC.,
with
a view of enabling the Company to make an offer to purchase.
A communication to that effect was, as I understand, made to
See preceding copy-No. !&-of ao much of thin pamphlet or lecture as
related to the Cfangea Canal.
1- Private Memorandnm-No. 1.

the Supreme Government of India in a letter dated July 27,
1863. A copy of Sir A Cotton's report was sent on the same
date, with a letter accompanying it, from Mr. Westwood to S i r
Charles Trevelgan, Financial Member of the Council of t h e
Governor.Genera1.
To obtain a pelfect understanding of the pamphlet so far as
i t concerns the Ganges Canal work4 i t is necessary to read the
Report. The pamphlet itself contains a very imperfect notion
of the comprehensive views and strictures of the Major-General,
and leaves after perusal a more favourable impression than is
conveyed in his report to the East India Irrigation Company.
Before touching on the subject of either the pamphlet or the
report, I must be allowed to observe-1. From the date of the Ganges Canal works being actively
commenced by order of Lord Hardinge in 1847, to the period
of my leaving India in 1854, the director of the works had an
unlimited expenditure of money; no check was placed upon
this even during the second Sikh war. Since 1854, with the
exception of that period occupied by the mutiny and its effeds,
~ v e r n m e n thas been fully alive to the prosecntion of the
works and the completion of the rajbuhas;-it
has shown no
remissness on these points.
2. The depth to which the excavation of the canal channel
has been carried is stated to have been forced upon me by the
proceedings of the Medical Committee ! No doubt that the
committee did, and very wisely too, urge the necessity, on sanitary grounds, of such an amngement, but I should have done
the same, in all probability, had the Medical Committee never
existed, and for this my reasons will be given hereafter ; but as
I protest, in the first m e , against the Government being
accused of being the cause of delays which occurred under my
management of the works, so in this, the second case, I decline
beingrelkedfrom General Cotton's disapprobation at the expense
of the Nedical Committee.
3. I t d e upon myself the whoL and undivided responsibility
of theprqjection of the works on the Ganges Canal. Bhme for
their Lfede resh d h nae aJune.

4. My project was especially f w irrigation, as the calculations
for discharge and capacity of channel very distinctly show ;
navigation was entirely subordinate. I t was an artificial river,
in contradistinction to a aeries of still-water reservoirs. Nevertheless, stricturea are passed on the project as q i t had beera
mainly designed f w the pwrposes of navigation; a t least, so the
majority of readers of the report would imagine, and so, I mnet
confess, I do.
5. General Sir Arthur Cotton remarks very justly in his
pamphlet that, after thirty-five years of active employment on
irrigation works a t Madras, i t is not presumptuous in him to
give decided opinions on matters connected with irrigation. 1
hope that twenty-nine years of my life passed in active employment on works of irrigation in the North-West Provinces
of India may be considered by him as giving me and my
opinions s o w claimf w colzPideratwn.
With theee preliminary observations I now propose to take
u p seriatim the censures conveyed in Sir Arthur Cotton's Report,
and reply t o the charges of having been guilty of the greatest
'' fundamental mietakes in the projection of the Canges Canal."
These are stated to be in nurnher five, the first being
announced in the following words :1 . !i'hhead of the canal is placed too high up, above a tract
"which has a very great and inconvenient fd, and in which
" there .is a very b a v y &aimge f m t h 8th-Himalayas, across
I' which the c a d has to be mI-ied."
The writer says the extensive works executed on the first
twenty miles of the course of the canal from Hurdwar to
Roorkee a u l d not have been more expensive than the construction of a weir across the Ganges below the confluence of the
Soleni H e then goes on to state that a canal officer had
informed him that he had taken two levels from the Futhyghur branch to the bed of the Ganges, and found i t forty
feet on eaoh, while the fall of country is three feet per mile;
hence he arglrts that, by establishing a weir over the Ganges,
and by raising its water tell feet, a canal with a slope of six
inches per mile would, in the distance of twelve miles, lead the

water out on the present level of the canaL The only objection

to such an arrangement being the want of stone, and the loss to
irrigation of "that plvrtidar little patch of cozintry aboN
Bwkee. "
Sir A. Cotton states that, by adopting his plan of anicut
over the Ganges below the confluence of the Solani, seventy
lacs would have been saved, besides all the loss and annoyance
from the maintenance of so many heavy works.
The above is as sweeping a censure as could have been well
devised ; and when one looks a t a map, what appears more easy
than t o take a short cut from the Ganges below the Solani
junction, and to maintain a head-water by damming the
Uanges 'I
Sir A. Cotton remarks, with apparent astonishment, that this
haa not even been discussed in the reports he has seen ; and he
will be still more astonished when he learns that all discussions
which have taken place on the subject, and all experiments
that have been, brought to bear upon it, have resl~ltedin tire
inevitable conclusion that interference with the river i n this
part of its course would end i n utter failure, and that the works
would be breached and washed away on the occurrence of the &st
Pood.
A n allusion is made by Sir A. Cotton to Colonel Baird Smith.
The late Colonel Boird Smith, whose acquaintance.with the
Madras canals is amply displayed in his report, published in
1856, by order of the Governor-General, under the title of The
Cawveri, Kistnah, and Godavery, and who was so closely connected with me in the Canal Department of the North-West,
and latterly on the Ganges Canal, to the charge ofwhich he was
appointed on my leaving India, in 1854, fully appreciated the
difference that existed:between the engineering d i & d i e s of the
Madras deltae and those of the high lands of the iVort?b West
Provinces, and was quite satisfied that the projection of the
lines of the latter from the shingle, and not from the sandy tracts,
was the only true and feasible one.
There is no originality in Sir A. Cotton's proposal ; it is an
old and exceedingly natural one : our experience, hozoever, in

connection with rivers of the nature of the Qangea a n d Jumn.a
has shown that it wont answer. I t has heen tried in the Jumna,
for the Western Jumna Canals; on the last occasion in 1827-28.
I n referring to the report on these canals, printed in 1849, I
find the following :'' A n attempt was indeed made by Colonel Colvin, in 1827-28,
'' to establish the canal head on the Jumna, a t Kulsowra, about
" forty miles below Dadoopoor. The levels would have answered
"well enough, but the result of the experiment, which was
'<abandoned after the first gear's ol~erations,was merely to show
the difficulty of establishing such a work on the Jumna, or in
" a similar stream, after i t has left the gravel and entered the
'< wide and shifting -sandy bed, so characteristic of the Himalayan
" rivers."
There is a vast difference between the nature of the great
Madras rivers on their approach to within sixty miles of the
ocean, with all their deltaic attributes, and the Ganges and
Jumna on their debouche from the Himalayas, which, a t a
distance of 1000 miles from the sea, run in valleys considerably
depressed below the surface of the country, on a rapid slope,
arid over beds of sand of a shifting and treacherous character.
I will, however, endeavour to show by levels, as far as I can
a t this distance from all papers of reference, excepting the
Report on the Ganges Canal, how Sir A. Cotton's line would be
brought to bear on the high lands of the Doab (very inappropriately termed by him "Delta"). It is necessary that I should
fix a starting-point from the Ganges below the confluence of
the Solani, so I take the river a t Sookurtal, just below
Zhokurheri. I n referring to the Ganges Canal Report, vol. i.
p. 19, and to the Atlas, map 63, it will be seen that a trial
section from a point on the old Ganges, twenty-three miles
below Hurdwar, a t the village of Badshahpoor, gave the following results :-
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Sooknrtal is ten miles lower down the stream of the Ganges
than Badshahpoor. Giving the lowest estimate for the slope
on this distance as 1 1 per mile, we bave 124 feet to add to each
of the abovt: numbers, ay marking the elevation of the high land
ubove the river a t Sookurtal.
Jaoli, or o point near the Futtyghur branch head, is (see
Atlas, pl. 4) 115 feet below zero, or the flooring of the regular
bridge a t hlyapoor. 115 + G44 = l 7 9 h feet, which represents
the depression of the bed of the Ganges a t Sookurtal.
To descend to the level of 1794 feet, the above plate in the
Atlas shows that we must go as far south on the canal as Bhola,
or to a point .fortyjive miles from the Ganges at Sookurtal. A s
Sir A. Cotton fixes his slope of channel a t three inches per
mile, this will require a further depression of 1l f feet, so that
the chanuel would not begin to operate as a line for irrigation
until i t reached Newarri, a town a t the ninety#ourtJ~ mile of
the course of the canal in the neighbourhood of Moradnuggur.
On Sir A. Cotton's plan of adapting the bed of the canal a t its
departure from the dam or annicut to the same level as its sill or
wasteboard, the above distances would be modified according to
the heigllt of anuicut, whether ten or fifteen f i e t i f the former,
to the eighty-sixth ; if the latter, to the eighty-fourth mile.
It would not, therefore, be thspatcJl about Roorkee to which
the strictures refer, but the whole of the S u h n p o o r , Muzufwnuggur, and the greater portion of the Meerut districk, that
would by this plan be deprived of the benefit of irrigation. So
long as irription is given to a certain surface of country, it
matters, perhaps, little to what country that irrigation is given ;
but .ts m y intention ww, and my project waa directed to, the
irrigation of the above three districts, i t appears rather hard
that I should be found fault with for endeavouring to effect it.
To conclude mp remarks on this firat of the fundamental
mistakes, I can assure Sir A. Cotton that the river between the
Gurm~thtesurGhat, 95 miles below Hurdwar, up to the confluence of the Solani, has had its due share of attention from me ;
and i t is from having given the subject so much attention that
my conclusions have been arrived a t

Fumhmentccl mistake hTo. 2 is thus written :"2. The whole canal baa .been cut so c;cs to carry the water
" below the level of the surface, entailing a vast unnecessary ex" cavation, and keeping ti^ water bebw the level at which it is
" required for irrigalion."
That is to say, the writer imagines that, under my projection
of the work, watercourses were to be taken off indiscriminately
from the main line of the canal, for the purpose of irrigating
the larids immediately i n its vicinity I and that, consequently by
deep digging no water for irrigation could be procured without
machinery.
My reply to this is as follows :-The slope of the country
being much in excess of that of the canal bed, the latter, a t
certain points, approaches the surface : i t is from these points
that the rajbuhas, or main watercourse heads, are taken off.
From these points, the water, consequent on the great slope of
country, is freely delivered over the surface ; and as the lines of
rajbuhaa are conti~~ued
in one counected chaiu from the upper
t o the lower region of the canal, the water, so far from being
kept "below the level at which it is required for irrigation," is
delivered, or ought to be delivered, on the surface everywhere.
Experience has shown that in the North-West Province8 we
cannot, with regard to sanitary discipline, maintain a high-water
mark abovg the level of the country in the main channeL Water
standing on raised bauks leads to percolation and leakage, with
the more ruinous contingency of breaches, from the excavations
of otters, rats, and vermin of this description. We, therefore,
do not project our main channels on Sir A. Cotton's design, but
we gain equal benefits to irrigation by a judicious disposition of
our watercourse heads. The diagram on the following page will
explain the arrangement.
The medical officer (to whom Sir A. Cottoil refers a t page 45
of his R e ~ o r t is
) quite innocent of interference in the matter.
I must observe, however, that although, on Sir A. Cotton's
project and plan of canal making, there may have been "vast
"unnecessary excavations," on mine, the excavations made have
been quite necessary. I n fact, in a protective point of view, the
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n~aintenanceof the water iu the canal channel as much ar 110s~ i b l ewithin soil, gives a very effective power of control over
the supply.
I-Iad the canal chaunel been excavated uuder Sir A. Cotton's
orders, the evils of leakage or permeation wollld not have been
preveoted.
Generally speaking, the supersoil wad good, but by no n~eanv
of a r~aturei~npervioujto water; occasio~~ally
i t W;IS of a very
inferior description. \Vliether good or Lad, however, the subsoil
was and to an ~urlimitetldepth. The good soil never extended
beyond a del,tl, of 8 or 10 feet, and wai freqnently very much
less. 111 my origi11a1 surveys, 111ile8in extent of wa.ite laud
were croasetl rich in Asdepiw gyantea (Aludar), the well.knawn
atteudant upon a w i ~ d ysoil. The saud-hills und collections of
drift, which are so cllaracteristic of the Rluzuffilruuggur and
Meerut dttricts on those portions through which the caual
takew its couree, and which also abound on the high laud and
bauk of the Ganges, frou~Sookurtal downwards, are all features
connected with these deposits of sand. Not eveu the most
Diagram referred to in page 51.
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moderate excavations, therefore, could have prevented the canal
water from coming in contact with the sandy sltbstratum ; and
as i t is on this contact that the leakage to which Sir A. Cotton
draws attention depends, the evil-no
doubt a great onecould not have beeu avoided.
Fundn.~t~ntnl
mistake No. 3 stands as follows :" 3. The whole of the masonry are works of brick, while the
"most suitable stone for hydraulic works is procurable in the
" Sub-ITinhulayas: this is a most inexplicable mistake." In
another part of the paper, Sir A . Cotton writes-" the excellent
" stone of Hurdwar ;" and in commencing his strictures, observes :
-'' There is nothing ,nore inexplicuble than this i n ti@ whole
'' matter. I cannotfid a word of discussion on this paid in
".the published reports on the project."
The strictures convey a sweepiug coudeu~nation ou brick
Inasonry, t o which I by no means agree; nevertheless, where
good stone is to be procured at a reasonable price, no man in
his senses would select brick. The Sewalik sandstone, however,
is of very nucertain yuality, and is attended by beds of conglomerate of a similar character. I t varies from extreme friability
to a crystalline rock: in all the gra~lationsthrough which i t
passes it is to be worked without any great difficulty. The
unequal quality of the stone, however, and the prepouderance
of that of a very inferior order, renders i t a somewhat dangerow
material to be iutroduced on public works. The towns of
Hurdwar and Kunkhul, the ruins of Badshahmuhal on the
Jumna. those on the left of the Ganges, and numerous tombs and
mosques in the vicinity of the hills, are built with this stone.
The stone that is used is procured a t considerable expense and
with great di5culty ; hard portions are selected a t distant and
detatched points out of masses of the softer rock, and brought
to Hurdwar and Kunkhul for the use of the stonecutters. A s
a rule, however, the Sewalik sandstone is notoriously inferior as
a material for building. Stone of the quality that I should
have selected (some of which has beeu used in the Myapoor
Regulating Bridge) was much too expensive; and as my estimate of brick masonry is of a more sanguine nature than that
of Sir A. Cotton, the heavy expense that the use of good

Sewalik stone for the masonry, or even for the floorings and
walls of the falls and locks, would have entailed upon.the works,
determined me on the use of brick.
With reference to the above, I may quote paragraph No. 70
of Colonel Turnbull's Report on the Permanent Head-Works,
Ganges Canal, November, 1862. Colonel Turnbnll writes :" Some time before Colonel Rundall's visit to the head-worka,
Mr. Login was directed to explore the neighbouring hills a t
" Hwdwar, for the,very hard, heavy conglomerate ~dvertedto
" in his report : and having done so, in company with the pro"fessor of geology in the Civil Engineer College of ltoorkee,
" Mr. H
. B. Aledlicott, he ascertained that such stone is only to
" be found in detached masses along the hill-side, or in irregular
I' deposits, where i t lies iu its bed, and that the rock adjoining
" i t wss quite unfitted for the proposed work nearer than ten
"miles from its site. That the gradient for a tramway t o
" connect the works with the hills would be 1 in 13 feet, and
"that, therefore, quarried stone of 3 to 5 tons weight, as pro" posed by Colonel Rundall, could not be placed upon the
" works a t less than 8 annas per foot."
From what I hear, the reason why brick masonry has failed
in the falls (or weirs, as designated by Sir A. Cotton) is, tiid
a pressure of water hus been brought to bear upon tl&jloorings, of
a nature far beyond what 1 contemnplated ; and I have the best
authority for asserting that even in these cases the general
character of the brickwork has been proof against the most
exnggerated action of the water. Puilure has been attendant on
6adly-cmtrueted work. I am quite willillg to agree with Sir
A. Cotton that stone is better than brick, as a general rule,
but I would prefer good brick to stone of doubtful quitlity.
Sir A. Cotton is mistaken iu supposing that the boulders (or
pebbles t o which he refers) found in the bed of the Gangen
and ite tributaries have met with the fate that he bewails for
the sandstone. I have always been a great advocate for the
use of this material, having had before my eyes the gigantic
ruina of Badshahmuhal, and the river face of that palace, the
aubbtructure of which was built of boulders (huge niasses of
&'

this species of m o n r y , having been uudermined, lie prostrate
i n the bed of the river). A great portion of the solid work of
most of the canal buildings in the Khadir h a 6 been constructed
with this material, whilst the limeetone boulders have subscribed to the limit of their extent to the mortar.
The implication that every useful material has been rejected
and neglected by me in the construction of the works is, to say
the least of it, not very complimentary.
Pundamentccl mistake No. 4 is worded as follows :" 4. The whob of 6he water is admitted at the head, so thcct
''~omeof it is conveyed 350 miles to the h d it irrigates, while it
" might have been obtained at a suficient level a t a distance, say,
" of 50 or 100 miles."
With the strictures conveyed in the first fundamental
mistake, Sir A. Cotton states that a t two different points on
the Ganges, he has been informed that the difference between
the level of river bed and high land ie 40 feet. H e then
attempts t o show how, by carrying a canal for 124 miles, with
a slope of 6 inches per mile, he could, by an annicut or dam of
10 feet elevation, supply water for irrigation on surface levela
H e now, under the head of his fourth fundamental mistake,
illustrates his argument by an imagiuary case, where the backbone of the Doab (or delta, as he calls it) is 50 feet above the
bed of the riorer, where his darn or annicut is raised 15 feet, and
where the slope of the canal channel is 3 inches per mile.
Thus :Total difference of level between river and land 50 feet.
Height gained by weir
. . . . 15,,

-

Ditto, by canal, having a less alope than the
land by 14 foot per mile, 28 miles, at la =

35

,,

36 ,,
I n both these cases, i t will be observed that the site of the
wasteboard of the dam or annicut, whether in that of 10 feet
elevation or in that of 15 feet, and the bed of the canal a t the
point of departure, are on one and the same level. Sir A. Cotton,
I presume, therefore, t o obtain a water supply, contemplates
some additional elevation raised on the top of his annicut. The

above two examples are intended to ahow the absnrdity of m y
proceeding for a canal head to Hurdwar, when a supply could
so easily have been procured from points so much more accessible. On the 50 feet difference of level (illustration just
given) he estimates the cost of the annicut over the Gauges a t
6 lacs of rupees, and goes into detail of the enormous saving
that his plan would have effected. He states, "that in t h b
" case, therefore,instead of bringirq the water, suppose, 250 miles
' I f ~ m nHurdwar to 100 miles above Cawnpoor, it would only
'' have been conveyed 28 miles, and there w d Imve been a
I' saving of 225 miles of canal against t ? conat~mction
~
of a weir.
The cost of the latter sniyltt be 5 lacs, and that of an excavation
'' of, suppose, 50 square yards of section, say, at 14 annn per
' L yard, or 9,000 rupees a mile, would be, for 228 nriles, 20 laca."
I understand from the above, which is not very clear, that Sir
A. Cotton proposes to terminate his 28-vuiles cut at a point 250
miles below Hurdwar; that he estimates the cost of a dam
over the Ganges a t 5 lacs of rupees ; and that, having deducted
the 38 miles of J~isexcavation from the 250 of nine, he placea
the cost of the dam against my 225 (250 - 28 = 242 1) miles of
excavation, the one being 5 lacs and the other 201 IVJmt can
be tlg meaning of tJia 3 If he intends to start from the 250
miles, thereby saving all the money expended up to that point
in my project, lie must place the difference of cost paid in
juxtaposition. For instance :-

.

.

Sir A. Cotton'~dam
.
.
Cost of cutting of canal from dam to the end
of the 28th mile (or to my 250th mile)

5 lacs.
1

These two items must be set against the cost of my works
from the head to tlie 250th mile.
The irrigation of the whole of the lands above this point
would, of course, be thrown out ; but General Cotton points out
would provide for a large
this advantage in so doing-"It
" additional supply of water beyond wJmt could be obtained from
'' the present head,for it wouldsecure the water draining out of the
" sum% of the river on this 235 miles, besides anyjowing into it
'' from the small nfl~tcntsthat water the river in thnt space."

"The same might be dons with the Jumna," he goes on to
say ; "and thus, at a small cost, three or f o w times the land
" might be irrigated that i s at present provided for. Probably,
" o m or two such additional heads for each of the rivers, Ganges
" a n d Jumna, might be cut with ccdvmntage."
Sir A. Cotton's language is obscure, and I may possibly misunderstand h i m hilt there is no questioning the fact that the
object that I zoisigd to attain of irrigating certain districts is
entirely ignored, and a project of his own is made the vehicle
for strictures on mine. It is unnecessary to recapitulate my
objections to Sir A. Cotton's schemes; these are stated in my
reply to his first fundamental mistake. I t un% be found more
easy to propose weirs and
on the sandy tracts of the
Ganges and Jumna than to execute them.
The$fih and lastfundamental mistake is as follows :" 5. There is no permanent dam across the river at the head of
'I the canal, so as to secure the supply of water, but temporary
" works are tlwown up after every monaoon, which are liable to be
" swept away, and have been swept away, at the very time when
" they are most wanted."
I n the cc~nalsin the North-West Provinces, the supply for
which is drawn from the great rivers a t their debouche from the
mountains, this supply is obtained in the manner noticed by Sir
A. Cotton, viz., by temporary spurs and d a m thrown out into
the main river. No doubt that this is a very imperfect method
of securing the object in view ; but if successful, as it har been
on the Jumna, the device is, a t any rate, an economical one.
Even on the Ganges Canal, the annual cost, estimated a t 20,000
rupees (which represents a capital of 4 lacs), is economical, as
far as the mere work is concerned. I n adopting this course on
the Ganges Canal, however, and being guided by experience
gained on the Jumna, 1 was by no means satisfied that, in
dealing with such large masses of water, works of a more permanent nature would not ultimately be called for. This was
a matter left to be determined by ezperience. I am not in the
habit of jumping a t conclusions, and putting the Government t o
expenses which are not proved to be neceseary ;and I, therefore,

left this "fundamental mistake" to be corrected by my suocesaors,
whone obsel-vatious on the difficulty, or otherwise, of maintaining the supply by the usual method adopted in these provinces,
would lead them ultimately to arrive tit satisfactoy conclusions.
The qnestion, however, of throwing a permanent dam or
annicut over the Ganges a t the point dellired is, by no means,
so simple as Sir A. Cotton imagines. His experience, great as
i t is, is connected with rivers of a n entirely di$erent descriptwn
to t l d of the Ganges in its d e h c h e from tJ~eSewdiks. Here we
J'ave heavy slopes with large mass@ of water pouring do.m with
overwl~lmingviolence; the?-ehe has much larger bod& of water,
but on very niuch smaller slopes in connection with a true d h .
Sir A. Cotton gives the following statement of discharges :Gangea
. . 25,000,000 cubic yards per hour.
Qodavery
. . 200,000,000
19
Kistnah
. . 160,000,000
19
Or, translated into cubic feet per secondGangea
187,500cubic feet per second.
. 1,500,000
Godavery
Kistnah
. . 1,200,000
93

. .
.

9,

And states that the construction of the dam over the Ganges,
a t the level head, " is still put o$; apparently under the strangest
" f m c y that such a work is one of most semem0uadificulty,
" thmqh i t i a nothing to the works of tlte kind that Jmve been
' I executed in Nadras."
I am not a t all satisfied with arbitrary statements of "nti~iono
of cubic yards per hour," without knowing on what they are baaed.
It is possible that the amount of discharge during the monsoon,
a t the point where the permanent dam a t the Ganges Canal head
is to be built, may be correct. Nevertheless, small as this is in
comparison with those stated by Sir A. Cotton, as appertaining
t o the Godavery and Kistnah, the Ganges has a slope of bed far
beyond its Madras compeers. This slope makes all the difference;
and although I believe a permanent dam nay be constructed
without f e a ~ ,aud I have no doubt that, if it is so, i t will be of
infinite benefit to the canal, and of great relief to the mind of
the engineer, the cost of the work will be, not as Sir A. Cotton

.ahtea, £30,000 or £40,000, but, as estimated by the o5cew on

the spot, a t nearly double that sum ; and, if cut stone is used,
as demanded by Sir A. Cotton, the work will cost very nluch
more. The Ganges, moreover, will not quietly submit to discipline of the nature proposed, and breaches will annually occur a t
points not very easily to be approached. Although, therefore,
I admit that a permanent dam is desirable, and that the annual
expenses that this will entail are far preferable to interruption
to the canal supply, I consider the,t we have used a wise discretion in not calling upon the Government t o upend large
sums of money without having ascertained beforhand the positive
necessityfor so doing.
This concludes my remarks on the five fundamental mistakes,
or, as Sir Brthur Cotton calls them, the greatest fundamental
&takes in the project.
I shall now proceed to reply, seriatim, to the different m i w
mistakes, of which Sir Arthur Cotton notes fourteen, prefacing
them with the following paragraph :"But besidea t h e fundamental mistakes i 7 ~the projection,
" there are thefollowing minor, but still important onerr :-"
Minor mistake No. I.-'[ AU the weirs are made of a length
" corresponding with the f d l breadth of the canal, while they
" need not and ought not to have been mwe thun one-third of that
" length, entailing a more tlmn double expense i n their comtruc" tion, besida o t l w destructive evils which will be miwe fully
" explained."
This is a question 80 intimately connected with
" No. 4 Minor Mistake," that deals with the dope of the canal
bed, that I shall merely remark that the breadth of the falls is
considerably more than the breadth of the canal channel I n
the larger falls there are eight openings or water-ways of 25
feet each ; each opening has arraxigements at the upper level or
sill for the application of plauks or sleeper8 to a depth or height
of 7 feet. The fall on the lower fdce is divided into four
chambers by walls, so that in the event of repair being required
to a chamber flooring, the object can be effected by closing the
ul)l)er water-ways connected with that flooring. The power of
opening aud closing these upper water-ways by sleepers gives

t h e meann of regulating the passage of water o n the falls, and c~f
guarding a n injured chamber against further injuiy. The
design contemplated not only great strength to overcome the
effects of such large lnalwes of water, but ample means f w poviding against accident by the separate chambers. Sir A. Cotton
observes that the breadth might have been reduced to one-third,
and that the works have coat more than twice what they ought
t o hare done. A water-way of 66 feet i n width (or one-third
of the dimensions given) would have heen a son~ewhatconfined
passage for so large a volu~neof water, laying aqide the fact
that we shoold have been deprived, under such a width, of
alternative channels, and of the means of maintaining the calla1
srlpply should any accident happen to the work. Mort: will be
said on the sutiect of these falls when I discus* the question of
the slope of bed.
Minor mistake No. 2.-" These w i r s u a l l s ) are placed on the
" direct line of the canal, while the nuvigation lines and the
" IOcks are placed out of the direct line, thus compelling the whole
" of the tru$c to go round instead of the irrigation water."
I understand by this that Sir A. Cotton would have given a
turn to t h e main canal a t each fall, and allowed the navigable
channel t o proceed in t h e straight directiou. I n other words,
the main body of the water would have beau made subordinate
to a little channel. Sir A r t h u r Cotton writes after this fashion
i n disapproving of my plan :-" There k no reason for this : the
" navigation was the thing to be cared for; it was a 9natler of no
comequenc, that the water should be led round by a circuitous
" route," kc.
The simple coilsequence of leading large masses
of water round a n object, or turning them from their course, is
t o lead t o very serious action upon the clmnnel. A t any rate,
I have no doubt that the plan adopted was the proper oneviz., to carry the main channel and large body of water direct,
with the navigable channel, or small body, i n the circuit.
Sir A. Cotton goes on to say, " that the boats now have to get
out of the ncment which leads di~ectto the weirs, and to turn
into the side channel, amd, of course, not without danger. Some
'' boats have t h w been c m i e d over tlg f d b , and 8
~ livesd
fi

'' have

been lost." Had Sir A. Cotton referred to my report,
and to the plans that accompanier1 it, he would have found in
t h e fortner, a t pp. 297, 311, 312, vol. ii., and in the latter a t
plan h'o. 30, also p. 204, voL i., that full attention had been
given by me to the danger t o which he refers. It would have
been impossible, had m y project been followed, for either boats,
rafts, or anything else, to go over the falls : the bridge of boat.s,
for which arrangements were made in the permanent buildings
on the right and left of t h e main cha~lnelbelow the mouth of
the navigable line, woold, had they been in position, have prevented accident. The loss of liye, and the absence of these boatbridges, are facts which are entirely new to me.
Ninar 9nCtake No. 3.-"
The wlwle eut has too great a fall
" in its bed-from
15 to 12 inches per mile-which, with a depth
" of 10 feet which it wa9 intended to have, gives a current of 24
or 29 miles a n how, which is too mtcch both for the bed and
' I banks of the canal, and also for e f i t i v e navigation "
Sir Arthur Cottc~uconsiders t h e above as a "minor, although
important mistake," whereas i t ought to have bee11 placed a t the
head of his great funda~nvntal ones. Upon i t has depended
not only the interruption to irrigation, but the injury to t l s
mnuronmj falls, the constant repair of which has led t o repeated
stoppages of the supply-at times, unfortunately, when irrigation
was most demauded. Sir A. Cotton has indorsed the view
taken by the public press, that the great depth of excavation of
t h e canal channel w w t h e cause of difficulty in working the
caual for irrigation; whereas he must have well known, by
vhiting the works, that the want of irrigation was caused by
the want of water, ari-ing from t h e frequent stoppages t o the
supply, for the purpose of repairing the fulls
I have no hesitation i n admitting that, with so large a vohme
of water running at such great depths, I have p r q W the canal
bed on too h v y a slope; it has been the cause of all the disasters
which have occurred, the source of conatant anxiety, and it ha.3
brought the cmzal into a poclitwn which i n all probability is not
exaggerated by Sir A. Cotton.
I n self-defence, however, I must explain both to t h e readers

of the Pamphlet and the Report, that the projection of the
slope of 15 inches per mile was determined on reasonable
grounds, vk., that high as the hlo[)a was, artificial means might
be applied so as to render the effects arising from it innocuous.
The means which I adopted were, atrengtheni~lgthe floorings
and tails of bridges by heavy and extensive boulder-work, and
by reducing the evil to a minimum by offering as many checks
as possible to retrogev~ion of levels (Ganges Canal Report,
vol. ii. p. 158.) These artificial means have entirely failed, and
the consequence has been that thegreat slope given to the canal
bed has acted in its fullest effect.
I must now explain the principles on which my line of action
was determined. I n calculating the area of a section required
for the carriage of a given quantity of water, i t will be quite
clear to everybody that we have the alternative of a narrow
channel with a rapid slope, or a wide channel with a small
slope. The first may be maintained by artificial expedients, the
latter is independent of them ; the first can be co~lstructedat a
nloderate cost, the latter at a very high one. For instance, in.
the case of the Ganges Canal from the Xoorkee Bridge to the
Bolundshuhur branch-head, say a distance of 91 miles, the
slope of country is 177Q feet ; by the projection of slope which
I gave to the canal bed of 15 inches per mile, I obtained an
open canal, with a moderately wide excavation, with a superfluous fall of 64 feet, which was overcome by eight falls of 8
feet each. The same line projected on a low slope, say that
determined by Sir A. Cotton of 3 iuches per mile, would demand
an excavated channel of much greater width, with a superfluous
fall of 155 feet, to be disposed of by masonry descents, so that
the difference in cost of the low and the high slope would he
enormous. I allude to the above arrangements with reference
to the channel, with no intention of excusing myself, but to
show that the grounds on which I acted were reasonable.
W e have never before dealt with such large masses of water
in irrigation canals where a constantly-ruuning stream is indispensable. I t is with these large masses that our difficulties
have arisen. I see no remark in Sir A. Cotton's report tending

t o show that he looked upon them as affecting the project; so
far from it, that he proposex a depth of 18 feet of water without
the slightest hesitation, and without the moat distant idea of
having diEcalty in dealing wirh it.
From what I have said above, there will be no difficulty in
understanding that the action on the falls depends on the current
obtained from the rapid slope of the bed : take away that rapid
slope, and the evil ceases. The method which I adopted of
dividing the head of the falls into eight separate bays of 35 feet
each, with grooves adapted to the establishment of sleepers,
offered the mews of reducing the width of the water in its
passage over the falls to a dimension lese even than that
demanded by Sir A. Cotton.
I look to the improved plan' of fulls adopted in the Baree
Doab canals, rather than to th weak projections of Sir Arthur
Cotton. I believe that the fall in the form of an ogee which I
have adopted requires modification, and I have no doubt that
this will be made with due consideration to the masses of
water with which we have to contend. With regard to the
use of slabs of stone on the floorings in substitution of brick on
edge, the only objection is expense. The country below
Roorkee is far distant from quarries, and the cost of stone will
be very heavy ; nevertheless, I would recommend stone, and, if
slabs from the quartz rock of Delhi.
I n closing this part of the subject, and in referring to the
falls and their brick flooring, t o which Sir A. Cotton objects
RO strongly, I must observe that to remedy the defect of heavy
slopes, sleepers or planks, to which I have before alluded, have
been
established s t the heads of the falls, so as to
reduce the slope above stream. This remedy, while averting
one danger, has given birth to another not lees serious. The
increased head-water has severely tried the works, and some of
them have given infinite trouble and anxiety. No doubt that
badly-executed mmonry work has been brought into prominent
relief, aud that those works with bad brick masonry have
s~lffered; but if there were no other mark that Sir A. Cotton's
condemnation of brickwork is too sweeping, it would be shown

.

,

by the fact that where precisely similar frtll~i have been we.?+?
built, they have stood uniriured.
dfinor mistake No. 4.-" The canal has been terminated at
'' Cawnpoor, instead of being carried on 120 ~nilesto Allahabad,
"where the Jumna and Ganges and the river navigation begin
" t o be efitive throughout the year."
As my project was for the irrigation of the Doab as far south
as Cawnpoor and the districts lying parallel, a navigable line to
Allahabad has not much to say to it.
Minor miatnke AVO.5.-" The slope of the cand is continued
" t o the end at Cawnpoor, so h a t to keep the navigation open,
" tlme must be a large body of water continually pouring to
" waste i n the I-iver."
I must repeat that my project is for irrigation, aud as such,
i t is indispensable that there should be a running stream to the
lowest rajbuha head, and to obtain this stream, I imagine
that slope is necessary. I t is only when the demands for irrigation are small that water flows to waste in the river. Had Sir
A. Cotton visited the terminus during a season of drought, he
would have found the canal dry, in all probability, at its atreme
end,' it being a rule in the canals in the North-West Provinces
t o sacrifice navigation (which is a mere secondary object) to the
wants of the agriculturist in times of drought.
Ninor mistake No. 6.-" The bridges are so low as to prevent
'[a fdy-loaded boat passing under them."
This is only true as regards the lower half of the canal;
the bridges m the upper do not, I believe, interfere with the
paesage of boats. On the lower part, my minimum height
between high-water mark and the soffit of the arch was 5 or G
feet, ample for the passage of such boats as were used on the
canal. The high-water mark of my project, however, has been,
in late years, much exceeded-I hear, to the extent of 2 feet in
the Cawnpoor terminus-so that there must have been great
interruption to the passage of boata The quantity of silt
- -- -
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In seasons of heavy drought a system of rotation is adopted (tateel, as it
ia called), by which water ia given for irrigation to every village in it9 tnm.

brought down from the cad bed wuth o f Roorkee haa no doubt
been deposited in different parts o f the canal bed, and acted i n
elevating the high-water mark. Viewing the question, however,
as Sir A. Cotton views it, the bridges, no doubt, are opposed to
general navigation.
M i w mistake No. 7.-"The tauing-pat?ta am not c&d
"through the m c h qfthe bridges, so that the line has to be thr0u.m
" o f a t every bridge, that is, at every 3 miles."
Both this and the last mistake would, no doubt, have been
serious ones had nam$dwn been the leading feature of th3
project, but this was m t the case (wide Gangea Canal Report,
vol. ii. pp. 319-321).
Minor mistake No. 8.-u The lock clmnnele have such slmrp
"nvnea that boats of the k y t h of the loch cannot pass through
'* them."
The lock channels leave the main line at an angle of 18 degrees
(vide plan 30 of the Atlas). I was not before aware of sharp
cnrves existing, nor o f the defect pointed out b y Sir A. Cotton
(wide Gmges Canal Report, vol. ii. p. 308, et seq.).
Minor mistake No. 9.-"No amangement hcls been made fw
" the disposal of t h silt."
None further than to pass it o f f by the escapes and termini.
Minor m a a k e No. lo.-" There are no connecting navigation
'' lines between the d$Grent main branches, so that boats cam only
" get across the tract by going all the way u p to the point where
" the branch and the main line divide."
This is treating the prclject as one for w i g a t i o n , which i t
WCCBnever intended to be.
M y project, however, alludes t o a
navigable channel from Moradnuggur to the Jumna, or t o the
Hindun (uide Gangea Cacml Report, voL i. p. 219).
Th Solani Aqueduct is made of the
Minor mistake No. 11
fdZ breadth of ti@ ccnml above, and of the f d length of tha
~ below, wlwreas it might have been made of
breadth of t ? river
I' 4 of the breadth of the canal, amd ils h g t h of about $ of the
" breadth of the riuer, reducing its cost to perhaps
or & of what
'' it has been."
I n chapter ix. o f my Gangea Canal Beport, vol. ii. page 41 1,

.-"
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I have entered fully into t h e merits of the questions now
brought forward by S i r A. Cotton. The width of water-way
for the Solani was determined on observations carefully made
during heavy floods ;and, with reference to the catchment basin
of the river, i t has nothing whatevkr to do with the width of
the river. The river as now existing is limited to the waterway of the aqueduct, whereas, previously to the establishment
of this building, its course waa in quite a different direction.
Rivers, or mountain torrents like the Solani, do not run on one
defined course; they play all sorts of vagaries on a widely-extended
Khadir, now showing themselves on a wide shallow bed, then
in a number of minor channels; and this was the character of
the S o h i before i t was restricted to its present course. From
the authoritative way in which Sir A.. Cotton writes, I presume
that he has looked deeper into the question than I have, and
that he has not brought this censure to bear on me without
having well examined the merits of the case. His method of
writing, however, conveys an impression that, without any
ecientijk inquiry, I had determined the width of the water-way
by the existing width of the river, and that the width of the
aqueduct channel had also been obtained by a similarly rude and
simple process. Sir Arthur Cotton, however, is here mistaken.
Both the width of river water-way and the width of canal waterway on the aqueduct have had much care, thought, and attention
devoted to them ; and this does not deserve to be treated in the
ad q k m d u r n language of Sir A. Cotton's Report. It was
indispensable that the Solani Aqueduct should be placed beyond
the reach of a c c i h t from the most violent $oods, as upon t h
maintenance of this work okpended the maintenance of the supply.
I do not thiik that, with referellce to the volume that the
Solani Valley throws upon the works, and especially to floods
like those of 1845, the water-way could, with safety, be
diminished.
The water is conveyed on the aqueduct by two channels of
85 feet each, each channel being constructed on separate foundations; the channels have sleepers adapted to them, so that in
cane of awidents or danger t o one of the chambers an alternative

line is offered, by which the supply is maintained in the other.
I did not comider myself justified i n attempting a rapid run of
water over this elevated embankment, nor would this have
suited the plan of the double chambers, which I believe to be a
most valuable adjunct to the undertaking. I do not think,
moreover, that a body of water equal to 6750a cubic feet per
second could, on an embankment at an elevation of 27 feet, be
allowed to run on extraordinary velocities; but here again I
find that Sir Arthur Cotton lays no weight on masses of water
like those I have to deal with. H e gives me, as an example
that I might well have followed, the Gunnarum Aqueduct-a
work carried over a minor branch of the Western Godaverythe channel of which is 22 ft. in breadth, and which has a
capacity of channel equal to the carriage, a t a depth of 4 feet,
of from 500 to 650 cubic feet a second ! (Vide B a i ~ dSmith's
Report on the Cauvery, Kietmh and GaEccvery : Smith, Elder,
& Co., 1856.)
With reference to the Gunnarum Aqueduct, the late Colonel
Baird Smith, in pp. 114-1 17 of the report above noted, draws
attention to points which are very suggestive, as bearing upon
Sir Arthur Cotton's etrictures upon my operations. Colonel
Baird Smith says :-I'
I t appears to be possible to secure founda"tions on the rivers of Southern India, with their very low
" slopes, by means which, with our own experience of the rivers
"of Northern India, we would be justified in pronouncing
"utterly inadequnte, and with which, in fact, we would never
'&dreamof operating, since they would inevitably fail on the
first serious trial. I therefore conclude that, so far as the
"foundations are concerned, previous experience in other and
a similar localities is su5cient to warrant their being pronounced
a trustworthy. But the provision for the paasage of the floods
"seemed to me inadequate. Within a few months, or possibly
weeks (for I forget the precise date), after the aqueduct was
The Thames, in the parts removed from the influence of the tides, on the
average, has a volume equal to 1357 cubic feet per second (vide Weale's London
and itr Vicinity, p. 7), or one-fifth of the volume of the eanges Canal.
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"finished, a flood rose, as I understood, not lesa than 6 or 6
feet over the level of the top of the parapets, thus b u y i n g
"the whole structure under water. The height of the flood
a must have h n about 30 feet, and it was no doubt an extnr"ordinary one; but not so much so as to place it beyond the
"region of contingency, for which, in projecting such works, it
"is necessary to make some adequate provision. The sectional
I'area of channel for such a flood, as provided by nature, is,
uapproximately, about 72,000 square feet ; that provided by
the engineers is considerably over-estimated a t 30,000 square
''feet. It i only necessary to look a t the elevation of the
"aqueduct, and t o note the proportion between the aolid and
permeable surfaces presented thereby to the stream, to make
" i t self-evident how serious nn obstruction to the current the
"work must be in all considerable floods, but especially in those
"where the flood-level rises high on the parapets. I must con"fess my own conviction t o be that this aqnednct will be a
"conatant source of anxiety, and that the probabilities are in
favour of the repeated occurrence of formidable accidents to it.
" That this anticipation is not imaginary l ~ a sbeen proved by
"the experience of the past season, and I quote a few words
''from a letter, under date 19th Augllst, 1853, from an officer
"intimately connected with the works, showing that already
"the dangers to which the structure is exposed have exhibited
themselves in a very eerious form :-'The
great aqueduct, by
"'the way, has received considerable damage, the high and
"'heavy side wall having broken and hllen flat upon three of
" 'the arches, which are thereby cracked considerably, and one
" ' of them very badly.
This was caused by very high freshes,
which came down a t an unprecedentedly early period. The
'"Vegaishwaram head sluice (at the annicut or dam) was also
"'partly destroyed; the ruins of its adjoining lock I believe
" 'you saw. The Kistnah, also, rose to n prodigious height, and
"'flooded vast tracts in Masulipatam and Guntoor, so that the
'I 'people had to mount on the roofs of their houses and on crtrts
' for safety. There was a regular river 9 miles wide, north of
'' ' Bezwnrah, where the land dips from the banks of the Kistnah.

" I have added details not directly connected with the
aqueduct, with the view of showing that the floods on this
" occasion were evidently paroxysmal, being rather grtrnd
" debacles of water than even freshes of the order termed extra" ordinary. I do not advocate perfect provision against such
" debacles, for the expense would be enormous; and it is
" preferable, I conceive, to run the risk of such very rare
" events, and to be prepared to repair the injuriea done t o
" them, rather than to execute works which may not be required
" more than once or twice in a century, and the provision of
'' which would prove, in all probability, a total bar to progress,
' L by the gigantic scale of expenditure i t would necessitate.
It
" is because the aqueduct seems to me to be inadequate t o its
'' task of passing these high floods, which often occur, that I
'' have expressed the foregoiilg opinions ; and though I have
a high respect for its projector, i t would, I conceive, be
" shrinking from my duty were I not to express them frankly.
" For occasional accidents, when such rivers tu the Godavery
" are being dealt with, every re~qonableperaon will he pre" pared, and will view tlle~nwith due collsidaratiou ; but i t ia
" to more than common risks that a work with tlre proportions of
the aqueduct is exposed ; and I see but little chance of the con" sequences being evaded while these proportioi~sare maintailled."
I must have reaaons, a t any rate, given me before I am brought
t o believe that I have been wror~gin my projection of the Solaui
works ; and I j n d none in Sir Arthur Cotton's statentmd.
&finor mniatah ,Yo. 12.-" The breadth of the canal at the
" lower end is much too smaz for a large trasc, such as there
would be i f the narigatim were i n an efective state."
*{
With thk my irrigation project is not concerned.
Minor mistah No. 13.-" TIMslope of tire side8 of tlre carmls
are much too steep."
I do not agree with Sir A. Cotton.
M i w mistake No. 14.-" There is no comnaunicQtion between
(L the canal and the river Cdt Campoor; fbr tlwugh there are
&' double locks, lire gates of t&
lower on& were rmt in repail'. I
" c o t b credibly inforj~udwlzn t l ~ were
y
in repair, botck weve twt
"

bnckroMd cvnd fe,
but if they entered the
canal were m p & to rmnak in it, h u m , are Iwas i n f d ,
'' t h y o h injwred tire plaster on the lock uwrks."
To this I have no reply.
Having now gone patiently through the whole of Sir Arthur
Cotton's Report, and replied to his censures with as much
temper as I could be expected to maintain under such an
infliction, I shall take the liberty of making a few remarks
bearing on tire general question.
I have in the early part of this paper stated under what
circumstances Cenernl Sir A. Cotton wrote hie Report. I
heard accidentally of its existence early in November, and
immediately applied t o the secretary !o the Esst India Irrigation Company for a copy, the report having been read by my
correspondent in India in print. The secretary informod me
that the document had never to his knowledge been printed ;
that i t was a private paper* for the use of his Company, and
that if i t had been printed, this must have been done in India.
He telegraphed to Sir A. Cotton to know whether he might
provide me with a manuscript copy of the Report This being
acceded to, the secretary very kindly hot only seut me a copy,
but copies of his letter t o the Government of India and to the
Financial Member of the Governor-General's Council. The
paper, therefore, came before me long after it was issued. I
received it on the 13th of November, 1863.
So far for the history of the Report. Now to my remarks
upon i t ; the delay of which is sufficiently accounted for by
the above explanation.
One of the most extraordinary facts connected with Sir A.
Cotton's censure is, that he declares that I had no reason for
proceeding to Hurdwar and ita neighbourhood for a head for
the canal; that by going to the higher regions I had led
Government into expenses in connexion with the mountain
torrents which were prepoeterous ; and that in so doing I had
caUawed to paa

The MS. in my possession is headed-Pvivate M m a n d u m , by MajorGeacl-ul Sir Arthur Cotton, upon the Cfagyea Canal.
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committed an error which he considered to be the leading
fundamental mistake-that is to say, the first of nineteen
mistakes that I had committed in the design. H e points out
that the proper site for the head of the canal is from 50 to
100 miles south of Hurdwar, and below the junction of the
Solani River with the Ganges.
Now, we must inquire on what grounds Sir Arthur Cotton
has made thia declaration. I t would fairly be supposed that
he had examined the topographid features of the country, and
had carefillly estimated the value of the Ganges River in
its connexion with t4e shingle tracts and the sandy bed of the
Khadir ;that he had looked carefully to the nature of the rivers,
and to the contour and character of the high country in the
neighbourhood, with reference to those rivers, before he came
to any decision on the subject, or a t any rate before he became
directly antagonistic to plans which had been drawn up aud
matured on the spot with the greatest deliberation. All this
would naturally have been supposed-but what is the fact?
Sir Arthur Cotton paid a flying visit to the Ganges Canal
works, and (to use his own words)--" I was informed by an
" o@er
of the Cmal Departma tilat he had ta7cen the level
"from tlg Futtyghur branch of the canal to hneigidozcring bed
"of the Ganges in two places, and found it 40 feet i n each!
Without the slightest hesitation or scruple, Sir A. Cotton,
upon hearing this, rushes a t the conclusion noted in his Report,
gives his high name to a summary condemnation of all my
proceedings, and forwards to the eecretary of the EaRt India
Irrigation Company a Report professing to be his deliberato
views on the fundamental mktakes of my projection. I n looking carefully through Sir & Cotton's Report, I can find nothing
but the statement made by the departmental officer to warrant
s luia been 0 t h
his conclusion ;Ican dkcern vm sign by which 1
wise guided. .
The point on the Ganges from whence Sir A. Cotton pro.
poses to draw off his supply for the canal is by no means clearly
indicated. I find that, he gives, af, a terminus for a line of
28 miles in length, a point 250 miles b e h Hurdmr, but how

he leavea the Gangs on these conditions, I have not the moat
remote idea H e refers also to making a cut 12 miles i n length.
I presume that this must be intended to leave the Ganges not
far south of the confluence of the Solani; but although I can't
pretend to strict accuracy as to the precise level of the Ganges
a t that point, I believe that a cut having a slope of 6 inches
per mile would not fulfil Sir. A. Cotton's conditions in a
shorter distance than 60 or 60 d m . H e refers in the latter
part of hie Report to headg taken off from the Ganges and
Jumna 200 and 300 miles below the confluence of the Solani.
I n another place he states that by making a new head to the
canal below the confluence of the Solani, "far less expense wid
" be drncrred than by correcting the worh on, the cam1 above
" Roorkee.
If these works, with the help of slight alterations,
'' will have a e t h of water i n the canal of 3 feet instead of
'' 7 feet, as at present, the cost of cutting 12 or 15 tniles to fomn
'' a new head will be less than the substitution of new stone weirs
"for the present brick ones. The weiw across the Ganges will,
" of course, be nearly the same, whether built at Hurdwar or
below the Solani."
How can this be 1 I s i t to be understood that the cost of a
dam, built on the deep and wide sandy bed of the Ganges,
below the confluence of the Solani, will be the same, or nearly
the same, as that constructed a t Hurdwar over the etony bed
of the river 1 To this conclusion we are inevitably led by the
above extract ; yet elsewhere Sir A. Cotton appears to think
that the absence of quarries in the proximity of this lower dam
might lead to additional expense.
The Hurdwar dam is estimated by Sir A. Cotton a t a cost
ofJrm 30,0001. to 40,0001.
Looking further into the report, the dam below the confluence of the Solani is estimated a t 5 lacs of rupees ; and in the
estimate appended to the report appears the following item :" New head and weir near the Solani, 100,0001."
This include8 both dam and cut from the river. These
stateulents are somewhat contradictory.
I n the w l y part of hir Report, Sir A. Cotton states that if

matters had been prope1;ly conducted, the works "myht
" been yielding 20 w 30 per cent., w mwh m e , for the h t b
" years."
Again he says : '' From the mere m m t h of t h e
'' defects o f p q j e d h , it cannot M be wnder8tood hozo it k that
" thie work, in a tract of c&ry with such prodigiO~~natwal
" advantages, ha8 b e a 80 unprodhive fw seventeen y e ~ fm
e
" ite commencemenc."
The water was only passed over the Solani Aqueduct in a
small body in 1854 ; and Lord Hardinge's order to carry out
the works was only passed in 1847-that ia to say, sixteen
years ago I*
I n smaller mattem, Sir A. Cotton is equally unsatisfactory.
For example : The supply of the Ganges Canal he states to be
8000 cubic feet per second; whereas the whole of my calculations for discharge and distribution are limited to 6750. I n
detailing the width of the Solani Aqueduct, he states it to be
66 yards; whereas it is 170 feet, or 668 yards. His calculation of discharge of rivers is founded on what l dlillions of
yarcla per h m may be easily d h ,but not so easily accepted
by tlmse who require definite data. A calculation for lolls by
evaporation on a canal 40 yards wide, of 2 cubic yards per
h,
which I observe in his Report, .is one of those extrcsordilaarily cool dicta which d e f i all inquiry.
I u the Pamphlet, Sir A. Cotton states that " t l last
~ 20 or
50 miles of the canal above Cawnpoor q h l to be reduced to
&ad levels by locks." I n his Report this is changed to 30 or 40
mdea; but he states that the dead level is indispensable for
navigation. Now, whether there are 20 or 60 miles of still
water, it must he borne in mind that irrigation was carried
down by me to within a very short ditauce of Cawnpoor, for
the purpose of tQe tract of land lying between the Pandoo
The ground was actually broken on the 16th April, 1842, under orders
from the local Government ;but it was not until the report of the Banicommittee had been received, and the inquiry as to the effect of the abstraction of the required supply for the canal upon the navigation of the Ganges
had been completed, that the supreme Government determined, in 1847, on
prosecutingthe works ta completion. (VideGaclya Canal Rcyort, vol. i. p. 63.)

and the Ganges ; and as, on my projection for tbe disaharga
for irrigation, 8 cubic feet per second were given for each
mile, it would follow that for 20 or 50 miles in length w e
ehould require a running stream of from 160 to 400 cubic feet
per second. Unleea Sir A. Cotton means that branches for
i q a t i o n are to be taken off from the canal to the right and
left, above the 20 or 50-mile point, leaving the main line as a
system of reservoirs, it is difficult to understand how water is t o
be supplied Without a running stream, as Sir A. Cotton
knows, I presume, irrigation cannot be maintained ; and when
the supply of water ie limited, as i t is on the Gauges Canal,
especially a t a distance of upwards of 360 milea from ita source
of supply, if navigation iy to be insisted on, it will be a t the
sacrifice of irrigation.
The problem to be eolved was, the delivery of 6550 cubic
feet of water per second on the high lands of the Doab, and the
carriage of this large body of water for the purposes of irrigation to a distance of 360 miles, without any additional supply
being available, on the whole length of ita course. The diflczclty
consisted in carrying that great mass of water across tbe
Ganges Khadir and its numerous mountain torrenh, and in
regulating the distribution of the water by a channel so adapted
to the required discharge that every mile on its course might
be fairly irrigated. I may observe that the line runs between
29" 37' and 26" 29' north Iat., and, as will be understood, is
subject to the influences of local rain-falls and irregular demands
for drawing off the supply, that lead to complicate a design
which is otherwise sufficiently complicated.
Accepting Sir A. Cotton's views, that water can be taken
from either the Ganges or the Jumna from any point of their
course with the greatest fscility, and that the nature of these
rivers offers no impediment to drawing supplies from them,
the difficulties attached to the problem are reduced to a
minimum. But there are grave Teasons for denying Sil. A.
Cottvn"s views. Experience is against them, and the most
anxious observations made by myself and others tend to show
that the character of the beds of these rivers, below the shingle

trade, is oppaed to t k I believe that, at the ercrifice of
large tracts of valuable land in the valleys of the Hindun and
West Kalli Nuddi, water might be collected in reservoirs
for the purpose of giving a small additional supply at a point to
the west of Meernt ; but this would be gained by the very
dangerous experiment of constructing permanent dams over
the valleys of these rivers at an enormoua cost, the sills, or
wasteboards, of the dams being raised 15 and 25 feet reapectively
(see Ganges C a d R w , vol. i p. 10). With this exception,
I am st&? of opiaion tirat tha Gangea C a d h na meciclae of
apply fither t h from tha head above H W ~ U M Mand
; I
cannot, from Sir A. Cotton's speculations, and the concluaione
arrived a t from them, consider that he has weakened my viewa
To the excess of slope in the bed of the main channel I refer
with the greatest regret. The remedy, however, appeam to be
rather in the diviaion of the great body of water, and thereby
in diminishing the effects of its action, than in the continuance
of the existing channel as a single line. From the head to
Roorkee, in the presence and proximity of so much material,
there can be no m c u l t y , I imagine, in putting the present
channel in a perfect state of efficiency. From Roorkee to the
Bolundahuhur head the volume of water might be divided so
as to pass onwards in two independent channels, the one continuing on the line now in existence, the other in a weeterly
direction, or that marked by the Deobund Rajbuha : these two
streams would unite at the Bolundshuhur head. The amount
of volume passing down the two lines would be regulated by
the requirements of the Futtyghur branch, and might on a
general estimate be calculated at 3750 cubic feet per m n d for
the eastern, and 3000 for the western. The bed of the eaatern
line would require to be protected, and the slopes to be remodelled. By an arrangement of this sort the capacities of the
two channels would be brought to a manageable dimension,
while it would offer the inestimable advantage of an alternative
line for secilring a supply of water to the southern divisions
From Eolundshuhur to Nanoon, the slope in the maiu
chaonel, I presume, will require modification ; and I should be

'

inclined to adopt the mme expedient of dividing the vdume of
water either by the Bolundshuhur branch head, or by carrying
lines of irrigation on each side of the main channel.
I am much in favour of reducing the preaent volume of water
in the main canal. M y belief is that the volume of water is
too great for an artificial channel carried through a soil like
that through which i t passea below Roorkee. With so mauy
falls, and with so large a body of water passing over them, pen
petual repairs and interruption will inevitably occur, let the
slope be reduced to any extent. By the divi&m of the waters
this will be auoided; and the evils of accident on one line will
(as far as supplies for irrigation to the south are concerned) be
nentralized by the existence of an alternative line.
I do not advert to Sir A. Cotton's schemes any further than
to protest against-1. His dame and annicuts over the Jumna
and Ganges below their shingle tracts-2. His views of carrying the water of the main line of the canal above the level of the
country. The first is visionary ; and the second is quite unnecessary for the purposes of irrigation-in
a sanitary point of
view i t is utterly destructive.
One word in conclartion : Sir A. Cotton's Report has forced
upon me a reply, mot for my own just3cation only, but as a
duty to the Government whom I have served so long, and I
have no hesitation in saying, so zealously. I have no dection
for controversies, nor will I be drawn into them; here, as far
as I am concerned, the matter drops.
It will be said that the Report is a private paper, drawn up
for the use of the East India Irrigation Company, and not a
public Report, deliberately submitted; as, however, it has been
forwarded t o the Government of India, and atl by some means
or other i t hau been printed, the Report is on the high road t o
become public.

Observations by MAJOR
GENERAL
SIRARTHUR
COTTON
on the foregoing Rq~2y-No. 4.
The circumstances which led to the writing of the Report
t o which Sir Proby Cautley replies, are stated in the short
Memorandum, No. 3 of these papers, which Memorandum
I wished to have been inserted in Sir Proby Cautley's
Pamphlet. How my Report came to be printed I don't
know, as it was and is the property of the .East India Irrigation Company, and was shown to nobody but in confidence.
I cannot express the satisfaction I feel in the fact that, I
have now an opportunity of meeting the objections that
are made to my view of the present state of the Ganges
Canal, and to the measures which I judge to be necessary
not only to render that wo*, as now limited i n extent,
relicr6ly useful and projtable, b u t to enable it to irrigate a
vmt additional tract of county, and thus improve the condition of a population of several millions.
The magnitude of the work under discussion, the brilliant
auspices under which it was commenced, the enormous
public benefits and highly productive returns which were
predicted a t the outset, and which for several years afterwards were universally expected t o arise from its constructicn, have caused the failure i n money returns which has
hitherto resulted, to produce a correspondingly deep disappointment in the public mind, and-which is the great
evil arising from the case-has created a general mistrust
of the necessity for, and the value of, works of irrigation in
India ; so much so, indeed, as to form a serious impediment

in the way of their present or future advancement, either
by Government or by private Companies. To dispel this
m i s t r u s t t o show that it has no real foundation, but has
been produced by error alone,--and to open up the way for,
a clear understanding of the principles upon which works of
irrigation and navigation in India can be made successful,
is therefore of paramount importance to the prosperity of
that country ; and I am convinced that, this object cannot
be more surely, or more promptly, effected than by a free,
fill, and temperate discussion of the causes which have led
to the present unsatisfactory state of things, and the remedies which can with prudence be adopted. To rtssist i n
this remedial measure is entirely my object. I have not
the least desire to impute blame to anyone, but simply to
deal with apuhlic work in a public spirit, and to show, by
the light gained by long practical experience under a
successful system, how that which at present fatally obstructs
and prevents progress may be made the source of the
greatest encouragement to, a successful and universal application of the waters of India to the fertilization of its soil,
and the consequent bestowal of permanent, wide-spread
blessings to its people. I must however add here, that,
even as this work has been executed, the results in respect
of money returns are shown in quite a false light by the
Canal Accounts, as will be seen by the following extract
The officers
from Col. Baird Smith's Famine Report :-<'
#' employed in settling the Land Revenue have invariably
" asserted the right of Government to exact a higher
#' revenue than usual from estates benefiting by irrigation
<' from canals constructed solely at the public cost ; they
refuse to recopise rights due to purely accidental vicinage
" to canals. The users of canal water pay a small water-

rate to the canal officers, and the revenue thus realized is
only revenue which appears in the accounts of the
<' Irrigation Department. But i t is an utterly fallacious
" idea of the true profits derivedfrom the canah, inasmuch ar
<' the Settlement O f i e r has abawbed into the Land &elzue
a
" large porlwn of the true Canal projta."
Colonel Baird Smith gives an example of 17 estates,
in the Suhamnpoor district, irrigated from the Eastern
Jumna Canal, showing that the rents paid to the
landowners had increased, from 1840 -to 1860, from
16,000 rs. to 37,000 rs., in copsequence of which the
revenue officers proposed to increase the revenue, which in
1840 was settled at 11,600 rs., in 1860 to 16,200 rs., that
is, by 4600 re., while the increased rent had been 21,000 rs.
Colonel Baird Smith's paper does not show what the extent
of land irrigated in those estates was, but it is evident that
this proposed increase of revenue (which is still not a fourth
of the increase of rent) of 4600 rs., which appears to be
the consequence of irrigation, does not appear at all in the
Canal Accounts in its proper place as part of the canal
profits. Col. Baird Smith do- not give the area of irrigated
land in those estates, nor the amount of water-rates, but
by comparing this statement with others, I judge that the
water-rate may have been about 9000 rs., in which case
the proper canal profits, which only appear as part of the
ordinary revenue, are about equal to those which actually
appear in the Canal Accounts; and in that case the
gross receipts of the canal are really double what the.
Canal Accountis give, and the nett profitg considerably more
than double. There is something extremely absurd in thus
taking part of the canal profits in the form of canal duee
and part in the form of land revenue, and thus falsifying
#'

" the

all the returns from irrigation, and leading to entirely false
conclusions as to its remunerative effects, and con~equent~ly
to the importance of extending it.
Sir Proby Cautley begins by endeavouring t o show t h a t
there baa been no remissness, on the part of the Government,
in carrying out the works on the Ganges Canal; yet in a
note (see p. 73) he mentions that, ground was first broken
in 1842, and the works are not yet finished-i. e., in 1863,
or a t the end of 21 years. Everybody knows that, in
England lines of railway that cost double what has been
expended on the Ganges Canal, and which were began a t
the same time, have now Leen finished 17 or 1 8 years.
H e next protests against my blaming the Medical Commission for the cutting of the canal entirely below the surface
of the country; but in his Report of the 15th Sept., 1850, he
says (par. 6), "There are three points that have greatly in'' fluenced the designs of the works now estimated for, viz.:'' 1st.-The results of the proceedings of a Medical a m " mission, which determined that the level of t i e high-water
'' mark of the canal s h u M be kept m much as possihle b e h
'' the level of the country."
By that Report, therefore, I was justified in attributing
the deep cutting to the Medical Commission.
H e proceeds to say that his project was especially for
irrigation, and that navigation was entirely subordinate;
that, nevertheless, strictures are passed as if it had been
mainly designed for navigatio~z.
. To this I reply1st.-That I have nowhere supposed that it was mainly
designed for rtavigation.
2nd.-The great expense incurred in locks, &c., shows
that it waa designedfor ~tavigatwn.

3rd.-Col. Dickens, in his Report upon the Soane Canal
Project, page 101, says-"It
may be remembered, how'' ever, that notwithstanding the loud complaints which
'' have been made as to the excessive velocity of the current,
<' the want of headway in the bridges, and the want of
'' towpaths within the arches, the revenue from nuoigation
'' is the only branch of t,he revenue from the Ganges Canal
'' which has already exceeded what the projector calculated
zpon."
4th.-If
it had not been designed for navigatiou as a
most impmtant part of the project, i t would have been one of
the greatest mistakes that could be made, because when
such large irrigating canals are cut, they can be rendered
navigable at a trifling additional cost, and thus an advantage
obtained of the very first importance, to a colint,ry of great
extent like India, so as to put the interior within reach of
the markets of the world by lines of communication of the
cheapest and most suitable description.
Sir Proby Cautley next remarks, that if I have had
85 years' employment on Irrigation Works, he has had
29. It is, on this account, of such importance to the
State that we should now compare the results of our
experience under two different systems, one of which has
certainly been eminent& successful in both the great leading
points, viz., in providing against drozlghtJ and i n yielding
great direct returns in money. I however must add, and
beg the reader to bear it in mind in going through these
papers, that in one most important point, which essentially
affects this discussion, the Bengal Engineers are absolutely
without experience, while the Madras Corps have had the
most extensive advantage in that respect, viz., in building
weirs across $rat-class rivers with sandy beds. Neither Sir
'(
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Proby Cautley, nor any of the officer snow employed
on the Ganges works, ever even saw, as I believe, a large
weir.
A great portion of the Reply I am now remarking upon
is based on this entirely imaginary ground, that weirs
cannot be built across a river havir~ga Bed of Sand. I n all
my communications with the officers connected with the
We have
canal, the line of argument rutis in fact thus:-"
'' never built weirs across large rivers with sandy beds, there'(fore, they Bever can be built." And this is also the main
support of Sir Proby Cautley's reply. The argument of the
Madras officers is:-" We have bailt weirs across rivers o f
" f r o m 1000 yards to 4 miles broad, with fallsper mile o f from
1 foot up to 10, all having beds of nothing but unfathomabk
" loose sand, and the weirs, so constructed, have stood 10, 20,
and 30 years, and tierefore the like can be done again."
Which is the best logic? Surely even non-professional men
can judge. There is indeed in Tanjore such a work built
by tAe natives in the second century, as is supposed, which is in
use to this day. There is something unaccountably curious
in the way in which this point has been treated.
I have to speak upon this subject again presently, but I
cannot leave it even temporarily without requesting special
attention to its importance, as upon the question of thepracticability o f erecting anicuts, or weirs, wit1 perfect security
across rivers having certain slopes a ~ ~beds
d of sand, dqends
prindpally not only Sir Proby Cautley's defence o f the Ganges
Canal as originally pdanned, but the adaptability and value of
the works recommended i n my Report for its imprbvement and
extension. If the structures I have suggested are not only
practicable, but economical and reliable, no Engineer, however wedded he may be to the system hitherto adopted in

the North-West Provinces, will, I am sure, deny, that they
are exactly the works needed to remove a majority of the
evils complained of, and to effect the objects desired.
Sir Proby Cautley then proceeds to remark on those
points which I consider fundamental mistakes in the original
project. The first is, the position of the head of the canal.
H e remarks that, I express my astonishment that, there is
no discussion of this great point in the reports. Surely
one might have expected that, in a report upon a great
project, the reasons would have been assigned for this fundamental point, why $he Canal w h led off from a certain
point of the river; especially when the point selected has
evidently most serious objections. 1st. I n its being such
a great height above the country to be watered; and 2ud.
I n its being above a number of large jangle streams, the
crossing of which involved an enormous expense. Who
would not expect to find so great and important a matter
as this discussed in the report of the project?
Sir Proby Cautley goes on to say that, I will be still
more astonished when I learn "that all discussions, and
" all experirhents, have resulted in the inevitable conclu" sion, that interference with the river in this part of its
" courpe would end in utter failure.
And that Colonel
" Baird Smith, who had seen our weirs i n Hadras, fully
appreciated the difference between the engineering diffi" culties of the Madras deltas and those
of the high
'' lands of the North-West Provinces, and was quite eatis" fied that the projection of the lines of the latter, from
" the shingle, and not from the sandy beds, mas the on&
" true and feasi6Ze one." Sir Proby Cautley supposes the
slope of the river, below the confluence of the Solani, to be
a t the lowest estimate l a feet per mile; it may be 2 or
F 2
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3 feet a t that point. Now, I mk, what cmeiva8le
dzference can there be between a river i n the North-Test
Provinces with a sandy bed, and a fall of 2 or S feel i n a
mile, and a river in Madras with the same bed and t h
And I will add, facts not only show that
same fall?
there is no dzference, but go further and prove more, for,
the upper anicut on the Cauvery is built where there is
nothing but sand, and a fall of 34 feet a mile; and the
Pallaur Anicut where the bed is a k o sand, and the fall
about 10 feet a mile; so that I am clearly entitled to say,
the objection now dealt with is nothing more than pure
\ imagination. The work that woukd stand i n Madras i n a
. ;! river with a certain bed and a certain slope would most
assured4 stand i n the North- T e s t Provinces i n a river with
, the same bed and the same she.
, Sir Proby Cautley then says, that in 1827 an attempt
de to establish the head of the canal in the Jumna,
r and
was th. t it was abandoned after the first year's work. Of
course, as so many such works have actually since been
built, and are now i n use, in exactly similar rivers, except
that, they are much larger than the Jumna and Ganges
are near the hills, there must have been an entire want of
either knowledge of the subject or perseverance t o go
through with the work ; and this was thirty-six years ago.
1 Suppose men were to argue now, because men did not
know how to construct first-class railways thirty-six years ago,
therefore they couldn't be made now-the case is precisely
the same. Probably this attempt was the merest nothing;
but if it were ever so determined a one, what have we got
to do with a failure thirty-six years ago, when we have had
abundant and entire mccesses in all sorts of localities since?
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If we are to act upon the failures of 36 years ago, rather
than by the sliccesses achieved since, we must not only give
up these Anicuts and Railways, but also Ocean Steam Navigation, Enfield rifles, the Overland route, and some other
things which would cause great inconvenience, for almost
all the great modem improvements had either not been
attempted, or had been failures 36 years ago.
Sir Proby Cautley then asserts that, thereis a vast dzj'erence between the M a h a s rivers and these-that is, tAe Ganges,
gc. To this I can only reply that I have seen both, and
that there is not the slightest dzjference, excepting that the
Madras rivers are m u d larger. We have now built eight
Weirs of the first class, in rivers of all slopes, from 1 0 feet a
mile downwards, with beds of loose sand, besides many
smaller ones, aud therefore I can speak with absolute certainty on this point, in repeating that all the assertions that
weirs can't be built on the Jumna and Ganges are baaed on
ltothing but pure imagination opyosed to exi-stingfacts.
Sir Proby Cautley then shows, where the irrigation would
begin, if the canal had been led off at Sookurtal, below the
confluence of the Solani, viz., about 90 miles below Hurdwar, or 70 below Roorkee, and that, the canal from this sug- j
'
gested new head would meet the present line of the main
canal at a distance of forty-$ve miles from Sookurtal (see '
appended map); that is, that the new works required would
be a weir at Sookurtal and a canal offorty-$ve miles i n length.
He then says that "it would not be the patch of land about
a Roorkee to which the strictures refer, but the whole of the
" Suharunpoor, Muzuffurnuggur, and the greater portions
" of the Meerut districts, that would, by this plan, be
" deprived of the benefit of irrigation;" and he adds, " So

I

['long

as irrigation is given to a certain surface of the

" country, it matters perhaps little to what country t h a t
" irrigation is given, but as my intention was, and my pryect
'[was directed to, the irrigation of

the above three districts, i t
appears rat,her hard that I should be found fault with for
" endeavouring to effect it." To this I answer-1st. I
found nofault with Sir Proby Cautley ;I was not makilcg a n
attack upon him. I was in the course of my duty giving my
opinion, privately, on the Ganges Canal works. There was
personal object wAatever i n my paper.
2nd.-Does
intention t o make a mistake make the
thing done no longer a mistake ? The question here is not
whether the mistake was intentiozal or not, but whether it
was a mistake. My position is, that, to apply the water to
certain lands, a t an enormous expense, when there were
lands immediately adjoining to which it could be applied
a t a much less cost, was a mistake. No reason is assigned
for preferring those lands, and Sir Proby Cautley acknomledges that " i t matters little to what country the irrigation
" is given." It is, therefore, evident that, without any
reason, this great additional expense was incurred; this was
certainly a mistake. Further, it must be observed that,
taking the matter exactly as Sir Proby Cautley states it,
viz., that the new head should be a t Sookurtal, and that
the water from there would reach the present main canal
70 miles below Roorkee, the tract of country above that
point is only a small portion of the country commanded by
the present head. The tract of country between Roorkee
and the point on the canal near Meerut may be 1000
s y ~ u r emiles, and only a portion of that could be watered,
while the remainder of the Doab, fhe whole o f which could be
"

irrigated, is about 18,000 square miles, about 10 millions
of arable acres ; and only about 14 millions were intended
to be irrigated, so that there was not the slightest necessity
for bringing the water on a higher level than that. To
show this more particularly :-In the original project of
the Ganges Canal, 8 cubic feet per second were allowed for
every mile of length, with the exception of the first 274
miles, which were stated to be " removed from. the inJEuence
of irrigation" (Ganges Canal Report, vol. iii. page 142), and
therefore excluded. Each cubic foot per second was stated
t o supply water for 350 beegahs (or 220 acres), and the
total supply was 6750 cubic feet per second, corresponding
with the irrigation of 14 million acres.
Sir Proby Cautley calculates that "if a cut were made
" as proposed by me, it would be useful for irrigation a t t i e
" 94th mileflom Hurdwar, that is, a6out 51 miles from its
" own head, supposing that to be a t Sookurtal, 10 miles
" below Badshahpoor; and that, had he followed that plan,
" he would have been unable to provide for the irrigation
" of, the whole of the Suharunpoor, Muzuffwnuggur, and
" the greater portion of the Meerut districts."
It must be observed here that the Eastern Jumna CanaZ
waters the north-west parts of the districts of Suhmnpoor,
Muzuffurnuggw, and Meed,-about
850 villages. It
was only the eastern parts of the districts that wanted
water. I f we compare the quantity of water actually provided for distribution throughout the above-mentioned
94 miles, we shall be able to judge of the importance of the
sacrisce made in comparison with the rest of the project.
Now, deducting from 94 the &st 27g miles not supplied a t
all, there remain 664 miles, which, a t the rate of 8 cubic
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feet per mile, would distribute 532 cubic feet per second,
and provide for about 120,000 acres, if there were so many
which the water would reach, which number, compared with
the whole acreage (14 millions), and being Zess than 1-12M,
rqresenk the proportionate amount of irrigation actually proposed to be supplied by the canal, aa designed, to the upper
districts in question.
I f we now compare the actual sum allotted in the estimate,
as the expenditure upon the above-mentioned 94 milee
with the corresponding cost of the lower 5 1 miles, which is
the distance from Sookurtal to the 94th mile, a t which
Sir Proby Cautley states a cut from the river would be
effective for irrigation, we shall readily perceive the additional coet involved in drawing the immense volume of water
from so great a distance unnecessu~*ily,for the sole object,
as stated by Sir ProLy Cautley, of watering the tracts
in question in preference to an equal area lower down,
which it is admitted could have been done according to my
proposal.
The estimated coet of the$rst 24 miles was 575,0001., and
of the next 86 miles 305,0001. This section comes down to
the 110th mile; and if we deduct the cost of 16 out of the
86 miles in order to arrive a t the expense up to the 94th mile,
we shall find that the whole estimate up to that point was
about 823,0001., perhaps one million in actual cost; and
reckoning the 51 miles of the proposed new cut to cost, the
same in proportion as the 86 above mentioned, i t would
amount to about 180,0001. Deducting this 180,0001. from
the 823,0001., the estimated cost of the works as carried out,
we arrive a t 643,0001. as the estimated sum for the irrigatiola
of the districts above mentioned, the proportionate cost, in
comparison with the estimate fbr watering all the other

tracts, being little wore tAan 65,0001., and the actual
additional outlay was probably near a million sterling.
Lest, however, it should be objected that the cost of the
annicut and head-works is not included in this calculation,
it may be as well to mention, that those works still remain
to be executed for the present scheme. The fatal consequences of omitting them have been already adverted to,
and the attention of the Government of India waa (as will bo
shown hereafter) pointedly drawn to the need of them by the
late Col. Baird Smith, who proposed that an allowance of
100,0001. should be made for their cost ; a sum which would
be certainly amply sufficient to supply them a t Sookurtal.
Again, supposing for some grave reason, not yet disclosed,
it had been a sine qua" non to irrigate the comparatively small
portion above the level just referred to, it was tAe greatest
mistake to bring the whole of the water intended to irrigate all '
the way d m n to Cawnpoor through the di$icult country ahme
Roorkee. If it were an essential point to water a little over
100,000 acres above this level, i t would only require a m a l l
canal of about 8 yards broad and 3 deep, with a current of
3000 yards per lour, to be brought from Hurdwar, instead
of one about 56 yards broad; and thus five-sixths of the vast
expense incurred in crossing the Solani, and other rivers, and
in overcoming the great fall, mould have been saved, and
there would have been substituted forjve-sktlrs of this dificult 94 miles of canal 5 1 miles cfplaincutting, without crossing
any heavy drainage a t all. Sir Proby Cautley says, that from
Sookurtal to the main canal near Meerut there would have
heen af all of 11 feet, while from Hurdwar there is a fall of
180 feet, so thatJive-sixths of Me works necessary to provide
fw a fall of 169 feet wouM have been saved, besides all the
ayueducts, &c.

H e then adds that, the river below the confluence of the
Solani has had its due share of attention from him. U p o n
this, I will only remark that, the fact proves the incalculable value of experie?lce in projecting works of this character. No one will for a moment doubt that Sir Proby
Cautley, gave his best attention and most zealous endeavours
to fulfil the wishes of Government, and realize the utmost
success; but from want of experience, and owing to the
strange delusion (it is really notAing eke) that a weir cannot
be built across a river with a sandy bed, he was led into planning a work not only involving an useless expense of
the greater part of a million of money, but incapable,
on its completion, of satisfactorily Eulfilling its intended
objects.
Sir Proby Cautley next answers m y objection about the
deep crctting fw the canal, and first makes some remarks
about my observing upon one effect of this, viz., the water
being below the level for irrigation, and then shows how the
water is distributed so as to bring i t out on the surface
of the land without raising it. It is quite true that, in this
way, most of the water is delivered a t a sufficient level, but
it is also true that, the arrangement is imperfect, because in
the returns the irrigated lands are divided into two classes,
Dal and Tor-i.e., those irrigated by meam of machinery to
raise the water to their level, and those irrigated direct from
the canals, showing that it is only part of the irrigation
which is supplied without additional means and additional
expense to the cultivators.
However, this is a small matter compared with the other
point, the enormous cost of excavation, and the enormozcs loss of
time in consequence of the whole of the water being carried
below the level of tAe ground.

The actual eection may be taken, on an average, a t about
56 yards by 4, or 224 square yards, for the conveyance of
850,000 cubic yards per hour, intended to be filled to about
10 feet, with a current of about 5000 yards, or 3 miles per
hour. Now, if it had not been det,ermined, to carry the
wkole of the water below the surface, all the excavation that
would be required mould be only enough to make two embankments, which might have been put any distance apart.
Thus, the embankments might have been 2 yards high by 5
broad at top, or about 20 square yards each, or together 40
square yards, or & of the actual excavation. The water would
then have been 6 feet deep, three-fourths ahove the surface of
the ground and one fourth below, and the distance between
the banks or breadth of the excavation about 80 yards. Thus,
this mode of proceeding would have savedperhaps Q of the
ezcavatioa and $ of the cost, and, what is of vast importance,
it would in consequence have allowed of the work being
done i a 4 of the time, so that the works would have been in
operation and making returns many years ago.
I had said that, by cutting so deep they had exactly
produced the effect that it was intended should be prevented,
viz., percolation, by which the water would keep the surface
of the country wet and produce fever, for Me 'upper stratum,
only fm a few feet, is water-tight, and below i t is a l l hose
sand.
Sir Proby Cautley says that, if the excavation had been
shallow it would not have prevented percolation, because in
some parts the sand is a t the surface. It is remarkable that
this fact about the thin stratum of water-tight soil and the
effect of cutting through it was first brought to my notice,
some years ago, by Colollel Baird Smith, as the general
state of the couutry through which the caual runs. Sir

Proby Cautley's statement that i n some place8 there is a
~ a n d ysurface cannot, of course, the least affect the question.
That t h r e is a small podion qf the line where t l e surface is
not water-tight can't be a reason for cutting through. m?ia
stratum where it does exist, which is a h o e t througlout the
whole length of the canal.
But the reason assigned for cutting the canal deep was to
prevent t h leakage. Nothing can be more evident than t h a t
t o cut through the water-tight stratum was the very way t o
produce it, and has produced it. The loss is stated to be
about 60,000 cubic yards per hour in 50 miles only between
the head and Jaoli, the head of the Futtyghur branch, all of
which finds its way through the sands aad keeps the mrface
o f the country wet with stagnant water i n places, the supposed
cause of the fever-the very efect that the Medical Committee
intended to prevent. Now, had the water been allowed to
stand one yard above the surface, retained by b a d s of watertight earth, 2 yards high and 15 yards thick a t the bottom,
there would have been no leakage; the depth, and consequently the current, might have been diminished, Pths of the
excavation saved, and consequently 2M.s of the time, and the
distribution o f the water simplijied.
The sad effects which a continuance of the present percolation may have upon the long strip of contiguous land is a
question which must be taken up remedially by the Government; it cannot be avoided.
Sir Proby Cautley next answers my objection to t l e sole
use of hick when excellent stone was to be had close to H~rdwar.
H e first says that he does not object so much t o brick
masonry as I do, yet adds, "No man i n his senses wouM
" select brick when good atone is to be lad at a reasvnable
l r price."

I did not object to brick masonry generally, but only
where it has to 6ear heavy falls, w velocities of water, as
over weirs, or through sluices. I consider that 'brick
answers all the purposes of stone in other situations, and
especially such beautiful brickwork as these works are
composed of, and which is certainly equal to any I ever
saw. I n general I would only use stone where it was as
cheap, or where, on any account, it was difficult to make
bricks in sufficient quantities. Sir Proby Cautley's principal defence of the bricks is, that the stone was very
variable in quality. It generally is so where sandstone
occurs in India. It was so at the Godavery works; there
was stone of every degree of hardness. We, coneequently,
had to select the hard stone for particular parts, and were
often obliged, in order to save time, to put in softer stone
than was desirable; but harder stones have since been
substituted for soft ones at the officer's leisure. But still
all that was used was incomparably safer than brick. That
there was most excellent stone, perfectly fitted for the
works on the spot, is certain, for I saw large blocks of it
lying in the streets of Hurdwar, intended apparently for
some building, and which I was informed h d 6een drought
on& 6 miles. I have pieces of this stone with me now.
Sir Proby Cautley then, quotes from a Report of the
officers on the spot on alzotler kind of stone, a hard conglomerate, which was found 1 0 miles off, and which they
objected to because it would cost 27 shillings a cubic yard.
I don't suppose it would cost so much as that; but if it
did, i t would be no obstacle to its use. Such stone would
only be required to cover the apron of a weir on which the
water falls. To show the cost of this material in a weir across
the Ganges at Hurdwar, suppose the weir was 500 yards

long, and the apron 15 yards broad, and the stone covering
Z feet thick, it mould require 5000 cubic yards, costing a t
27 shillings, or 134rs. per cubic yard, under g7000; or
even if 1000 yards long, the cost would only be g14,000a very moderate sum in such a work. To judge of these
lengths, the Godavery Bnicnt discharges 50,000 cubic yards
per hour, for every yard in length, and the Kistnah Anicut
130,000 cubic yards. The quantity to be discharged
a t Hurdwar is, I believe, 25 million cubic yards, so that
even 500 yards length would only give 50,000 cubic
yards per yard of length, the same as the Godavery.
It is an undoubted fact tirat the brick weirs lave failed,
and have obliged the ofiers to J u t the canal in the midst of
the irrigating season. When I was there, they (the weirs)
were in such a critical state that the officers were entirely
at a loss what to do about them, and I insist Npon i t that,
this i.s solely because lley are built of brick. We have
certainly had failures with our weirs in Madras, though
covered with stone, but there are hundreds now in use that
have stood 20 or 30, or 40 years, and that never cause one
moment's anxiety.
Sir Proby Cautley also remarks that, I am mistaken in
supposing that, the river pebbles have not been made use
of; but it is certain that, the great mass of the masonry is
of brick. He also says, these pebbles were used in some of
the works ; but it must have been a very small proportion,
for I saw no pebble masonry, nor was it ever mentioned or
alluded to in the long discussions I had with the officers
on the spot.
Sir Proby Cautley mentions that, there are large masses
of old pebble masonry at Badshahmuhal. It seems very
strange that, with such a hint, they were not generally nsed

when there mere unlimited supplies on the spot. H e then
concludes this part thus :-((The implication that every
" useful material has been rejected and neglected by me in
" the construction of the works is, to gay the least of it,
" not very complimentary." But i t is obvious I was neither
complimenting norJinding fault with any person, but merely
rqorting facts i n a private paper to my employers, with my
professional opinions on them, for their information. These
facts were simple and undeniable, viz., that the oficers
were entirely a t a loss, from the failure of the brick works,
while there was on the spot excellent stone, which I saw
and examined in company with the officers of the works.
M y professional opinio~~
was and is, that had this stone been
wed i n those works, there would not have been llre smallest
anxiety about them.
Sir Proby Cautley next replies, to my remarks on the
cmveyance of the whole of the water from the head at Hurdwar
hy canal, so that some of it was brought at an enormms
expense, 350 miles, by asserting, that if he had admitted
water 250 miles below Hurdwar, the whole of the lands
above that point would have been thrown out. But he has mistaken me ; my words were :-" Thefourth mistake ia, "that
T H E WHOLE of the water is admitted at the head (Hurdwar);"
(see p. ), and further on (see p. )-" Probably one or two
'' such ADDITIOXAL headsfrom each of the rivers Gangea and
'' Jumna might he cut with advantage." I did not propose
that no water should be admitted higher up. What I proposed was that, instead of cutting an enormous channel to
convey the whole of the water from Hurdwar, invoking a vast
expense, I would have made use of the river channels to convey,
a largeportwn of it, as far as t i e levels would admit.
Supposing the whole of the canal excavated to carry the

water below the surface of the ground, and that the current is 4000 yards an hour, it is evident, that to bring
4000 cubic yards of water 250 miles, there must be
excavated 250 x 1760 x about If yards, or 350,000 cubic
yards, costing about 55,000 rs. ; and allowing 4 a cubic
yard of water per hour to the acre, we have 8,000 acres
watered for a capital in excavation alone of £5500, or
about 14s. per acre; or supposing half a million acres are
watered below the 250 miles from Hurdwar, it would cost for
excavation alone £350,000, besides the portion of the cost of
the masonry, weirs, &c., perhaps in all half a million sterling.
What I mean t o say is, that it would have beenfar cheaper
to have made a second weir across tWe Ganges, with a new head
canalof 28 miles (or 50 miles), than thus to bring the whole of
the water from Hwdwar. I hope this will be intelligible. I
did not propose to irrigate an entirely new tract of coulztry,
but merely to urge that if the land about Cawnpoor is to
be watered, as it is by Sir Prohy Cautley's project, there
would be an enormous saving in making use of the river
t o convey the water most of the way, instead of conveying
it 250 miles by an excavated channel. The question is
surely a very simple one, and capable of a very easy solution-it is, Which would be cheapest ? to bring the water from
Hurdwar,or from a point only a hundred miles above Cawnpoor,
though the latter would involve a second weir and head
canal? But then, this additional weir mould afford the
further vast advantage of turning on to the land all the
water that falls into the river or drains out of the sands
between Hurdwar and the site of such weir, probably
300,000 or 400,000 cubic yards an hour, or sufficient for
4 or $ millio~l acres. Thie alone wovM jvstgy the cost of
t b weir several times over. Sir Proby Cautley, in his pub-

lished account of the works, s a p , that a t 95 miles only
below Hurdwar there was an addition of 1500 cubic feet
a second (nearly 200,000 cubic yards an hour) ; and we
may be sure that 150 miles still further down there was a
great addition to this.
Sir Proby Cautley then replies to my objection that
t h r e was no permanent weir a t the head of the canal. H e
says that his principal reason for not constructing one was
that IAe temporary expedients haQ been found to answer on
the Jumna. There is certainly some real argument here.
Results nave, however, s b n that i t was a mistake, for the
officers failed to keep up the supply by such means a t a
most critical time, and just when that supply was most
wanted, viz., in a year of scarcity. Thus, I find in September,
1861, the supply in the channel was only 2900 cubic feet
per second, half what it ought to be, about 350,000 cubic
yards per hour, while in other months it was 700,000
cubic yards, and in October, 1859, it was only 950 cubic
feet per second, 120,000 cubic yards per hour, 1-6th of
a h a t i t might have been. I n Colonel Baird Smith's Report
on the Famine, dated August, 1861, hequotes (par. 109)
from the Superintendent-General of Irrigation as follows :" I n the beginning of September the volume of the Ganges
"began rapidly to decrease, and by the end of the month
'' the supply of the canal was nearly 1-3rd short of that
"required for effective irrigation. Uncertain as we were
fi whether the last floods of the season, often among the
cr heaviest, were over, we felt a natural reluctance to com" mence the repairs of the costly bunds or temporary weirs
" a t the head of the canal, and thus the canal was unable to
"meet the unusual demand for water which arose a t the
a close of the Khurreef (aatumn) season. Before the middle
Q

of November, however, t h e head-works were restored, and
';during the remainder of the spring (Rubbee) crop the
cc canal was efficiently supplied."
That is, that a t the very
time for which, above all others, the works were constructed,
8 time of famine, from the beginning of September to the
middle of November, solely on accoulrt o f the want of permanent and reliable works at the iead, there was a most
terrible deficiency of water in the canal; and the deficiency
actually began before the time here mentioned, for i t was
very early in August. The average for the four months,
August to November, was just POW cubic feet per second,
or half a million cubic yards per hour, while in December
the supply was 5800 cubic feet, or 725,000 cubic yards per
hour, not from any want o f water i n the river, but solely from
the want of a reliable head weir. This average deficiency of
1800 cubic feet, or 225,000 cubic yards per hour for four
months, amounts to 320 million cubic yards; enough, a t
1200 cubic yards per crop, for more than f of a million of
acres, the value of which, in money only, would have been,
a t that time, according t o Colonel Tllrnbull's estimate
of the value of the crop, on an average about 45 rupees
per acre (150 lacs for 340,000 acres), more than a million
sterling, or i n a single season twenty ;five times as much as a
weir wouldprobably have cost. Colonel Baird Smith again says
(see his Report, August 14, 1861, par. 109):-"The
actual
"effects of the Ganges Canal during '60-61 are most
r r inadequate measures of its prospective influence.
During
cr two successive seasons, one o f scarcity of moisture, tAe other of
" absolute drought, the head works of the canal havefailed to
insure supplies ofwater at tAe most criticaZperiodP o f the au" tumn crop."-I think i t must be allowed that after spending two millions to run such a risk of a defective supply a t

moat critical times for want of an expenditure of probably
40 or 50,0001. (or even of 100,0001.) is now shown to be a
mistake. I must again say that I a m notjudging the projector,
hut the project. I am not saying that the projecfor made a
mistake, but that there k a wistuke in theproject. Under the
circumstances of the case,andwith the less knowledge of such
things that there was twenty years ago, the projector may
have been right in not constructing a permawent weir, but
this is not our present question; that question is, With the
light thrown on the subject by the past history of these
works themselves, and by the history of the numerous
great hydraulic works that have been constructed in Madras
before and since that time, what serious mistakes do we
discover in these works, and how can they be corrected ?
The two great facts are as plain as possible :-lst,. That the
want of a reZia61e head weir ia a moat terri6Ze d f e c t ; and
2nd. That from wlat hm been done in so many similar
situations, we know tlat s w h a work can 6e constructed at a
cost altogether h z i n g compared with the value of even the
property at stake, to say nothing of the lives, gc.
It ie stated that 2000Z. a year is now spent on the
temporary works, that is, the interest of a sum four times
as great as the Godavery and Kistnah Annicut cost, in proportion to the volume of water to l e controlled ; so that in
fact the weir will cost nothing. I may mention here, that
thirty years ago we came to this conclusion with reepect t o
the supply of Tanjore from the Cauvery ; the natives, from
want of our great means, had been in the habit of obtain*ing an uncertain supply of water by means of such
temporary dams, but we had had abundant proofs there
also-similar to those in the case of the Doab-that to
trust such tremendous interest, as the lives of millions of
0 2

people, to such uncertain and precarious works, when great
additional security could be obtained a t an insignificant
cost, was a mistake, and in 1836 we constructed two weirs,
one where there was a fall of 33.feet a mile, and the other
where it was 2 feet (the lowest probably equal to the fall
a t the mouth of the Solani), with beds of loose sand; a n d
though we made mistakes in t,heir construction, and h a d
accidents with them, yet they were both, from the very first,
perfectly effective, and nothing can be more satisfactory
than the results. The revenue of Tanjore alone (two other districts were affected) has been increased nearly half since then,
an additional revenue of nearly 700,0002. a year, and there
is no question but that the foundation of all that improvement was those permanent weirs. They cost about 10,0001.
each a t first, but have been greatly improved since. They,
however, were both in effective operation in three months
from the time they were begun, and have never failed during
these 27 years. I n now planning works for the Ganges we
should have the vast advantage of these 27 years' experience
with these works; and with so many other and still larger
ones, surely we need not be afraid t o attempt similar works
on the Ganges.
Upon the above two works in Tanjore depend almost
entirely the well-being of more than 2 millions of people, a
revenue of about 9 million sterling, and an annual crop of the
valuelof 3 or 4 millions, and they cost in all 30,000 or
40,0001. How insignificant such an expenditure compared
with the interest a t stake, even in money only. And we must
add to this that, all the surrounding districts have been in a .
great measure preserved from famine repeatedly by the crops
secured by these works. Just the same is the case with t h e
Ganges. The well-being of millions, and crops of the value

of millions sterling are waiting for works to cost 30,000 or
40,0001., or say 100,0001. The revenue to be derived from
water-rate alone upon 14 million acres will be about a
f of a million sterling.
On this point we have seen that Col. Baird Smith,
notwithstanding that, he was somewhat afected by the Bengal
fancies about the di&lty
of constructing weirs i n sandy
rivers, was quite decided i n insisting upon the grievous
mistake of leaving such works dependent upon such precarious means of supply, and in urgihg upon Government
the construction of a permanent weir. H e says again, in
par. 126 of his Famine Report, "It is evident, however,
" that such development" (the completion of the works so
as to secure the whole Doab) "will be very imperfect so
" long as one harvest of each year is exposed to the casual" ties of the autumn crops of 1859 and 1860, by reason
"of the defective control over the river supply. The
" establishment of an e a y and certain command over that
'' supply is essential to the eflcieny of the canal as a pro" tective agent.
It was with the view of making myself
" acquainted with the design for this object, that, in com" pany with Col. Merton, kc., I visited the head works in
" June last, kc.
I have no doubt that the general scheme
" will prove practicable, and that its cost will not exceed
" the limits reasonably allowable in securing 80 great an
" object, &c. The works as projected are not likely t o cost
" more than .4X00,000"-i.e.,
tell times as much, in proportion t o the volume of water, as both the Kistnah and
Godavery works had cost. There is certainly no reason for
such a great disproportion of cost in the two localities.
I n fact, in one important ~ o i n t , there is a very great
advantage in this site over either of the others, viz., iu the

unlimited supply of both loose stone and hydraulic lime
over the whole bed of the river a t the very spot, while all
our materials had to be quarried and brought from t h e
hills from a 4 to 5 miles distant. H e continues-"The
" actual estimate is considerably below this, but the work
" is difficult, and the contingencies are many. The agri" cultural property dependent upon the canal will rise i n
" time if the agricultural community can rely im~licitlyon
" the virtual certainty of the supply to full six millions
" (sterling). The true state of the case seems to be that
" without this expenditure, be it moderate or immoderate, t b
" whole actim of the canal roil2 be imperfect, the conJidence of
" thepeyZe i n its protective powers cannot be complete, and
" in every season o f extraordinary aridity the supply willfail,
''just whet^ water is most precious. Under these conditions,
" I feel no hesitation in respectfully requesting the favour" able consideration of the Government of India to the
" project of permanent head works." I u this paper we find
not a word about the impracticability of the works. Doubtless
Col. Baird Smith's, actual inspection of several weirs in
Madras, had forced him to believe that, such works were
practicable; and no doubt the main reason why he did not
construct a weir was (what Sir Proby Cautley states), his
idea that a weir wlls a very di$cult work. Sir Proby
Cautley afterwards repeats that my experience is with rivers
(fan entirely dtferent descr@tion. But there is not a
shadow of ground for this assertion, as I have before stated.
A t page 7 Sir P. Cautley says, "The projection of
" the lines of the latter (the canals in the North-West
" Provinces) from the shingle and not from the sandy tracts,
" was the orb& true and feasilb one."
Then, again, he
says-"
llere (i.e., iu the Ku'orth-West Provinces) we have

heavy slopa with large massea of water pouring down
overwhelming violence ; there (in Madras) he has
" much larger bodies of water, but on very much smalkr
" slopes." The difiiculties here supposed are, I again
assert, all imaginary; but if they were real, we have not
only had a heavy slope, as a t Hurdwar, and sand with a
moderate slope, as a t the mouth of the Solani, but both cornbined in sand with a heavy s l q e of about 1 0 feet a mile in
the case of the weir on the Pallayr.
Sir Proby Cautley still dwells upon this point, as people
always are more afraid of Ghosts than Realities, and says,
" This slope makes a l l the dgerence." I must assure him,
from actual experieuce, that it makes no important dtference;
that we have had no particular difficulty in establishing a
weir where the slope was as great as a t Hurdwar; and
further, that not one additional precaution was necessary on
the Pallaur where the slope is much greater. I do feel sure
that I may fairly propose my experience, after having been
more or less concerned in the planning and construction of
seven or eight of these great weirs, against that of officers
who not only never built one, but never saw one. I ant quite
sure that the Ganges will as quietly submit to discipline, of the
v~atureproposed, E, the Cnuvery, the Coleroon, the Pallaur,
the Pennair, the Kktnai, t k Godavey, &c,
Sir Proby Cautley thinks that, I am wrong in supposing
the weir a t Hurdwar would cost only 30,0001. or 40,0001.,
and that it wodd cost, as estimated by officers on the spot,
nearly double that sum, and very much more if stone is
used. My data are the Godavery Annicut, 12 feet high,
which cost about 200 rs. a yard in length, and the Kistnah,
16 feet high, which cost about 590 rF. a yard, and each of
them about 4000 rs. per million cubic yar& of discharge
"

" with

per hour. A t this rate, the Hurdwar Weir would cost, for
25 million cubic yards, 10,0001. only; and there is no
reason that I can see why it should cost more than three or
four times as much as those on the Godavery and Kistnah.
I have shown before, that, even a t the very high prices
allowed by the local officers, the cost of stone for the apron
would be no excessive portion of the cost.
I may as well introduce here another extract from Col.
Baird Smith on the subject pf making the head of the canal
below the Solaui (par. 123) :-" Prom 50 to 70 feet repre" sent the general depth of the great rivers below the surface
" level of the country, and from 14 to 6 miles represent the
" width of the troughs or valleys in which they flow.
" Under these conditions, the prospect of making more
" of these rivers than has already been made is not
" encouraging ; at the same time the question has never been
" systeniatically examined. The ipformation available is
" fragmentary and incomplete. Using it as well as I could,
" I have come to the conclusion a t present that no works
" directed to the delivering of the water on the high lands
" of the Doab from any points 011 the Ganges or Jumna
" more than 1 2 or 15 miles below their respective places of
'< departure from the mountains are likely to be financially
a practicable.
Physically practicable of course they are, but
'(dams of such magnitude would be required to cross the
" rivers, and channels of such depth through the high
" lands, that the cost would counterbalance the gain so
greatly that it would probably be idle to think of
" executing them. But I would gladiy see the matter sub" mitted to intelligent examination, as it may he Mat, tAe
" imperfection of our.present knowledge has Zed to narrower
" views being takett fl the yueutiun t h n are r@&? My

remarks on this passage from Col. Baird Smith-one of
the Ganges Canal Eugineers-are1st.-That, i t is quite certain from i t that, he did not
think that the river had been proper& examined below
the Solani.
2nd.-That he had at least a strong suspicion that it might
be economical to lead the water from that part of the river. He
positively says, "Physically practicable of course they are."
3rd. What can he mean by (<damsof such magnitude "
and "channels of such depths through the high lands"
would cost so much that i t would be idle to think of
executing them? He himself had seen the dams across the
Godavery, Kistnah, and Coleroon; the smallest of them
larger than one would be at the mouth of the Solani, and
the largest of them across a river of eight times the width
and about six times the volume of the Ganges there. And
for the channels he says the height of the ground is fro? 50
to 7 0 feet, so that with a fall in the country of 3 feet s
mile, a channel of 20 or 30 miles long mould, without any
cutting through high land, lead out the water upon the
plain. And, even taking Sir Proby Cautley's statement,
a channel 51 miles long (across a tract without a single
river or other obstacle) would lead the water to the high
ground near Meerut, to reach which same point there has
actually been cut a canal of 90 miles from Hurdwar, 20 miles
of it across several rivers; the passage of m e of which cost
300,0001., and tire wiole 90 miles I suppose &out one million,
wirile t l e canal from tAe mouth of the Solani proba6ly w o d d
aot cost more than 30001. a mile, or 153,0001. for the 51
miles. Surely this view of the matter ie straining at a gnat
and swallowing a camel.
Compare the work now advocated with what is now nearly

accomplished by the Madras Irrigation Company on the
Toombuddra River a t Kurnool, which river is there a b o u t
0n.e h d e d andJ;&feet below the water-shed immediately
south of the confluence of the Toombuddra and Kistnah.
The Company have constructed an annicut or weir m o r e
than 14 miles in length acroes the river, and they have also
nearly completed a a n a l t o carry 400,000 corhic y ~ per
d ~
hour (3200 cuhic feet per secmd) for 7 2 miles through a very
dificult, rocky, and undulating country, including a stone
aqueduct across the Hindry River of 300 yardsJ length, crossing also several small streams, besides a considerable rocky
cutting through the water-shed itself; and the whole of this
will have cost, I believe, about 200,00Ol., or say 250,0001.
Further on, in the Report I last referred to, in speaking
of the Sutlej River, Colonel Baird Smith proposes this very
plan of drawing off its water at points f a r f r o m the Wills.
H e says, "It is not a t all neoessary to suppose that, a canal
" frbm the Sutlej a t a high level will exhaust the capabilities
" of that river for agricultural purposes. Such a canal
" would be the first and best use of the waters, but hereafter
" it may be both expedient and practicable to draw other
" lines from lower levels, which, though not efficient nor
" so reliable in their action, may still become very valuable
" and give additional guarantees for the security of that
'' tract."
I need not answer Sir Proby Cautley's remarks on what
I call minor mistakes so much in detail as I have his others.
On the lst, the lengtl of thefalls, I admit there is something in his argument that they were made so long partly
to allow of a portion being shut up in case of injury. I
have had sufficient experieuce of water not to despise any
precautiou against the enemy. But eoen allowing for this,

they might have been made of two-thirds their present
leugth. I must however repeat that we have such multitudes of such works standing pqectly, when covered with
stone, that I do not think it necessary to go to such an
expense to provide against accident in this way.
Sir Proby Cautley does not reply to my other objection
to the height of these weirs, viz., that they caused a much
greater fall to the surface of the stream than he had given
t o the bed, causing a most severe current for some distance
above them. At page 25 he mentions the dangerous expedient to which this had driven the officers, viz., that of
raising these brick works by timberwork, and thereby
exposing them to a still greater force of water than they
were intended to bear, and justly says, " This remedy, while
averting one danger, has given birth to anotAer not less serious."
On the 3rd minor mistake, the great shpe of the canal,
Sir Proby Cautley remarks that, i t ought to have been placed
a t the head of my fundamental ones, and thinks it is the
cause of the injury to the masonry falls, but I cEo not think
t k t , nor a t all that "it hae been the cawe of all the die"asters that Aave occurred."
.
Under the same head Sir Proby Cantley says, further on,
" I see no remark in Sir A. Cotton's report tending to
" show that he looked upon them (the large masses of
" water) as affecting the project; so far from it that he
" proposes a depth of 18 feet without the slightest hesitation,
" and without the most distant idea of having any di5culty
" in dealing with it." Sir P. Cautley is right. I have not
the slightest hesitation Gpon the matter, OT the most distant
idea of any di@culty in dealing with such masses of water
as are required to be controlled in order to place the Gauges
Canal in its proper state, or to ensure its full extent of

nseftdness. And from eoyepicnee I have gathered this important lesson, that there really is no particular difficulty in
dealing with such a depth of water. Are bhe railway
engineers very presumptuous when they now propose to
deal with veloaities of 10 or a0 miles an hour? The only
fhing is, that to retain the same current fi tAe depth is greater,
the skye o f the bed must be less. I f we allow it current of SO00
yards for adepth of 9 feet, the slope must be 6 inahes; if we
have a depth of 18 feet, it must be S inches ; that is all the
difference. I n the Godavery we had to deal with a depth of
30 feet, and 18feet passes over the annicut. I n the Kbtnah
we have a depth o f about 37 feet, and more t l a n 20 feet over
the annicut. Sir Proby Cautley then, agaili, attributes the
failure of the weirs to the slope of the 6ed of the canal. I n
my opinion i t does not make the slightest dzyerence. I feel
sure that if these brick weirs had been waste weirs in the
bund of a tank, they would have had jnst the same force of
water, and would have failed. He says also, <' I look to the
" improved plan of falls adopted in the Baree Doab canals
" rather than to the weak projections of Sir A. Cotton."
How very odd it seems that he should speak of these weirs
as if they were some new idea of an inexperienced man.
They are no present invention of mine, but such works as
have been built by hundreds in Madras, in every possible
soil and position, and have stood perfectly, some of tlkm 40
or 50 years. To think such works weakprojections is surely
a mistake, when they have given such ample proof of their
being alundant& strong.
On the non-extension of the canal from Camnpoor to
Allahabad, Sir Proby Cautley says that hie project was
for irrigation as f a r as Cawr~poor. What I urge is, that
this waa a li~istakein the project. 1st. The abstraction of
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water from the river would greatly injure the navigation
by that line ; and this evil was of such vast importance as
to go far to counterbalance the .benefit of the irrigation.
Nothing can be stronger than the testimony of Col. Baird
Smith and others to the excessive pressure of the demand
upon the water-lines for the conveyance of food to the
famine districts in 1860-61. H e says, " I n 1860-61 the
"total importation of food-grain (by all means of con" veyance), amounted to nearly 5 million maunds (180,000
" tons).
There is nothing extravagant in supposing that
" 15 or 20 million maunds (4 or $ million tons) may,
#' when the system of communication is perfected, be thrown
" into any part of this region between the two harvests.
And at par. 173, ''It is scarcely to be expected that our
" existing canals of irrigation will ever be very perfect
'' channels of communication. But that, they may be made
" of considerable use has been clearly shown by the extraor" dinary increase of traffic on the Ganges Canal during the
"famine period. The number of boats increased from less
"than 200 to about 1000 between January and June,
" 1861, and they were still below the demand." He then
recommends a separate line of canal for navigation, and
after speaking of railways, adds, "I am sure that even
when such means of transit are fully employed with re" munerative returns, there will yet remain a great mass
" of produce for which cheap water carriage will be a
necessity." And Col. Turnbull says, in his Report for
1860-61, "The demand for new boats was so great during
this period that they could not be built fast enough to
" meet it; and so high was the value of a boat on the
canal that, notwithstanding the most extravagant prices
'' given for it, anyhow put together, and of the most

['temporary m a t e d , one month's working nearly repaid

" t.he cost, and the second gave a profit."
To give an idea of tAe extreme value of

'

water for navigation at m h a time, supposing that a lock of 150 x 20 feet
will admit a boat of ,300 tons, the consumption of water in
passing would be about 1000 cubic yards, less than that
required for an acre of wheat, which would not produce
one ton of food. The fact is, that great as is the value of
water for irrigation, it is, at such a time, immeasurably
greater in placing at the dispo~alof the people, so afflicted
the supplies from distant districts. The quantity of water
consumed in navigation is so trifling that it would be
almost imperceptible even a t such a time. At the above
rate of 1000 cubic yards for SO0 tons, it would be only a
little more than 3 million cubic yards for a million tons,
sufficient for 4 million persons for a year, while the quantity of water brought by the canal in a year, at a. million
cubic yards per hour, would be 9000 millions, so that
1-3000th part of the water would provide for the conveyance of food to 4 millions of people. With respect to Col.
Baird Smith's doubts that the irrigation canals will ever be
very effective navigations, I have only the same to say as I
have said about weirs ; that i t is only a p r e , f a n y , without a
fact to 8~pportit, alzd utterly overthrolan by Me actual efective
laorking of the RrqjaAmundry canahfor 12 years. The whole
tra5c of the district is carried on by these canals at prices
much below the lowest on railways, and yet with excessive
profits to the boat-owners, notwithstanding that the boate
are absurdly unsuited to canal traffic, and worked a t fully
five times the expense that good canal boats could be
worked at.
Col. Baird Smith again says (Report, May 8, 1861,
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par. 20)-" So miserable are the means of intercommuni" cation in many of those districts of supply, that while
" in one 6azaar famine prices of 4 rs. a maund (111. 4s. a
" ton) might be ruling, in another, not 30 miles off, the
" price would be but 14 rs. a maund (42. 4s. a ton)"-a
difference of 72. a ton, while the cost of &ge
by water
would have been, at Qd. s ton per mile, 4d. "Though
" its navigation is precarious, the Jumna was the channel
" of a considerable flow upwards to Agra from Allahabad."
" The Ganges was but little used by reason of the lo\v
" level of its waters; small supplies were however brought
" up by i t to Cawnpoor." (Par. 28.) " The noticeable de" crease in the volumes of the Ganges and Jumna has sen#' sibly affected the trade in those rivers."
" I n December,
" 1860, indeed in February, when I had an opportunity of
" seeing the rivers, they had almost ceased to be means of
'' communication at all." " Few causes act more directly
" on the free upread of Manchester goods than communi" cations of any kind. It is along the best of these that
" English cloths have most largely commended themselves
" to the people, and the interests of the manufacturing dis" tricts of England is most direct and personal, in the state
fl of the roads and rivers of India."
(Par. 31.) "The chief
" consumers of English cloths here are all classes near, to
" open and easy lines of communication, be they by land or
. a water, with a comparatively small section of agriculturists,
being the upper grades of the class at a distance from euch
" communications." (Par. 20.) '' And even if our hopes
of a favourable rainy season should be disappointed, the
'r
question will then be, not so much how to
#' get food as how to get the starving people to the food,
or the food to the starving people."

When navigation was of such prodigious importance it
was certainly a mistake not to continue the canal down t o
Allahabad, especially as the river navigation was. to be
seriously injured by the abstract,ion of t'he whole stream a t
~ a r d w a r ,and when it could be done at so small a cost.
Sir Proby Cautley continues upon this point in the next
paragraph, where he says, "It is only when the demands for
irrigation are small that water runs to waste in tire river."
And again in page 38, he Bays, that when the supply of
water is limited, as it is on the Ganges Canal, especially
6r at a distance of 360 miles from ita source of supply, if
navigation is to be insisted on, it will be at sacrifice of
fl irrigation."
I really don't know how to make this case
plainer than I have already. It is so extremely simple
that much explanation only seems to me to make i t dark.
l+om the point in the canal where the last irrigating channel
is led of, no matter where that may 6e, or how near to tde
terminus, the. water id retained on a dead level to the end.
No water, or ratiler on& the inappreciable quantity wedfor
lockage-the whole intended for irrigation may be so used
-then runs to waate. It seems to me that no mdtiplication of word^ can make this plainer. T'ia id the plan in
all the canals i n Rajahmundy. The few miles between
the last branch and the lock which connects the canal with
the river are level, and e v e y drop of the water id used for
irrigation, excepting the lockage water, which, aa I have
shown above, is perfectly insignificant.
Leaving Sir Proby Cautley's reply for one moment, I am
led by the nature of the point just discl~ssedto observe that,
of the absolute mcessity of water carriage we have the
strongest possible proof in Captain Haig's Report on the
American River Navigations. That officer was sent by the

Secretary of State to examine the inland navigations of
the United States, and I take the following illformation
from his published Report: - On the Hudson about
3,000,000 tons were carried per annum, and this during
the time the canals were not closed by frost, and 35,000
tons were carried through by land, between New York
and Albany; so that 99 per ceut. was, carried by water, and
little more than 1 per cent. by land. Again, in Cincinnatti, high up the Ohio, about 1,200 miles from the
sea, in the year 1856-57, in its trade with Pittshurgh, still
higher up, 840,000 tons were carried by water, and
40,000 by land, or about 95 per cent. by water. And
this, notwithstanding t h a t l s t . That year the river wqs
entirely closed by frost for 14 months, and was so low,
owing to drought, for 64 months more, that no coal could
be carried, so that the river was only in good working
There is frequent loss of vessels
order for 4 months.-2nd.
by snags.--3rd. The distance by water is much greater.And 4th. The current is much too strong. I n the lower
parts of the Mississippi of course the proportion carried by
water must be still greater.
And the charges are, on the Ohio and Mississippi, for
long distances, Ad. for minerals, to i d . and ad. for agricultural produce for shorter distances; this is in the face
of the most perfect system of railway transit. What may
we expect in India, without the hindrances of frost and
drought, keeping the navigation unavailable and the
capital unemployed for a large portion of the year, without the risk of snags, &c., nithout a strong current,
and, with wages a t about 1-20th of what they are in
America? I n India the canals will be available all the
year, night and day, almost absolutely without risk, with
H

a moderate current in the direction of the main traffic,
and with perfect facilities for landing and shipping a t every
point of both their banks.
It is certain, from the above information, that the American States would be utterly paralysed if they were deprived
of their water transit, extremely imperfect as it is; and i t is
equally certain that, India must continue paralysed until it
has a complete system of water transit.
In the great work of Mr. Parr, Editor of the Bmerica~
Raihoud Journal, giving a complete account of all the
United States' Railways, in three thick volumes, he speaks
of the Erie Canal (extending from the head of the Hudson
Navigation, at Albany, 118 miles from New York t o
Buffaloe, in Lake Erie, 350 miles) thus :-"!Chere
is no
" doubt that the Erie, the leading work in the system of
" the New York canals, is, by far, the most important art$" &Z highway in the United States, both in the extent of its
('present commerce, and in the influence it has exerted i n
" advancing the population, wealth, and material interests
" of the country.
Its opening in fact fist gave commercial
" value to theproducts of the interior."
Such a declaration
from a man so entirely connected with land carriage, and
so fully acquainted with a coulitry in which the utmost
possible effect has been given to that mode of transit, is
ab decisive as any testimony could possiblj- be to the necessity of water carriage. The quantity of goods arriving at
tide water alone on the Erie Canal was just below 1&millions
of tons, besides all leaving tide water and all the local t r a 5 c
This was in 1859, before its enlargement, which had then
been in progress some years, was completed. I hear that
the tra5c has increased enormously since that. The averagev
cost of transit;including tolls, was 3 pie (hrd of a penny) per

ton per mile, so that no doubt minerals were carried ata
much lower rate. This canal is only 70 feet broad and 7 feet
deep. The locks are in pairs, and 1 8 feet by 110, passing
boats of 225 tons. The toll is &th of a penny per ton per
mile, or 14 pie, leaving 1 4 pie for the average cost of
carriage, including carrier's profit; this in a country where
wages are 20 times those in India, affords ample room for
the conclusion, that in India the cost of carriage of the
lowest class of goods, on long lines of perfect water communication, will not exceed 4 pie, or G,th of a penny, or
3 rs. (6 shillings), exclusive of tolls, for 1,100 miles, from
Roorkee to Calcutta, thus giving a "commercial value"
a t Calcutta to every kind of produce, and even to stone
and timber from the north-west extremity of the valley of
the Ganges.
The average cost of the New York canals, of which the
largest is much smaller than those proposed for the valley
of the Ganges, has been 12,0001. a mile, while the latter
will not cost above 25001. a mile on an average, though
made of ample capacity.
I will now return to Sir Proby CautleyJs " Reply."
I need not, as I before mentioned, notice all minor
points in detail.
I n answer to my objection that there is no arrangement for disposal of the.silt, his answer is, " None further
than to pass i t off by the escapes and termini."
But
these, as in another part of his reply he himself states,
do not pass it off. If a river is flowing at, suppose, 6
miles an hour, and its water is diverted into a canal where
it flows a t 3, a large ort ti on of the silt held in suspension is deposited in the bed of the channel; it is not
carried to the escapes or the termini, for the quantity of
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silt held in suspension is in proportion to the current, and
as soon as the current is diminished, a portion of the silt is
deposited. Some means therefore must be adopted for the
disposal of it. The want of this is one of the mistakes that
I made in planning the Godavery works. The only plan
I can think of for this is, to make the heads of the canals
very wide, so that the silt may be chiefly deposited there,
and then to keep large dredges constantly a t work on that
spot, because there, they would be no hindrance to the
navigation.
Sir Proby Cautley proceeds to answer me about the
making of the Solani Bqzcetlzcct of the same width as the canal.
One remark of his is, that he did not con~iderhimself
justified in attempting a rapid run of water over this
elevated embankment. I was was not speaking of the
embankment, but only of the masonry aqueduct. My objection was to the hreadth of tke masonry being the same as that
ofthe canal, on the ground that, though it was necessary to
keep the current under 3 miles an hour, in an earthen
channel, for fear of cutting up the bed and ~ides,yet there
ww nothing t o prevent a much higher velocity, in the
masonry. I n his remarks, however, I should observe, he
mixes up together the two totally different points on which
I had spoken. -One of these was, the hreadth of the aqueduct
a6011efor the water of the canal-the other, the hngth ofthe
workfor the Solani to pass under it. I mentioned these aa
two defects, but they have nothing to do with each other.
His defence of the great hreadtk of the aqueduct for the
canal water is, that he made it in two channels, so that one
could be shut up if it required repair, while the other was
in use. There is no doubt something in such a precaution ;
but I do not think i t was necessary. I think the risk is
eo very small, with such a well-constructed work as this,

that it was not worth while to spend 75,0001. (I think the
work cost 150,0001.) in doubling its width, especially as it
was almost certain that, $ any accident did occur it would be
such as would injure both halves. But I would not have
made i t more than one-third the width, and have sent the
water through it at three times the velocity given to it in
the canal, and so have saved nearly two-thirds of the cost.
There is no objection to this plan, and the saving is very
great.
With respect to the second point, that is, thegreat length
ofthe work, he quotes from Col. Baird Smith's remarks on the
Gunnarum Aqueduct. Col. Smith mentions two accidents
which happened to it. Of the first he says, "Within a few
" months (or probably weeks, for I forget the precise date)
" after the aqueduct was$nished, a flood rose, as I understood,
"not less than 5 or 6 feet over the level of the tops of the
" parapets, thus burying the whole structure under water."
About this he evidently had only some confused information.
The flood occurred while the work was under con-struction,
before the side walls of the aqueduct were built, and went,
not over the parapets, but merely over the arches; and it
was a most gratifying proof of t,he general soundness of the
work, for I suppose no bridge in the world ever stood such
a test before as entirely to disappear under water while
the masonry mas quite new, for the men were at work upon
it when the flood came, and that was only 5 months after
the aqueduct was commenced, though it has 49 arches, and
is 2300 feet long. It was not the least injured. W e had
indeed great reason to be thankful that it escaped such a
trial. The flood had come upon us when we had no reason
to expect it. The other accident he mentions was a real
one. It did not happen as Col. Smith's correspondent
tells him; the arches were ngt cracked by the side walk
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falling in upon them, but a much worse thing, viz., by the
sinking of the foundations of one or two of the piers, owing
to the water cutting through the flooring of the aqueduct,
and scouring out the sand till the piers sank. This is one
of the many things that have occurred in our Madras works,
by which we have learnt what me did not know before,
or a t least had not such clear ideas of. The injury, however, was very partid, and some additional precautions
were taken, which have been quite effectual. This work is
a striking proof of what may he done in the way of securing
a bridge against very high velocities. The water in a high
fresh stands 4 or 5 feet above the crow?&of the arches, so that
i t flows through them a t nearly three times the current of
the river. The object of making it so low was to accommodate i t to the level of the canal that passes over it. It
has afforded us a most important lesson in canal engineering.
It has now been in effective operation about 1 0 years. I
cannot say that we have obtained all our experience without
mistakes and accidents; there have been many of both;
but we have found that they have helped to give us our
present knowledge of hydraulic engineering in India, and a
confidence which we never could have had if we had
attempted nothing. By God's blessing, a l l the great works
there are in the main successfal, and are now in proJitable
operation. I say so much on this subject that, it may be
understood that, I am not talking about matters that I have
not fairly earned experience in.
But to return t o the Solani Aqueduct. From the success
of the Gunnarum Aqueduct, which, be it understood, is built
on a fmndation of s a d , I am convinced that a very much
less water-way might have been given to the Solani river
that passes under it, and thus the length of that structure
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diminished as well as the breadth, so as still further greatly
to reduce the cost.
Sir Proby Cautley then says, with respect to the canal
being too narrow for the tra$ic at the lower end, "With
this my irrigation project is not concerned." But it .is not
only an irrigalion work. A great expense has been incurred
in locks to provide for navigation, and at this lower end
the great expense of pairs of locks was incurred for the
whole 40 feet of descent into the river evidently to provide
for a very extensive traffic. What I pointed out was that the
breadth of the canal was quite too small for s u d a traffic.
With respect to all these points about the navigation,
what I say is, that, if the expense of locks, &c., was incurred
to provide for navigation, then whatever else was necessary
to make the navigation efective ought to have been provided. As the works are, for the want of a very moderate
expenditure, the navigation is very inefficient, while it could
easil'y be made the most perfect commul.~icationia the woru.
Sir Proby Cautley afterwards makes some further remarks on my opinion, that the canal head ought to k v e
been made below the conjuence of the Solami. He thinks
that I had not sufficient data for that opinion. I reply
that I only wanted, one piece of information, which was, the
height of the country above the river, and this by no means
to any great nicety, for it was not a pclestim of whether the
proposed new head canal muut be 10 miles or 50 long. This
information I got from one of the local officers, and no
doubt it was quite correct. It referred to the Futtygurh
branch. As to the practicability of building a weir, of
course I did not require any detailed information for that ;
I saw the Ganges in many places, and found that it was
jwt of the same ckracter as oar rivers, and I know of

course that what h d been done in Madras in mauy places
could be done there.
Sir Proby Cautley goes on to speak of what I say in
another place about a second head for the canal 200 miles
lower down, ant1 seems to confound the two together. The
TO
object of the second weir was, as I have said-1st.
allow aportion of the water to be conveyed by the river i t s e v
to the lower level instead of going to the expense of
enlarging the canal for it all the may from Hurdwar ; and
2nd, To secure the use of the additional supply that is found
in the river at the lower point.
Sir Proby Cautley wonders a t my supposing that, the
cost of a weir a t the confluence of the Solani would not be
much greater than a t Hurdwar. There is no reason why
it should be much greater. The carriage of the stone for
the apron, by the canal, about 20,000 tons, some 50 miles,
would not be a large item. The mass of the work. would
be built of brick.
He then speaks of, mistakes in my paper as to theprecise
quantities and measurements. But I had nothing to do
with precise quantities in such a paper. None of the differences he mentions in the slightest degree afect my
arguments. He adds-" A calculation for loss by evapora" tion on a canal 40 yards wide of two cubic yards per hour
"is one of those extraordinarily cool dicta which defies
" all inquiry." The area of a mile of canal 40 yards broad
is 70,000 sqnare yards, and as the average evaporation is
about 4 inch per day, or 1-100 inch per hour, equal to
1-3600th yard, the evaporation per mile would be twenty cubic
yardsper hour. The mistake was in writing 2 for 20 either
in the calci~lationor the copying of my report. The correct
qrlantity is still a matter of no iniport~ncciu such a work.
'

I have before noticed Sir Proby Cautley's following
remarks about the points a t which the water should have
been drawn from the Ganges. I will only add here that,
he says, "experience is against them" (i.e., against my
views). What experience ? the experience of men who
have never built or seen a large weir ? The experience of
those who have built many is entirely for them. Which is
the kind of experience to be trusted ?
Sir Proby Cautley then proposes, to remedy the excessive
current of the canal by cutting a second canal from Roorkee
to the Bolundshuhur head, and dividing the water between
the two; and he says, " M y belief is t h t the volume of
" water is too great for an art$ciaZ channel carried through
" a soil like that through which i t passes below Roorkee."
To
this I say, my opinion on this point is, that the volume of
water i8 of no consequence whatever. The sole point is the
current. If t,hat is moderat,e, about 14 miles an hour,
there will be no injury to either the bed or the sides of the
canal, whether lUOO or a million cubic yards. per hour are
conveyed. W e have channels conveying all quantities,
from 100 cubic yards to half a million, and it never makes
the slightest difference. Not a aingle precaution is ever
taken with 6he largest channels that is not taken with
the smallest ; they are all alike, nothing in the world but
simple cuttings.
And as for the discharge of such quantities over weirs,
surely when we have found out how to discharge 200 million
culic yards an hour over a weir 16 feet high i n the sandy
channel of a river, we need not be at a loss a b ~ u tthe discharge of one million over a weir 10feet high in a canal.
On these accounts I entirely disapprove of the idea of
cuttifzg another canal in addition to the enormoua ezeavation

already made. The channel from the top of the banks to
its bed is about 24 feet deep, I would fill it to about 18
feet deep, and diminish the slope, so as to give a current
under 3000 yards an hour, and it would then convey about
a million cubic yards per hour a t a velocity that would not
touch tlie bed or sides. With the enormous embankments
that Aave been thrown up, there would surely be no risk i n
col~veyiugany depth of water.
If men argued 40 years ago that a locomotive could not
draw a carriage on a railway, though it appears ludicrous
now to us, yet there was really some excuse for it then; but
if a man were now gravely to insist upon its impracticability
it would be strange indeed. And i t is exactly the same to
argue now that it is "visionary" to offer to build weirs
across the sandy bed of the Ganges after exactb similar
works Aave 6een in operation for nearly 30 years on rivers of
precisely the same character.
There is to me something very curious in hearing now,
after 30 years of successful and most abundantly profitable
operation of these very works, the selfsame language with
which I was met when I first urged the construction of the
Cauvery or Coleroon Anicut -" An anicut across the
Cauvery. What a ' visionary' idea !" I thought a t that
time,-"if I can only get one of these anicuts built, there
will be an end to all this; people will see that, what was
done by the natives hundreds of years ago in the case of
the ' Grand Anicut,' as it is called, on the Cauvery, with
their little science and poor means, can also be done by us,
and there will be an end of such exclamations." But since
that, eight such works have been constructed in the very
worst situations, as respects foundations, &c., without one
failure (not without many accidente), and with unpre-

cedented profits, and now precisely the same cry is heard
with respect to a river of 4th the volume of water of one of
those which has already been mastered, and that, not by a
non-professional man, but by one of our greatest Engineers.
It seems to me now that, it is as useless waiting till this
sort of thing ceases, as it is to wait by the side of the
Ganges a t Allahabad till all the water runs off. W e must
be content to go on constructing these visiofzary works, which
produce such zcneommonly substantial resclts as we witness
in Madras, and to live and die visionaries for our pains.
I wo~ild just recapitulate the leading points that I
insist upon as, manifestly true, with reference to the project
under discussion, and the plan upon which i t has been
executed :1st. It appears that, according to Sir Proby Cautley's
paper, the levels admitted of water being led from the
river, a t the mouth o f ' t h e Solani, by a channel 51 miles
long, to the water-shed of the Doab a t a point 94 miles
below Hurdwar.
2nd. I f this had been done, about 43 miles of channel
would have Leen saved, and also t l e whole of the heavy
works for crossing the great drainage from the SubHimalayas.
3rd. Much more than 95 per cent. of the available land
~f the Doab lies below the level of that point on the Ganges,
and there was no special object in applying the water to
land above that level rather than to those adjoining.
4th. That the weirs constructed a t Madras entirely
settle the question of the practicability of a weir on the
Ganges at that point.
5th. That if it was a condition not to be overlooked, that
water was to be drawn from Hurdwar for the irrigation of
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the highest land, that did not make it necessary to bring
the d o l e volume of water for the irrigation of land, some of
it 300 miles distant and 600 feet below it, from that high
and distant point, and across the only part of the whole
tract that offers serious obstacles, tlie overcoming which has
been a principal part of the expense incurred; but that it
would have been much cheaper to lead a large portion of the
water off from a lower point, making use of the channel of
the river to convey it 200 or 300 miles, instead of along an
excavation.
6th. That there was nothing to prevent the water being
carried partiatly above the level of the surface, which would
have saved three-fourths of the excavation, as well as the
loss by percolation.
7th. That if these mistakes had been avoided, the works
would not have cost much above one-third of what they
have, and consequently have been finished in little more
than one-third of the time-hence, that the works might
now have been for many years in highly profitable operation.
8th. That if only on the ground that, expense has been
incurred in locks, whatever further was necessary should
have been done to make the .navigation efective.
9th. That such a work can easily be made the best
possible communication, carrying any quantities and
numbers a t a price far below any other means, and a t
an ample speed.
10th. That if only on the ground of the river navigation
being injured by the abstraction of so much water, compensation should have been made by continuing the canal to
Allahahad, as it could have been done a t so small an expense.
11th. That in case of famine, the use of the canal to distribute food from the distant districts through t,his tract
would have been a t least as important as for irrigation.

I do not like to conclude this paper without once more
stating what I conceive to be the sources of the mistakes
that have been made up to this time in this great project.
They are :1st. The fancy that a weir was an almost impossible
work. This seems to have been the real idea that drove
the Engineer up to a point 300 feet above most of the land
t o be watered, and 600 above the lower land that has been
watered, and also where he had to cross the only difficulties that occur in the whole Doab.
2nd. The strange misapprehension respecting the immense importance of water carriage leading them to trifle
with the navigation. Colonel B. Smith, even in his Famine
Report, when he is insisting on the importance of communications, never once mentions the main point in the
question, the cheapness of water carriage, but peaks everywhere as if land and water cariiage were much the same
things. H e states in one place that the cost of carriage
on a good metalled road is there 1 anna per ton per mile;
and, so far as I can learn from the results of the railways,
the actual cost of the great mass of traffic will not be much
under t h a t t h e actual average seems to be above i t ; and
it is certain that the profits on it are either nothing, or
very little more, because the whole nominal profits are
such as probably barely to cover the depreciation; and as
the passenger traffic is certainly more profitable than the
goods, the profit-on the latter must he ext,remely small
indeed. Now, there is abundance of proof that goods can
be carried long distances by water on an efficient canal
under i d . a ton, so that the saving on a million tons per
annum would be above 50001. a mile, while the Ganges
Canal, even if its whole cost of 2) millions had been spent
on the main lines, above 7 00 miles, would be only 35001.

a mile; and if we deduct from that, the cost of distribution,

it will reduce it to perhaps 20002. a mile, even as the
works have actually been constructed.
3rd. The fancy that it was necessary to convey all the
water below the surface of the g r o ~ n dto prevent percolation, whereas the only way of preventing it was not t o cut
through the water-tight soil, but to carry the water partly
above the surface.
I think I have given abundant reasons to satisfy any
person that if-lst.,
the whole of the heavy works had
been avoided by beginning the canal lower down; if-and.,
the excavation had been reduccd by carrying the water
partly above the surface; and if-3rd.,
part of the water
had been led from the river 200 or 250 miles lower down,
the works would certainly not have cost one-half of what
they have, probably about one-third ; and i f A t h . , the navigation had been made perfectly effective, which it could be
a t a small additional expense, the value of the work for
navigation would be equal to that for irrigation.
Terminating thus my observations upon Sir Proby
Cautley's reply,I cannot close this paper without,in the most
emphatic manner, calling attention to the imperative duty,
which cannot 8e safe& avoided, 6ut must inevitably and should
be,
undertaken by the Government,or by a private
company, namely, of ascertaining and adopting, the most
efficacious means for putting an end to, the positively seriously
critical state of the Ganges Canal, and also for securing the
construction of those works which are absolutely required to
make it thoroughly effective, reliable, and successful. My
views, and the works I confidentlyadvocate, are fully described
in my private Report and in this paper of observations; and I
hesitate not to assert that, the practicability of those works

has been abundantl~provedand placed beyond fair doubt, by
actual experience, and manifested by structures of the same
character, erected on amuch larger scale,in more unfavourable
situations, and subject to greater trials than can be found
connected with the Ganges River and Canal. Nothing short
of those works will, I am convinced, be permanently usefi~l
or prudent to be undertakelz; and I earnestly entreat those,
with whom the power of action rests, to allow of no delay,
no excuse, but a t once to enter upon a calm, unbiassed investigation of the wholefacts, the arguments which have been
adduced, and the statements p u t forth, and having arrived
a t a decision, to act with energy in order to rescue, from
the apprehended total failure, a noble work of high national
value, from which much has been expected and comparatively little obtained, but which, if judiciously and
properly dealt with, may be made, humanly speaking, a
certain and reliable protection against future famine, by
irrigating and rendering cultivatable a t all seasons the whole
of the Boab, also a channel for the cheap conveyance and
distribution of the increased produce, created by its own
fructifying water, and likewise the means of enriching the
Government, whilst securing increased wealth to the
people.
To this I will only add, that one thing is certain : all the
persons in any way connected with this work, both engineers
and civilians, are a t this moment convinced that, it is in a
critical state, and must be taken up seriously, and further,
that they are or were a short time ago entirely a t a loss
what to do.
A t the risk of being accused of reiteration, I must however again protest against opinions of mine which were giveu
in conjidence being construed into a person21 attack on any

individual, and I repeat that by my report I was not
trying theprojector but the project. I deem it to be the
duty of every individual possessing experience in mch
matters to do all in his power to induce the utmost possible
use of a national work which, through mistakes, has most
certainly become a powerful instrument of obstruction and
injury to the country generally, though possessing in itself
vast powers of ilsefulness if properly treated. For my part
I am free to confess a wish that I pould see the Godavery
and Kistnah projects taken up in the same way, their mistakes corrected, and the works completed and extended.
And this brings me to, the general question of Public
Works in India ; but before I make any remark upon the
subject, I must desire it to be understood that I am not
finding fault with any person, but merely bringing to notice
a most unquestionable and most serious fact, when I observe
that there has been an entirefailure to carry out the execution
of those important iydrau&c works e$icient$ hithsrto.
1st. The Ganges works have been I do not know how
many years under consideration, but it. is El years even since
ground was actually broken for them, and they are not now
finished.
Col. Baird Smith says, in par. 27 of his Report of
May 25, 1861, speaking of the D ~ a b - ~ 'The most charactC teristic feature of this section in reference to irrigation is,
" however, the large canals by which it is traversed ; these
" have not reached a tithe of the development that waits
'<them as the various channels under construction are
" brought to completion," kc. This was nearly 20 years
after they were begun ; and afterwards referring to the year
of famine, he adds-" And ol>servewhat the losses were in
;' t,hat one year. If the aggr;gate of these losses (of pro-

" duce) througlrout the famine tract be taken a t three
" millions sterling, i t will, I believe, be under tAe truth."
And again-" The whole remissions of the Government revenue
cr in aid of lauded proprietors who have borne the loss just
"indicated, will amount altogether to adout 400,OOOl."
And further on he says-" The expenditure incurred (by
" Government) in various forms, including among them
" the remissions of Government revenue which have been or
" will be granted, falls not much short of three-quarters of a
*' million sterling."
2nd. The Godavery works were recommended to Government 18 years ago, and only a little more than half the land
is yet watered.
3rd. The Kistna works have been in hand abont 1 2
years, and not a quarter of the land is yet watered.
4th. The Pallaur works have been in hand about that
time, and not half the use has yet been made of them that
they were intended for.
5th. The East Coast Canal was ordered by Lord
Dalhousie about 15 years ago, and it is still i n fragments
for want of the connecting links.
6th. The Upper Godavery navigation was urged upon
Government about 12 years ago, and actually commenced
7 or 8 years ago, and only some 100,0001. or 150,0001. has
yet been spent on it, while the whole of Nagpoor and much
surrounding country-the tract where the finest cotton is
produced-is entirely shut out, from all effectual improvement till that communication is open.
I n the Godavery and Kistnah all the heavy work is done
and yet further porgress is almost stopped, while the additional outlay required would return more than 100 per cent.
I believe the remaining 400,000 acres in the Godavery Delta
I

would require about 100,0001. for the distribution works, and
they would pay to Government alone in water-rate about
150,0001. a year. The same with the Kistnah works. And
now, under the new financial arrangements, instead of those
vital works being pushed on faster, the works are almost
entirely stopped, a mere trifle having been allowed for all the
new works in Madras this year, and there is no symptom of
this contemptible system of false economy being abolished.
W e have a further specific and most notable iustance of the
utter failure of the Government management of irrigation
works in the proceedings respecting the late famine in the
North West. I n this case there were several months of
warning, and consequently ample time both to consider and
provide for the time when the actual pressure of,starvation
came. As matters were managed, 140,000 people, already
starving, were employed on public works, when they were so
reduced that many died daily, and of course numbers were
quite unfit for work. Now, had there but been arrangements
made beforehand, a large staff of superintendents might
have been ready with extensive works marked out, and
large stores of food and tools, and probably several hundred
thousand of labourers might have been easily secured,
and in one year a progress made in the works which
o t h e r ~ ewould not have been made in less than five
or ten years. Thus t h h terrible calamity might have
been turned idto a blessing. Exactly the same took
place in Madras in the famine that occurred in Bellary.
The Government were warned of the certain approach of
the famine, months before it was seriously felt, and were
entreated to provide for i t by having all in readiness to
commence some important work. But this was refused,
and not a finger was moved till the terrible calamity

actually came, and then the Government fo~indthemselves
with 100,000 starving people on their hands, most of them
too weak to work, without a staff of officers, without works
marked out, without stores of food or tools. I n this utter
confusion 120;OOOZ. were spent, and the collector reported
that the work done was certainly not worth more than
50,0001. Such an opportunity, if taken advantage of with
ordinary prudence and foretliought, placing a t the disposal
of the Government a large proportion of the working
population of a district, would actually be, perhaps, upon
the whole, rather a blessing than a calamity. A noble and
extensive work might be carried out in a single year that
would give the district lasting prosperity far beyond what i t
had before. Nothing therefore can be more certain than
the fact that, there has been the most lamentable failure in
the management of these matters under the Government
arrangements.
But further, all that has been done has been mere patchwork-a
piece here and another there only as they were
pressed npon the Government by subordinate officers. N o
statesmanlike, comprehensive view has ever been taken of
the question of the Irrigation and Navigation of India, as a
whole. Were all the works now under execution completed,
there is no plan under consideration for connecting them.
And even when a step is taken by the Government in the
right direction, by offering to n private company projects,
as in the case of Oudh and Behur, conditions of a nature too
stringent to be accepted with a chance of raising capital,
or if accepted, too unjust to be enforced, are introduced into
the contract 4y a subordinate; and when these conditions
are objected to upon reasons stated, the papers have been
kept in a pigeon-hole for more than a year without anything
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being done about them: they h v b not, I believe, even fo
this day been brought before the Council of India.
Surely it is time this subject were taken into full consideration. The Government lave certainly failed to carry
out these essential works efectively.
Why should not a
fair trial be given to an English association of gentlemen
acquainted with India and its wants, who are willing to
undertake such works, and who may thus be made the means
of bringing, to the advancement of Indian agriculture and
prosperity, the almost boundless wealth which England can
well bestow, and will willingly invest, if once her capitalists
are satisfied that, money can be so employed profitably and
safely? Another and incalculably good effect, which will
flow from the establishment of such an agency, will be, the
introduction of an additional, large and carefully-selected,
body of educated, scientific engineers and many valuable
Western improvements, whilst the Government being thus
released from all anxiety and from al1J;nancial risk, in connection with such works, will then be enabled to confine its
own direct operations and energies to matters purely of a
govexmental character alone, and those, its proper actions,
will be less impeded than they have been heretofore, its
duty as connected with the works undertaken being solely
one of watchfulness for the prevention of public injuries
and wrongs.
To adopt this course will not be introducing a nezaprinci;ole,
but only carrying out one that has beell explicitly and
repeatedly acknowledged by the authorities, both in India
and in England-viz.,
that the Government should only
carry on material improvements directly, till other effective
%encies are raised up, and no longer; and that this is true
political economy needs no argument. Look only a t the

wonderful effects realized wherever the w e of British capital
and enterprise has been freely permitted, and you may
receive some idea of, the enormous benefits which will accrue
to India under a generous and wise encouragement of those
who present themselves as pioneers to, clear the way for the
general flow of funds for like purposes to that country.
Can there 6e a more legitimate opportunity for a real commencement and esta6ZisIment of S Z C C a~ p o l i y than 'the Ganges
Canal presents ? A t this moment that work is a source of
alarm, annoyance and trouble, to the Government, whilst a
large expenditwe cannot he avoided 6y t$em if they retain it
in their own hands; and I will add that, if the correct
steps are not taken, that expenditure will produce further
loss, further annoyance, and further disappointment only.
From all these inconveniences and troubles, from all this
expense, and from all future liability and risk, they may a t
once relieve themselves, and a t the same time raise a
foundation of confidel~ceupon which the people of England
will act with alacrity and effect, for the permanent benefit
of India. Let all in power unite in g i v i y to the experiment a hearty su.port, so that success may be secured as
surely as possible, and so that, if failure should unfortunately happen, it may not be attributable to want of cooperation on their part. With all united in one desire me
have surely fair data for concluding that the result cannot,
however, be a t all problematical.
The advantages to be thus gained are so large, nationally
speaking, that even great pecw~iary aaer$ces would be
justifiable if necessary t o secure them, but these are not required; on the contrary, the Government may participate
in the profits realized.
Could there, I will again ask, be selected, a more legiti-

tmate subjeat for the consideration of Government during
this time'of rest?
For the edenswn of works of irrigation in the Doab in
connection with the Ganges Canal, the Government have
alreadyexpreased their anxiety, as will be seen in the following
extract from their instructions to Colonel Baird Smith :" A further, and a very important, point to which Govern" ment would wish your enquiries to be directed is the
" extent to which it may be practicable and wise to push
" forward means of irrigation in the upper provinces, with
" the view of giving the means of fertilizing a larger area,
" and thus making more effectual provision against the
" recurrence of future seasons of drought."
Such being the case, will it not be plainly short-sighted
policy, and specially unjust towards the inhabitants of the
Doab, to discourage, or illiberally treat, those who are prepared to execute, with private capital and a t once, the
works thus pointed out as beneficial and necessary? for,
whatever may the result to them, the mere introduction
and expenditure of a large amount of English money, apart
from the effect of the works, cannot be otherwise than yroductive of great local good.
It is most certain than, an extensive system of irrigation
end navigation, by whomsoever executed, would extinguish
tlie most oppressive and ruinous of the taxes, and nothing
could be compared to them for giving intelligible proofs to
the people of the benefits of a Christian Government.
However difficult it has been found to teach English statesm e n the value of water, every native ryot can understand i t
perfectly, and wherever water has been given them they
thoroughly appreciate the action of our Government and
the benefits thuti bestowed; and, as illustrative of this, I

will conclude by quoting from Sir Emerson Tennant's work
on Ceylon, a sentence, which all who know India wilbadmit
might have been written of that country as aptly as of
Ceylon :"It is no matter of surprise that the kings who devoted
" their treasures and their personal energies to the forma" tion of tanks and canals have entitled their memory to
"traditional veneration as benefactors of their race and
" country. In striking contrast is the pithy remark of the
"anthor of the Rajavali, mourning over the extinction of
'<the Great Dynasty' and the decline of the country,
<'that, ' because thefertility of the land was decreased, the
" ' kings who followed were no longer of such consequence
<' ' as those who went before.' "
May the memoly of the present rulers of India, like that
of the " Great Dynasty" of Ceylon, be entitled to traditional
veneration, and may those rulers, by taking advantage of
the opportunity now presented, justly earn the title of benefactors of the land, and of its myriads of inhabitants placed
under their guidance and protection, and show tbem that,
enlightened and invigorated by God's ,ownWord, we are
at least eqnal to heathen rulers.

NOTIFICATION.

HAVING
received the following letter from Mr. Westwood,
the Secretary to the East India Irrigation and Canal Company, I feel that I cannot better effect the object there
desired than by printing such letter entire with this
Pamphlet.
The circumstances referred to by Mr. Westwood will be

found described in the Memorandum No. 3, inserted a t
page 41.
I t is certain that, the idea that, I should examine the
Valley of the Ganges was entirely the Company's own, and
they have incurred a large expense in sending me out for
that purpose, and in the salaries of the o5cers employed
with me, so that their sole right to these professional
opinions cannot be questioned.
A. C o m a .
~ u n b h d Web,
~e
22nd Jan., 1864.
"The East India Irrigation and Canal Company,
'' 27, Cannon Street, E C . ,
" London, 20th Jan., 1864.

" MY DEAR SIXA ~ ~ ~ u ~ , - L o o k iton gthe circnmstances
under which your private Memorandum or Report upon
Ganges Canal was written, I am sure you will agree
'(with me when I say its contents, with the whole of the
tf plans, professional opinions and suggestions you have there
" put forth, belong absolutely to the East India Irrigation
" and Canal Company, and can be fairly and properly acted
!
Iupon, or put in force, by them alone, or by others, with
('their assent first obtained.
'(As this Report has been already printed for private
ct cirmlatim, and as you are about to reissue it in a like
((manner accompanied by some further observstions of
iryours in explanation of its statements, I cannot help
'(asking you, as a measure of protection, to add a notifica" tion to the above effect, and so that, dl who read the
" Report and observations may at the same time be made
cf aware of the proprietory right of the Company thereto.
" Yours sincerely,
" J. WESTWOOD.
" Major-General Sir A. Cotton, R.E."
"
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